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c.G. lung
1875-1961

(lung at the age of 83; photo by Karsh of Ottawa)

Introduction

A Personal Statement

All psychological statements are personal. One cannot speak a
psychological truth without simultaneously making a confession.
We see what we are permitted to see by our personal vision, which
is always to some degree uniquely our own. And yet, in the experi-'
ence of life (or in life accelerated by analysis) we find over and
over again that what we have considered to be our own unique and
personal understanding and pain is actually universal, the shared
experience of mankind. We can lose our individuality outside in the
swells and cunents of collective life, but we can also abandon
ourselves to the unconscious within, naively accepting as our own
personal psyche whatever voices are thrown up from the underside
of the mind.

In the midst of this dilemma between the inner and outer worlds,
either of which may consume us if we are unaware, there occurs
the delicate but basic process of individuation. The small, statisti
cally insignificant, individual human psyche is the only canier for
all the sound and fury of the outer world as well as the only outlet
in consciousness for the vast inner world of the archetypes, the
distilled human experience of our life on this planet.

C.G. lung's view of the human situation appreciates this unique
and valuable position of the individual human being. In one of his
intuitive visions, lung felt that the dead await eagerly the news of
any human being, even the most insignificant person in the world,
for it is only in the difficult world of human life that decisions and
insights can be gained. 1 Perhaps the dead exist in a timeless
archetypal world where it is not possible to learn new truths because
of a lack of separation of events in time and space. In this intuition,
lung is close to the Buddhist view that it is better to be born into
the human world than into the world of the gods, for the gods are
so powerful and live for such an incredibly long time that it is hard
for them to realize what is most readily learned in human life: the
transient nature of all created things.

lung's insights cover a period from the close scientific observa
tions of the word-association experiment, with which he began his
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10 Introduction: A Personal Statement

career, to the mature and mystical speculations of his later years,
reflected in his autobiography in chapters on such topics as life after
physical death. The broad canvas of Jungian thought spans clinical
concerns of treatment, personal religious development and scientific
questions about the nature of matter, mind and causality. It is too
complex to be entirely contained within the area of clinical treat
ment. The experience of the Jungian model of the psyche involves
analysis in the usual clinical sense plus life experience and religious
and philosophical reflection upon that experience. Hence the subti
tle of this book is analysis and individuation. Neither analysis
alone, nor individuation without the reflective aspects of conscious
work on oneself, constitutes the Jungian experience.

This broad canvas of Jungian theory first attracted me to the
study of Jungian psychology, and the attraction has never dimmed.
I have found the insights of others to be of great value, but it has
always been possible to find a place for them in the Jungian
framework. The reverse, however, has never been possible: I could
not fit the range and depth of Jungian thought into a more restricted
container.

I became a Jungian analyst in a meandering way. First I had
wanted to be an architect, inspired by experiences with my father's
building business in eastern Texas. But emotional tensions led me
toward medicine, for I felt that in medicine it might be possible to
reconcile my strong religious feelings with the apparent inevitability
of entering military service during wartime. After a year of premed
ical studies, I again changed course, enrolling in the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of Texas in Austin. Most of my
undergraduate studies were related to writing and I graduated with
out a major field. A year in graduate English (actually studying
journalism and editing the Ranger, the college humor magazine),
led me toward considering a doctorate in English and a career in
teaching. Those plans ended in a period of depression, during which

- the whole direction of my life seemed uncertain. In retrospect, it
was the flight of the puer{l(!te171Us -(the eternal adolescent) whenfaced~earrtTes-oTa:ri ~aduarworld. 2 --

---I-r-e-tu-r-n-ed'to premed~;-i~t~~d a year later entered South
western Medical School, a branch of the University of Texas. There
followed years of completing medical training and internship, three
years of psychiatry residence at Duke and Southwestern, followed
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by a brief thirteen months in practice before I was drafted, as a
physician, during the Vietnam war.

Two years in the Army forced me to develop assertive parts of
my personality that had lain dormant in the shadow of the puer. It
also gave time for study, more family time, and permitted me to
pass psychiatry boards.

A strange experience the night before my psychiatry board exam
convinced me of the reality of the unconscious and the importance
of dreams. Although I do not remember a dream that night, I am
certain that it was an unremembered dream that restored my psychic
equilibrium just before the examinations. I had been studying for
six months, often with other psychiatrists and with one of the
neurologists stationed at Ft. Gordon. The neurologist and myself
drove together from Augusta, Georgia, to New York City, review
ing notes along the way. The night before the exam, we had dinner
at a Chinese restaurant across the street from our hotel. I remember
that he had squid in its own ink-and the blackness of that dish
could not have been darker than my mood. I felt totally inadequate,
in spite of great preparation, and was convinced that I would fail
the examinations. My last thoughts before going to sleep near mid
night were what I might say when I returned to Augusta as a failure.

When I awoke, even before opening my eyes, I was aware of a
complete shift in my mental state. Not only did I have no anxiety,
but there seemed to be a sense of confidence and certainty that
everything would be fine. I opened my eyes and looked at my
watch. It was a little after two in the morning. I remembered no
dream, but felt as if I had dreamed something profound. It was easy
to return to a restful sleep and I awoke in the same confident mood.

The board examinations went smoothly, and I can even say they
were a pleasurable experience. I realized that what had happened
in the middle of the night was an example of what Jung called

(Cizantiodror!]ja; a term he borrowed from the Greek philosopher

Heraclitus. Enantiodromia is the princi~le that opposites, at their
extremes, tend to turn into one another.

One of the most graphic representations of the principle of enan
tiodromia is the Taoist symbol of the yang (masculine) and yin
(feminine) forces combined in a symbol of totality, the t'ai chi tu,
represented as two "fishes"-a black one with a white "eye" and a
white one with a black "eye." In later years, I came to a deep
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/2 Introduction: A Personal Statement

appreciation of the concept of enantiodromia, which is involved in
the psychological unification of opposites. The tension between
opposites in the individual human psyche is part of the basic nature
01' the mind, but played out unconsciously, particularly with projec
tiOllsonto other persons of one's opposite or shadow characteristics,
it can lead to great human misery. When the tension of opposites
is constellated in large political groups, or between nations, it can
lead to unbelievable suffering and disorder.

Through personal experiences such as these, the theoretical
IIII/del of Jungian analysis was fleshed out with depth and meaning.
Although the reading of Jolande Jacobi's Complex/ A rclietype / Sym
ho/ had excited me, my subsequent reading of Jung had in some
ways been confusing. I could become excited about the deep impli
('alions of his writing, but was unable to make the bridge to my
l'vcryday world of clinical and personal experience. At one time
lilis became such a problem that I was unable to read more than a
I'nv pages of lung's writing without bogging down in the gap
Ill.'(ween its profound meaning and the everyday world,

()nce again, the unconscious itself gave me a way through the
diknlllla, Just before I entered the army medical service, I had a
.',11\ IIItaneous vision of lung as a rocket ship that had been propelled
lligh into space by the expulsion of a vast amount of material· ..
wllich was simultaneously all the books he had written and, to be
hlllnt, plain shit, This was both a freeing and a disturbing vision,
p:llticularly since I knew that I must discuss it at once with my
Jllllgian analyst, Rivkah Kluger, who had worked very closely with
Inng himself. I was afraid she would reject me or consider that the
vision simply showed my resistance to Jungian thought. However,
.Slll~interpreted it in the same manner that I did: Jung's writings
were for Jung himself a means of propulsion in his own remarkable
JllllfllCYof personal individuation. But seen from another vantage
p()int, they were only excrement, of no value.

But excrement, shit, has another meaning in alchemy, the
esoteric forerunner to modern chemistry (which Jung was led to
.sllldy by a series of dreams, thereby discovering the historical pre
('\Ilsor of his analx.ti~.aLIJs-y-£,Qglogy).The most valuable alchemical
snhstance was the 'Philosop'!!~s'-S~ sometimes called the elixir
ill' life. It had the remar able capacity to transform base metals into
I',old or to heal any illness (although if taken with the wrong attitude
II could also be a deadly poison). In psychological terms, the
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Philosophers' Stone, or lapis, would be the archetypal Self, the
regulating center of the psyche. If the ego can truly contact the Self,
it is at once a healing experience for the ego, but also a defeat,
since the ego then realizes that it is only a part of the psyche, not
its actual center. Experience of the Self is a sobering antidote for
psychic inflation.4

And with ,,-wJ1<:!.tmaterialdid the alchemist start in order to try to
produce the~/the thing of highest value? One})fJb..e..me1a11-t.Lor
ical descriptions of the beginning material, thecerima materia)is
excrement or shit! This prima materia is founo--ev€cf7'whcfe, is
despised or considered of no value, worthless-sometimes called
"the orphan," belonging to no person or family, unconnected to the
everyday world of social values. In psychological language, the
prima materia is one's ordinary, everyday life experience. In the
neurotic person considering Jungian analysis, the ups and downs of
everyday life are often scorned, although that is precisely the ma
terial through which, with the proper psychological work, one can
approach the lapis, the Self, the experience of very highest value.

My vision suggested, then, that Jung's writings were a rich
source of this prima materia, from which one might find ways
toward the Self. But his Collected Works contained no ready-made
panacea; they were the place to begin. This vision thus corrected
my puer tendency to seek a father figure whose insights would
provide all the answers, and at the same time it set me squarely
upon the necessary path of working with my own prima materia
toward my own potential experience of the lapis.

While working with the same Jungian analyst, I had another
dream that put Jung's work into perspective. In this dream my
analyst was cooking in her kitchen, while I and one of Jung's
grandsons (whom I had met when he was working in Dallas) were
waiting to sample the meal. On the counter between the kitchen and
the room in which we stood was a case of some half dozen steak
knives (which reminded me of a case my own father owned). Sud
denly one of the knives cracked with a loud sound of breaking
metal! As I went to pick up the cracked knife, it suddenly turned
into "Jung's sword," which was so large that by standing on tip-toe
I could barely keep the point of it from touching the floor. Just
below the hilt where I was holding it, a piece of metal was missing
from the blade. Jung's grandson remarked, "It's a shame that the
official guardians won't let us repair it!"
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My association to the cracking knife was to one of lung's own
experiences, where a bread knife cracked inside a drawer. 5 It was
one of the parapsychological events that led lung to the concept of

lsynchronicityJ the strange parallel in meaning between an inner
subjectIve event and an outer objective event, discussed below in
chapter 9. Because the dream paralleled this important experience
of lung's, I took it to mean that I indeed had a true connection to
the soul and spirit of lung's work.

I worried for years, however, about the phrase, "It's a shame that
the official guardians won't let us repair it!" Only within the last
two years have I felt a sense of what that might actually mean. The
one defect in lungian psychology as it is often presented is that a
too symbolic approach may be taken! If too much emphasis is
placed upon the symbolis: mode of understanding, the real goal of
lungian analysis can be missed-the goal of the lapis, which is
within the world and yet is capable of transforming the world.

This too symbolic approach to Jungian analysis has become evi
dent in at least one school of Jungian thought, that called "ar
chetypal psychology." In that approach, the ego is slighted, the Self
considered "monotheistic," and emphasis is placed upon "deepen
ing" experience away from the "dayworld" of consciousness into
the "underworld" of symbolic archetypal forms.6 To me that is an
unfortunate deviation from the direction of Jung's work. Jung him
self always emphasized that the ego is an indispensable part of the
individuation process; the ego must not only experience the uncon
scious, but must take an attitude toward it. Without the ego, th~
unconscious is helpless to actualize itself effectively in the world,
which is the essence of the individuation process.

One of the reasons for writing this book, therefore, is to guide
the person seeking Jungian analysis toward the classical tradition of
analysis, where individuation is clearly the goal. lung's vision is
so vast that it will be decades before its full implications will be
understood. Edward Edinger may well be right when he calls Jung
the epochal man of the next phase of human history, the harbinger
and example of a new way of living.7 This book is meant to correct
some common misconceptions and to give the person considering
Jungian analysis a head start that will enhance the actual experience.
As well, the reader may gain a basic idea of what is to be
accomplished in analysis.

Work on the shadow, that "dark" alter ego that in some ways is
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the equivalent of Freud's concept of the "id," constitutes much of
the ordinary work of psychotherapy and analysis. Although the
shadow seems unacceptable to one's present ego-image, it often
contains unrecognized positive qualities that are needed for further
individuation. One of my friends in Zurich, when studying with me
for the propaedeuticum examination (the theory examination at the
midpoint of training) remarked wistfully that he originally had gone
into Jungian analysis because he had heard that the unconscious
was a treasure trove of jewels. Pounding the table, he exclaimed,
"And I want my treasure trove of jewels!" -adding that he still had
to deal with shadow problems and the residual complexes of child-
hood trauma.

Another analyst told of jumping over the fence at the ruins of

Epidaurus in Greece, the ancient healing shrine of Asc1epius, the
Greek god of medicine, and "incubating" (the classical expression
for sleeping in the sacred Thalmos chamber of the temple) in order
to get a healing dream. An he got, he said with disgust, were more
shadow dreams.

Many years later, an analysand of my own dreamed that he
indeed owned a treasure chest of jewels in the basement of his
house, but realized in the dream that although he could go to the
ceDar to view them, he was not allowed to bring them into the
dayworld of everyday life: they were a great treasure, but had no
"cash value." Bridging the gap between the potential treasures of
the archetypal world and the world of ego-consciousness is one way
of characterizing the process of individuation, actualizing (to the
extent possible in empirical life ) the unique individual potentialities
of one's own psyche.

In addition to those readers considering entering Jungian analysis,
this volume is intended to help therapists of other theoretical back
grounds to better linderstand the clinical application of the classical
Jungian approach. Many of the principles can be used in an eclectic
practice of psychotherapy, even without formal Jungian training.
Toward that end, I have made a particular effort to illustrate the
theoretical points with clear clinical examples. The weaving
together of theory and practice is essential to avoid the pitfall of
excessive symbolism that the Jungian approach invites.

In its application, Jungian theory actually offers one of the most
practical and down-to-earth approaches to the human psyche in the
entire field of psychotherapeutic thought, but Jungian literature gen-
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crally does not clearly demonstrate how to translate the concepts
into practice. While it is admittedly difficult to do this without the
experience of a personal analysis, it is stilI possible to absorb the
(rue spirit of Jung's work through written material of a more clini
cally descriptive nature. Many of the titles in this series by Inner
City Books, and the recently inaugurated Jungian journal elIiron.
have this aim. A book with similar intent, though written from the
standpoint of humanistic psychology, is Fully AHve, which featuresa number of practical exercises. 8

i\. third group of readers who may find this book of value are
l!Jose already engaged in Jungian analysis, either as analysands or
il.S ./ungian analysts. In its original conception, this volume was to
ill' a discussion of psychopathology from a Jungian point of view,
iI corrective to the strong emphasis on syndrome diagnoses in the
l'lllTCllt practice of the American Psychiatric Association (as pre
,'il'lItcd in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III, which itself is slated
Illr revision in the next few years). There is still need for Such
di,scussion, but it must await clarification of some of the various
Ircnds within analytical psychology itself, as outlined by Andrew
Samuels in lung and the Post-lungians.9

Finally, I sincerely hope this book brings the Jungian experience,
hllth analysis and individuation, closer for the many who seek it.
111 their future lives and experience the spirit and soul of Jungianpsychology may tmly exist in the world.

1

The Troubled Person

Why do people seek psychotherapy or analysis? Many reasons may
be given, but there is usually one underlying motivation: the sense
that all is not right with one's life, that somehow a deeper meaning
or purpose has been missed. In many instances this is associated
with a sense of guilt, as if oneself were somehow responsible for
the difficulty. Often the presenting symptoms are abortive attempts
to find the right path-a series of broken marriages or relationships,
a recurrent pattern of difficulty with work or family, or simply an
overwhelming sense that something is not right in life, that it is
lacking in depth and significant goals.

In spite of seeking psychotherapy because of a deep sense of
personal discomfort, the troubled person usually hopes that some
how it is not at all his or her own basic problem, that the real
problem is the family, the marriage partner or the circumstances of
life. There is a deep-seated human desire not to be at fault, not to
be the one who must change, Although the troubled person comes
to the psychotherapist or analyst asking for help in changing, there
is often this unspoken desire to be approved just as one is, and that
the burden of change will be placed on someone else's shoulders.

An example that will always remain in my memory occurred
years ago, in the early days of my analytic practice. The young
woman had been my patient for several months, working on neu
rotic problems of depression, when she said during one weekly
session, "I don't have much money and these sessions are terribly
expensive for me; since you know what's wrong with me and I
don't, why don't you just tell me, so I can work on it faster and
save money?"

I felt sorry for her and made the mistake of taking her request at
its conscious value, without remembering the unconscious mean
ings that attached to it as well. I told her as concisely as I could
what I saw about her behavior and attitudes that were making her
unhappy.

With an angry gesture she banged her purse on my desk, exclaim
ing, "If that's the way you feel about me, I'm leaving!"-and she

17



18 The Troubled Person

left! I did not see her again for some three months. When she came
back, she apologized to me (and I to her) and we resumed useful
psychotherapy which led to some real improvement in her condition.

Since then, I have come to a deeper appreciation of the problems
of transference and counteliransference (discussed in chapter 4), for
it is not simply the conscious relationship between the analyst and
the analysand that is involved in the analytic constellation. There
is also the conscious relation of each party to his or her own uncon
scious mind, as well as to the unconscious mind of the other person,
plus the direct relationship between the unconscious minds of the
two persons. lung called even that a simplified model of the interaction! 10

Although the troubled person comes to the analyst with the barely
conscious hope that there will be no need for psychotherapy, yet
another part of the personality always recognizes that some vital
change is needed. In the initial interview, or series of interviews,
this need should become clearer in the mind of both the analyst and
the analysand, even if a more definitive formulation must await a
trial period of analysis. In fact, the precise formulation of a diag
nosis is not often possible (or even desirable except as a gross
orienting device). Thel,.giagnosfidcategories cUlTently used in psy
chiatry are discusseci. below in chapter 3, but they are designed
largely for the collection of data on types of psychiatric problems,
without theoretical bias. They are not subtle enough for the concep
tualization of the personal struggles within the psyche that are the
actual growing points of the individuation process. Neveliheless,
the analytic pair of patient and analyst must have some sense of the
direction in which they are trying to move, and a general formula
tion of the problem is helpful, even if it is later revised.

Diagnoses are not without their dangers and side-effects. Patients
with a particularly logical frame of mind may go from learning the
name of their diagnosis to reading about it in the psychiatric litera
ture, often becoming frightened that everything said in the theoret
ical description of the diagnosis will necessarily happen to them
personally. To want to know too strongly what is wrong with one
self is often counterproductive and may lead more to fearful fantasy
than to deeper understanding.

When I myself first entered psychiatric training, I often suffered
from finding something about myself in the theoretical description
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of virtually every psychiatric disorder in the textbook. It was only
with accumulating clinical experience that I was able to see these
theoretical descriptions in perspective. Without clinical experience,
the descriptions convey too much, particularly to the troubled per
son who is already strongly convinced that something is amiss, and
by coming for consultation has demonstrated a strong motivation to
understand what is wrong. The courage is admirable, even neces
sary, but needs to be applied to understanding the finer meaning of
the personal material-often dreams and their associations-rather
than to the too-gross descriptions of diagnostic categories.

One of the reasons that everyone has for feeling that there is
something wrong inside is the presence in each one of us of what
lung called the ~ The shadow is one of the structural con
cepts of analytical psychology (discussed more fully here in appen
dix 1). The term shadow does not imply something evil, but simply
refers to what is thrown into the "shade" by that which stands in
the "light" of consciousness. When something is approaching con
sciousness from the unconscious, it comes into a field of evaluation
that might be called a field of moral choice. Part of what is
approaching may be acceptable and incorporated into the ego, with
the unacceptable part being dissociated or repressed into the
shadow.

Contents that are acceptable to the person's ego-that part of us
that is "I" and feels itself to be the center of consciousness-are

?ften incorporated with little difficulty into th~ f!ji'i.!!}3-41 particularly
If they are also acceptable to the cultural sItuatIOn III which one
exists. The persona consists of a "mask," not just in the sense of
hiding something, but also in the sense of revealing something-a
social or cultural role, for example, as was indicated by the large
masks of classical Greek drama. When it "fits weIl," it enhances
and C.Q.!!g!lunicatesmore effectively the tru~ !!&1.!IT_.gItheego "be
hind" it; but if it is overused in place of developing an-adequate
ego, or !Ulis_usedJ~hig~t.he tru~ natur~ ..of th~_eg!2,J)athological
~.!'!t~SEl~Y.QCJ:;ur:~ development of the persona~xposesffie·
ego to trauma in a manner analogous to the body having defective
coverings of skin.

W n the troubled erson first comes to the anal st, there is
al~ays an element of(jfel:.~·on(ianxiety,as we_as tJiadow anxiety)
~ .. )Tc)rms of anxiety are perfectly normal, but either ~

~me p~olo.g!£ill if it occurs to an extreme degree-either too
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20 The Troubled Person

.~~iety (the. us~al n~urotic pa~~~lp.).or even to--2-JittIe_~ie:!l"
WhIChat Its worst mdlcates~gs-ychor:ftny (madequate moral develop-
ment and little concern for the effect of one's actions on others).

In analysis,[persona-anxiety)appears as a fear of revealing to the
analyst the actual detaiTs of on~:_LHf~Loften the very details that
are necessary for a correct- understanding of the problem and the
proper formulation of a tentative treatment plan. The patient may
actually fmget the details, and so not report them. More often,
however; the~ in memory but is not volunteered in
the analyticdialogue. This is another form of the nel1io1i~ils!ye

'hope'ffiatwha(onels truly concerned about in oneSiffIS-iiOTCrucia]-

and does not have to be analyzed. 'Q:

Some therapists simply begin without much \ib,~K;k.gr,QYlMLQata~acquiring it in the COurse of the analYsi~,;_!2!1-L!-'!!~I,Q.~esnot seem to
me the most desirable approach. In the~itial sessionsl when analyst
and analysand are still getting to know each other, questions of
work history, family, etc., are analogous to the taking of a personal
medical history, that is, they are more neutral in emotional tone.
After a transference-countertransference relationship is established,
however, the same questions may cany deep unconscious overtones
and be responded to more defensively.

If one bit of advice could be taken seriously by every person
entering analysis it would save much heartache and even actual
dollar expense: tell the analyst precisely why you feel something is
amiss with you. It is better to tell too much, to overemphasize what
is thought to be wrong, than to omit a detail that may be of value.
Any analyst who has been long in practice has heard many times
all the likely human foibles that the troubled person is hesitant to
mention. Although it is difficult to realize, the fear o(rejection that

,!he patient is exper~ncil1tin withholding sfladow material from the

analysis !§Jlctually the PAtiel!t~~Q'!YILin!~!:.J:!?lJ~e.lt:-reJe~ S'ften,
(;g!1!1.e.,cte<f.t?th~~<?.r-~.()ftheunel1roticproblem. It is also important
to understand that what the patient considers to be the reason for
coming to analysis may not be the real underlying reaSOn.

A number of years ago, a patient in group psychotherapy hesi
tated for months to tell the group his terrible secret. Finally, with
much support and encouragement, he closed his eyes, clenched his
fists and shouted, "I'm a faggot!" After several minutes of silence,
he opened his eyes, startled that no one had responded emotionally
to his frightened confession. Everyone else in the group had realized
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months before that he was a homosexual, and they still had accepted
him. His confession served only his own overstrict conscience,
which was part of the psychodynamic structure of his homosexual
behavior. As it turned out, he seemed content to maintain his uncon
scious self-rejection, for he passed up the opportunity to wmk
through the problem. (Perhaps he even helped to maintain rejec
tion-he moved away without paying his large accumulated bill!)

Group therapy is still controversial in Jungian circles. A few
analysts, including myself, find it of great value, although Jung felt
that group therapy was no substitute for individual analysis. 11 Jung
apparently never actually experienced a process-type therapy group,
basing his position upon group dynamics in such unstructured social
groups as the Psychology Club in Zurich-where persons acted, as
Jung observed, with less consciousness than they did as individuals.
Group psychotherapy and other variations on the classical Jungian
approach are discussed at length in chapter 7.

Persona anxiety is more easily yielded than shadow anxiety,
although in practice they are inseparably linked. The anxiety of
letting down the persona shield is directly linked to a fear that the
shadow may be seen and the person rejected. While the persona is
largely within the control of the ego, which generally knows it is
there (with the exception of the state of identification with the per
sona), the quality of the shadow is unknown to the ego. The ego is
conscious of part of the shadow, but always feels emotionally that
there is more unacceptable material in the shadow than often is
found when the shadow actually is revealed.

This shadow anxiety arises to some extent from the manner in
which the shadow is formed as a structural part of the personality
during early childhood (partly, perhaps, as early as 6-8 months of
age). At the time when the ego is being consolidated, it must deal
with very primitive judgments of what is accepted by the environ
ment as good (worthy of ego and persona) and what is judged as
nonacceptable, with the latter often being repressed or dissociated
into the shadow. The shadow is essentially an alternative ego- iden
tity, containing contents that could have been incorporated into the
ego if it had developed in a different environment.

A common example in virtually every "civilized" society is the
repression into the shadow of even normal ranges of anger.
Although such assertiveness may be necessary for the balanced
growth of the personality, the fact that it is dissociated into the



lems were "reduced" to the effects of past events still active in the
unconscIOUS.

In the ideal situation, the Jungian analyst would be able to engage
the troubled person in a reductive analysis, if that is indicated, or
in what Jung called the synthetic mode, one of symbolic understand
ing and synthesis of conflicting elements in the service of the indi
viduation process, should that seem more appropriate. If a current
conflict actually arises from psychological complexes closely pat
terned upon past events, the reductive approach may be an efficient
procedure to employ. In the next chapter, the theory of complexes
will be discussed; it offers a way of reconciling the apparent incom
patibility of reductive and synthetic modes of analysis.

Analysis: Frequency and Duration

Persons seeking analysis are frequently and justifiably concerned
about the amount of time and expense that may be involved. It is
generally assumed that analysis requires years of work, often sev
eral sessions weekly, as in the traditional Freudian model, whereas
Jungian analysis, and other forms of psychotherapy, are often seen
as more rapid or efficient alternatives. Much of the controversy
surrounding analysis arises from a difficulty of defining the analytic
process in terms of stages and results, so that people tend to fall
back upon defining it in terms of technique-number of hours per
week, whether one sits face to face with the analyst or reclines on
a couch, etc.

The fact is that Jungian analysts are by no means of a uniform
mind on these matters. Although most Jungian analysis is done face
to face, some Jungians (particularly those trained in England in the
Society for Analytical Psychology) frequently use the couch and
several appointments per week. In the United States, the most usual
arrangement is for analyst and patient to sit facing each other, meet
ing no more than once or twice weekly. Some Jungians use
techniques other than those of classical analysis, including group
psychotherapy, projective techniques such as sandtray construc
tions, art therapy, hypnotherapy, marital therapy, etc. Some do a
limited amount of consultation by telephone, but usually only with
analysands who have worked for some time in personal face-to-face
analysis.

The frequency of analytic sessions can vary from analyst to
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shadow at an early age means that any return of this repressed
material will evoke in the ego the sense that something of dangerous
proportions is being reawakened. Much of ordinary psychotherapy,
as well as the early stages of Jungian analysis, focuses on becoming
aware of this shadow material and reworking it in the light of the
judgment of a more developed ego. Although the shadow feels
dangerous to the ego, it may actually contain qualities that are
needed for the person's further individuation.

For the persona mask to be dropped and the shadow examined,
the analysand must feel that the process occurs within a safe con
tainer, safer than the ordinary world that the persona was meant to
keep at an appropriately safe distance-to allow fOr a personal world
of subjective choice and privacy. This safe boundary of the analyt
ical container is a vital part of the analytical relationship, and is
discussed in chapter 4.

The Jungian Vision

Assuming that the troubled person seeks psychotherapy because of
a deep intuitive sense that something is wrong, that an inner change
is necessary, why specifically seek Jungian analysis?

Many do so because they have read some of Jung's work, or have
had a positive response to his approach. Often they are attracted to
the theoretical view of the unconscious as a creative matrix of all
conscious life, not simply a repository of what has been repressed.
Many people instinctively feel this to be the true state of things,
just as there is a widespread consensus that dreams are meaningful
(as discussed below in chapter 6). The Jungian vision is of a co
herent and meaningful psychic whole existing in a world in which
there are processes of growth to be facilitated and processes of
breakdown that must be responsibly handled. It is a vision of a
world in which the individual psyche matters.

Like everything else, however, the Jungian vision can be mis
used. Some troubled persons seek Jungian analysis in the mistaken
belief that they can deal with the large archetypal issues and ignore
their own personal psychology. They may actively avoid dealing
with painful personal material from the past. This is not consistent
with the classical Jungian tradition, for Jung himself never
repudiated the usefulness of reductive analysis, his term for the
type of psychotherapy that Freud advocated in which current prob-
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24 The Troubled Person

analyst and with the severity of the problem. The length of time
that one is likely to be in formal analysis is difficult to determine.
It is far easier to determine when a troubled person should enter
analysis than to say when it is to be terminated. (This problem is
specifically addressed in chapter 5.) Trying to estimate how long
one will be in analysis is like asking how long it will take one to
learn a foreign language, master a musical instrument or build a
house. There are many factors: the intensity and frequency of work,
innate skill, the availability of the necessary materials and so on.

As a practical matter, it is best to judge one's progress in Jungian
analysis only about every six months. To try to evaluate changes at
more frequent intervals often leads to overemphasis on brief fluctu
ations that may not as yet be consolidated in a stable form in the
personality. Although many persons may remain in Jungian analysis
for years, it is unusual for them to be working on the same problems
for which they originally came into analysis. The process that one
enters in Jungian analysis is at heat1 the process of life itself. It
therefore has no natural termination other than death, and even then
we have no clear vision as to what, if anything, lies beyond. Formal
analytical sessions may end or be interrupted at various stages, but
the underlying process of individuation, the true meaning of Jungian
analysis, is interminable.

One woman who came to me during the first six months of my
practice is still in treatment, although there have been times when
she has left for extended periods. She is by no means working on
the same depression that brought her to analysis; the emphasis now
is on personality growth and the movement of her life. Even the
parents who were originally such a difficulty for her have reached
a stage in life where they are as dependent upon her as she had been
upon them.

If there is a choice between an intense period of analytic work
and a less intense longer period of work (perhaps because of limited
financial resources), it is usually best to choose the longer, but less
intense option (except in crisis situations, of course). A more
extended analysis allows for a number of life events, which are as
crucial as the analysis itself, to take place within the time that the
person is in analysis. Again, the Jungian experience is twofold
analysis and individuation. Analysis may be scheduled, while the
crucial events of individuation cannot be ordered by the ego of
either the analyst or the person in analysis.
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Jungian Analysts: Training and Background

Virtually all officially-trained Jungian analysts are members of the
International Association for Analytical Psychology, the primary
certifying body for Jungians, through their membership in the vari
ous component societies of the IAAP.

As yet there is no official Jungian "umbrella" organization in
North America, although several of the American Jungian profes
sional societies have ratified membership in the Council of Amer
ican Societies of Jungian Analysts, the embryo of a national organi- 
zation. The strongly individual emphasis of Jungians, both in theory
and practice, has slowed the development of a national group that
could certify, as does the IAAP at present, the basic competency
of a Jungian analyst, as well as deal more effectively with problems
that are peculiar to the analyst practicing in America.

In the absence of a national organization, the person seeking a
Jungian analyst can contact one of the American societies that are
component members of the IAAP. At the time of writing, there are
such societies, each with its own independent training program, in
New York, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and San
Diego. In addition, the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts,
which also does training, has many members throughout the United
States and Canada. The addresses of these societies, together with
other information on how and where to find Jungian analysts, are
given in appendix 2.

In most of the training centers, the profession of Jungian analyst
is viewed as a "second career"; that is, one of the qualifications for
entering training is evidence that one has already been responsibly
engaged in life activities. Training involves personal analysis-usu
ally lasting at least five years and with more than one analyst-and
a thorough grounding in the basic principles of analytical psychol
ogy, as well as a broad range of academic studies in other disci
plines such as mythology and religion.

Jungian analysts vary widely in their clinical training. Some are
medical doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists or social workers;
others hold various ministerial degrees (and are usually certified by
the American Association of Pastoral Counselors). Some Jungian
analysts have had no formal clinical background prior to their Jung
ian training. The Zurich Institute, for instance, is chartered pri
marily as an educational institution and accepts suitable candidates
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who have a master's degree in any field (not necessarily clinical),
but it considers that graduate analysts have the personal responsibil
ity to meet the legal standards required where they practice. The
Zurich training does include courses in Psychopathology andrequires supervised clinical work.

This diversity of training and background among Jungian analysts
adds color and richness to the entire field. The person seeking
analysis should inquire into the medical credentials of the analyst,
if that is considered of importance. No matter what school of
PSYChoanalytic thought they follow, psychiatrists are trained as
physicians, and can therefore prescribe medication for anxiety,
depression or more serious mental disturbances. Psychiatrists and
some psychologists have access to hospitalization that is sometimes,
though rarely, needed. Insurance payments may be available for
analysis with some types of practitioners and not with others. These
are merely practical considerations and do not reflect upon the quality of any particular school or individual.

The Personal Equation

_~re important than the analyst's profe..sSio.na.l tr.a.i.n...in..g....i..s..th..q."..pp.. eerr--sonar--equatiofD the basi c sense of _'.:rit,.:: __bet~~~!:L".<.t!1.<l.I.Y.st~~!l£
~sand. When 'one is initially contemplating going into analysis
and there is more than one analyst available, it is quite permissible
to "shop around." A preliminary interview (for which one will usu
ally pay a fee) is the only way to get a "feel" for what is possiblebetween two persons.

Even the best-trained analyst cannot satisfactorily treat everyone.
During psychiatry residency training, ] asked one of my professors
what he did with patients he really didn't like. He said, "] send
them to another psychiatrist I really don't like," adding, "and they
always seem to work well together!" My professor was using his
OWn emotional reaction to people in a sensitive way, not faulting
either the patient or the other psychiatrist because he did not personally care for them.

Jung clearly believed in the basic importance of what I have
called the personal equation between analyst and analysand. He

stated that ~ght tools in the hands of the wroluerson ~ill n~

J-. j/lif) .;~~~ while the wrong tools in the ha!:!9_s_o_f_th_e_~tp_er_s_0f!...~
o .
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_lLanalysis is not goina well, this should be 0 enly and clearly
discussed. Frequent y that is all that is necessary for the b ockages
to be removed. Either the analyst or the analysand may introduce
the topic. If frank discussion and further analysis do not resolve the
impasse, either the analyst or the patient may ask for a consultation
with another analyst, which sometimes gives sufficient perspective
on the difficulty for the original analysis to resume. If analyst and
analysand agree that the analysis does not "move," it may be useful
for the analyst to suggest several colleagues that he feels would
work well with that particular analysand.

Summary

1. The troubled person who seeks Jungian analysis may come
because of a general sense of uneasiness about his or her life,
without any clear formulation of the underlying difficulty.

2. The initial visits with the analyst may clarify the presenting
problem, although in some cases that will become clear only during
the course of analytical work.

3. It is difficult to initially predict the duration of analysis. In
general, a longer analysis with less frequency is preferable to a~-~-~':""""~==-=-...,....~...,.."~..,..,.."-:,,,=,,...,..:--:----:==--=-,,"~

'~f) I shorter, more Ii1lense analYSIS because the JungIan experience
< '," invol~es both analYSISand indivIdualiOll:-WFiTchincl~l<i~.~"r~s

to the flow of life experiences. -.
. 4. Progress in analysis shOUld not be judged over too short a
time period. Approximately every six months is a good interval to
reflect on whether the analysis is on what seems to be a proper
course.

. 5. The personal ~ation between .!..~~ana~~nd t~_.J>ati~~Us

Jl,(1fmore important than t?e pro~ or theoretic~!yilck~ of"the ana~. -
6. Difficulties with the analysis should be discussed openly,

since analyst and analysand are co-workers in helping the analysand
with his or her own unconscious.
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The Mind and the Body

We are so accustomed to feeling that we "have" a body (in contrast
to being a body) that we seldom think of it. What we actually seem
to "have" however is a body-image, a sense of our bodily existence
in space. It is only in rare instances during waking life that we
experience the difference between the actual body and our body
image. I remember the first time I looked in a mirror and realized
that my once thick brown hair was thinning. Even further back, in
early adolescence, I recall when I first noticed that my body had
grown dark hair on the backs of my fingers. That reminded me of
my father and made me feel that I was growing up.

There are instances, not rare, after amputations of an extremity,
where the person still "feels" the missing part tp be there. What is
experienced is the body-image that seemedi congruent with the
amputated limb when it was still there. We once had a neighbor in
his fifties who had lost the lower pmt of on~ leg when he was in
his teens. He still felt he could wiggle his toes on the missing
"phantom" limb.

In my psychiatric practice I have at times seen persons who have
lost large amounts of weight, over a hundred pounds, and yet still
feel fat, and there have been patients with anorexia who were thin
as bed rails and still felt obese. The body-image is more enduring
than the body, it seems, and the body-image exists in the mmd.

'---Science assumes, by and large, that the body is primary and that
the term "mind" is simply a word that designates our awareness

when the body (Parti~~lar!~_t~e brain) is working properly. In this
view, called~P.iJ?!:el1omellalisifJ~th_~_E!!ndhas no independent ex
~~e and would com:pIefefy perisl:l~iJ~ the death ot the body.

Other views are usually called ~alist!9-meaning tllat mi!l.~Land_.
b.o.cb:..~!E!:UiQm~b.Q~~eparateand separable entities, although it is
impossible to specify the-Mm that mind takes without the body and
the brain, since in our observation they always occur together. It is
difficult to categorize the Jungian position as clearly dualistic. It
certainly emphasizes that such phenomena as synchronicity, ESP or
extrasensory perception (telepathy, clairvoyance and precognition)
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30 The Mind and the Body

do occur. These unusual events, to which Jung devoted a major
work, [3 must be taken into account in a comprehensive view of the
world.

Complexes: How They Form and How They Change

Just as there are images of the body in our minds, sometimes more
enduring than the parts of the body they represent, there are other
images as well. These are not randomly distributed, but are grouped
into what Jung called complexes. The term complex has become so
much a part of our ordinary language (as in, "He has a mother
complex") that we seldom realize it has a more precise meaning. A
psychological complex in Jungian theory is a group of related
images having a common emotional tone and formed about an
archetypal core.

Around the mother archetype, for example, a number of images
may be related. Some of them clearly go together, such as an image
of the personal mother, the personal grandmother, perhaps an older
mothering sister, a school teacher, shading into figures from collec
tive consciousness-a movie star, perhaps, or a female politician or
minister, the queen of England or Mary Queen of Heaven. It is not
too surprising when all the figures have a maternal meaning in
relation to the ego, but it can be startling to find a mother complex
active, for example, behind a man's relation to a male employer. I
recall a young male patient who unconsciously kept expecting his
boss to relate to him as his mother did, while the boss expected him
to behave as an adult man.

Complexes are formed as experiences cluster about archetypal
determinants. It is as if the archetypes form a magnetic field that
differentially attracts and orders experiences. The archetypes in
themselves are this ordering principle, while an image that stands
for an archetype is called an archetypal image. Archetypal images,
such as the hero, dragon, cross, treasure, etc., are typically found
in mythology, religion and folklore. The figure of the witch, for
instance, stands for a negative form of the mother archetype;
appearing in an individual's dream it might point to an active nega
tive mother complex. We can never know or experience the
archetype itself, rather we experience an image of it or feel its
activity in the way images are arranged, for instance in a fairy tale
or a dream.
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Complexes can separate or merge together. In fact, they are prob
ably always in the process of such movement. It appears that dreamS
are often spontaneous pictures of the reworking of the complexes
during sleep (see chapter 6). Complexes are assum active,
or constel01ed. when the mind is in a state of emotional arousal. ••
- One of the most striking examples of the s,ydden formation of a

complex, and its persistence over time, is the result of trawnatlc ..••
neurosis. Traumatic neurosis is caused by apersonbe;ng~I1efi)leSSry
caught in an overwhelming situation. A person pinned under a col
lapsed building, for example, or a soldier in combat unable to move
because of enemy fire, may have a sense of complete helplessness
and hopelessness. If the person survives, there often are recurrent
dreams that exactly reproduce the traumatic situation. Such dreams
may persist for years (more than twenty-five years in one case I
knew). Freud, observing such traumatic combat dreams after the
First World War, abandoned his concept of the pleasure principle
as an exclusive determinant of mental contents and elaborated a
parallel "death instinct."

It seems to me that.com..pJexes can also b~Jormed spontaneously tI'

by the psyche, particularly during. dream-s-:''+'l11ere-arerare
instances, for example,ln whlcnapei=-son awakens from a vivid
dream with a strong image in mind, one that persists over time and
has a significant impact on the person's subsequent life. One man
dreamed that an authoritative voice said, "You are not living your
true life!" In becoming concerned about the meaning of that dream,
he reexamined himself over a period of several years, with the
dream always in the back of his mind. The vivid image formed by
the dream was the focal point of repeated reflection. Other ideas
and images from the dreamer's life began to cluster around this
memory of the dream. In structural language, many of the com
plexes in his mind were reevaluated and regrouped in new combina
tions. It did lead him toward a different basic arrangement of his
life pattern.

There then appear to belt~o determinant~ jll __tb~_fofll),atiol] °t
~c20plexes. B!E.. is the experience of waking life, ~ere.1! complex
is likely to form if strong emotion is involved. S~ th~~tion

ortfle~nconscious is involved, both in the usually slow formation
of complexesti1rough the archetypal field structuring ongoing
experiences, and also through the rapid and spontaneous creation
of a new complex structure, as in a dream. The action of the uncon-
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scious that can be observed more clearly in a dream also doubtless
occurs during waking life as well, where it probably functions
through a differential emotional meaning unconsciously attached to
daily events .

It is important to remember that psychological complexes are not
necessarily pathological, )hey are normal building bLocks of the
Jllind. Complexes determine to a great degree how WP. p.x~

ourselves and others. They can be observed in personified fonILin _
·9.ream images. And they can beaemonstrated in the ra5Orat;ry, as
Jung did in his early work, in the word-association experiment and
other psychological testing procedures. 15

The Ego Complex

The ego itself, our subjective sense of "I," can be considered a
complex, but one that is ,Eifferent from other complexes in that
.£Qnsciousness is a:~~gs:j~JecL:w::ifD"lf..Any contents of the psyche that
are closelyattactled to the ego, therefore, also partake of conscious
ness.

The ego complex seems to be based upon the central archetype
of the Se(fin the objective psyche (or collective unconscious). The
tenn Self as used by Jung means something far different from the
"self" of ordinary language (as in "self-aware," "self-centered,"
"self-confident," etc.). The Self can also be called the central
archetype of order. The archetypal Self is theoretically the center
of the psyche as a whole (both consciouslless and the unconscious),
aTthough the ego, which is actually Slplvthe center ot conSCIOusness,
considers itself to be the center of the psyche. This is' an IlluSIOn
that is corrected as individuation proceeds.

The ego's mistaken sense that it is the center of the psyche has
a parallel in the former collective belief that the earth was the center
of the solar system. Another pm'allel occurs in Valentinian gnosti
cism, an early variant of Christianity, in which "god" was not the
high god, but an intermediary who created an imperfect world but
mistakenly considered himself the highest authority.

Dissolution of Complexes

Complexes change over time, according to one's experiences in
life. But if all new experience is simply assimilated to existing
complexes, nothing changes except that the complex gains more
"weight," the psychic structure becoming ever more rigid. But there
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are spontaneous forces in the psyche, activated by the Self, that
exeI1:continual pressure toward the dISs01uHon-orGepofenfia-uon of

.R31h-oIOgical~lexes wmre-prciiIi~i'n'f§~der-and=gi~,\VITCiif'the
service of indivi<!uation ..Jhis press me toward indivi,duation canR=
followeQJn--.a 5prips (1f (h:~illJ1s,if seen from the classical Jungian
perspective, and can be noted in life histories, where people often
"outgrow" their earlier problems, frequently in their late forties or
early fifties.

Dreams, too, seem to serve the reworking of complexes that
make up the structure of the psyche, in order to promote the process
of individuation. In the dreams typical of traumatic neurosis, for
example, the traumatic situation may exactly recur for a long
period, even years, before a symbolic change occurs in the!:e~ll.II'en..!:..
dream, indicating that the traumatic complex IS at fast being

'.me.!aboliz~I~eing..!E,~.J2syche of tIillt particular sense oftl1eego
being overwhelmed. "--,- ..---,,,' --"
~iilThe case-m:en:tiOned above, where the traumatic dream had
lasted more than twenty-five years, the original situation OCCUlTed
during the Korean War. The dreamer had been in charge of a pla
toon of seventeen men who, against his own best judgment, were
sent out on a dark rainy night on a scouting mission. They were
ambushed, and only the dreamer and one other soldier escaped
alive. For years, the dreamer would have nightmares so severe that
he suggested to his wife that she sleep in another bedroom so he
would not accidentally hit her if he awoke in terror from the night
mare. Gradually, the nightmares came at less frequent intervals,
although almost without exception they OCCUlTedwhen the night
was actually rainy. As he worked on himself, he reported, some
twenty-five years after the event, that he experienced on a rainy
night an unusual dream, having some of the elements of the original
traumatic dream, but in an obviously changed form. Since that
dream (now several years ago) the traumatic dream has not returned
even on stormy nights.

The slow, natural dissolution of a com lex can be speeded up
consIdera Y WIt successful Jungian analysis. There--se'em'1ooe--
~.~ ~-
two component in such a process, both of whlch are important in

, 1 erent ways and at different times. The ~ is an l~nderstanding •

of t~~~ of the complex, J.2. thatjts..:..'.p.!!!1'2~~::_..c:~nbe under
s1QQSlin__~2E~~~' The second is to ~erience the'complex •

with affect (em~ i~e situation~ where the <;.~
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can be reflected upo~~~_light of the conscious values of the~_ •• - •• --- •• -------------~--- -- c • __ ••personality .. _~_ ..,__

The Purpose and Experience of a Complex

An understanding of the apparent "purpose" of a complex may
come through realizing how the complex originated in the life of
the particular patient (through reconstruction of the past life); it may
come in a symbolic mode (through dream interpretation and other
symbolic procedures); or it may come in the observation of the
patient in current situations where the complex can be identified as
active (as in formal group psychotherapy or in just about anyrelationship) .

It is important to remember that complexes behave as if they
were part-personalities. Each complex has the potential of organiz
ing an entire personality of greater or lesser complexity, analogous
to the way in which each cell of the body contains the genetic
information in potentia for the creation of an entire human
organism. Of course, the complex is constrained to function as a
part of the total organism, just as human body cells in the healthy
state behave as orderly parts of the body. A cell unregulated to
serve the good of the body as a whole becomes cancerous; a com
plex unrelated to the organization of the psyche (including both
consciousness and the Upconscious) can lead to neurosis or (in theWorst case) psychosis.

When the ego of a person is "possessed" by a complex-that is
to say when a complex is activated-the personality undergoes a
marked change, One knows a complex has been activated (constel
lated) whenever one experiences an excess of emotion, whether it
be anger or joy. The ego tends to identify with an active complex;
in effect, the usual ego-image temporarily disappears and the Com
plex takes over. Rarely, this can turn out to be for the good of the
individual; more often it is a disaster.

If one can imagine that the complex has a rudimentary conscious
ness of its own, it is then possible to imagine that it has its Own
particular pUrpose. The complex may, in fact, from its viewpoint,
feel that it knows what is ~st for~~~ch~, as a whole. This is
often evident when it is the shadow with which the ego temporarily
identifies. Anyone who has had to deal with a loved family member
who has an alcohol problem will think of ready examples. The
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usual personality virtually disappears with the ingestion of alcohol
and is replaced by a relatively stable shadow personality that can
be belligerent or fun-loving, or in some notable way different from
the sober ego state. When the shadow personality is in ascendence,
it "knows" things with certainty and adopts attitudes that maybe at
wide variance with the usual sober personality.

The shadow, or indeed any complex, if unrelated to the psyche
as awhole, can be just as destructive and even life-threaten 109 as
a cancerous cell of the body that has escaped normal integration
into the healthy systems of the body.

The Affect-Ego

Mere conscious awareness of a Gomplex does little to alter its activ-
ity in the unconscious. After about seventy-five hours of analysiS
with my first analyst, Bingham Dai, he interpreted yet another
dream in terms of my mother complex. With a slight degree of
i11,1patience,I said, "Dr. Dai, I know about my mother complex,
can't we learn about something else?" I remember he laughed
gently. Perhaps the most recent experience of my mother complex
was yesterday morning, so it is still active and alive, but my relation
to the complex now is vastly different from what it l,!§_~(L!QJ2~:__

What does'Wfcr a cOlilplex)i~Jor it to be active, with the el1!:2.
tional and affect cQm:ge that it carries, at the same time that there

18 the possibility for conscious reflection upon how It mfluences me--
~. This is one purpose of the formal temenos of the analytIC
sessions, which function as a safe place in which to examine our
day-to-day emotional reactions. It is also what occurs naturally in
many dreams: the dream-ego finds itself in an emotionally charged
situation and must respond to it in some manner. The result of the
action of the dream-ego (which in some dreams'-may consist 01
inaction or simply a change in emotional attitude) a!fs<~~
the com lexes of the s che are structured. The results are inherited·v e waking-ego, often as a barely recogmzed change in emo-
tio - reactions or behavior patterns. ---

lung introduced the term a ect-ego to describe the ego of the
.bt+- person takin the word-association ex eriment when the ordinar'

e 0 was modif b the resence of affect associate with the
complex. Though apparently neglecte y ung once e 10 ro
'Ciuced the term (it does not appear again in his writings), it has

I
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proven of great aid in conceptualizing and teaching the use of vari
ous models of psychotherapy to psychiatric residents and Jungian
training candidates. It is also of significant value in following the
changes that take place in the course of dyadic (two-person) interac
tion in analysis. The styles of useful intervention by the analyst are
considerably broadened when the production of affect-ego states
are considered as an important part of the analytical process. For
example, some judicious use of the techniques of hypnotic age
regression, gestalt enactment techniques such as dialogue with
absent parents, letters to persons who are deceased, etc., may be
used in a coherent theoretical manner.

Much of psychotherapy is designed to help the j2atient sa~
experience atIect-eg9 states associated w'lth troublesome COm-

"-plexes. Some of these techniques areCITScusseolIlchapter 7 as
va::riat1onsof analysis. The concept of inducing and containing an
affect-ego state helps to understand why many of these techniques
are of value in the treatment of psychoneurosis. Of course, inducing
an~.c;o_ntainin~_<:If~..!~~~.'l:.~So~ia~ith ~Qmp.lexes.:a:i:~a.t.

~10StoFouroreams are~}E<::adY<:l9ing:But our..££.nsciou§..~~8!eness
of1fieoreams permitS-us to>....move.l!.U.im~s.j}tsJs~.t]rnhedireCtiaii"
they are seeking.

Group psychotherapy, when used in connection with Jungian
analysis, is a powerful way of inducing and then working with
affect-ego states. It also serves other functions, such as education
and social example. In the closed and protected temenos of a prop
erly-run therapy group, complexes are inevitably constellated and
their effects noted. 1!1e c()~T<::1':l.tj2I1gf!h~ir:t~~personal.0.bservati()ns"
il1.the group settiflg w'mlsimilar cQTl1ple.xesmanifesting in dreams,

JQR~t5~i'_~ltfiaI1~lIric:l~j~~t~fl~ingoft~e origin of the. complex. in the
histQ~)' Qf.Q1eanalysancI."_allow an in.rrease in oPPQrtjl.n~tiesto both
experience il1ecomplex and consciously reflect upon tIlcifexperi-
ence in the'iight of more mature judgment. .

Identity Structures

In attempting to explain the nature of the structural parts of the

p-~~ Jungian standpoiIfl,,,I have intr.Q.~ the term@en
tit structures to refer to the~)an_~~~(shadowJ~~~

'Qelational structures 0 refer to the ~rson:y and the 0J.!imaI_an!mu~.i
TFiTSteiTninology (see appendix 1) Ismeant to help keep in mind
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that what is developmentally cast into the shadow might just as well
in dit'ferenfcircumstanceshave become ego .. Much of the snadow

-can be reworked in adult life and add dimension and contrast to the
ego. The persona and the animal animus remain always to some
degree relational; they are bridges of ~bjp to the outer world
(person~ and to the inner world (animal animus), and serve the
fU11CtiOnof enlarging the rersonal sphe~lVlfiOf tl1e~,. both
Th--uleC)uter ranges of collective consciousness and in the inner
ranges of the personal unconscious.

All of these structural components of the psyche can be pictured
as cQillPDS~OUs alTangements of complexes. A particular
complex structure can exist at various times in thepersona, in the
ego or shadow, or in the anima or animus. In addition, complexes
are related to each other and have something like statistically
expectable reactions to certain other complexes. In their negative
form, the anima and the animus have a classical interaction that is
defensive rather than connecting, working against their natural func
tion to enlarge the personal sphere and connect the ego with persons
and situations (or depths of experience) previously outside its range
of comfortable interaction. This is discussed to some extent in chap
ter 7, as it is of prime importance in the treatment of couples in
marital therapy.

Such structural terms as animal animus, shadow, ego and per
sona, therefore, are like molecular descriptions, while the com
plexes that are involved are analogous to the atoms that compose
the molecules. As a change in the alTangement of the atoms may
produce a molecule with different properties, so the rearrangement
of complexes, the basic building blocks of the psyche, can greatly
alter the ego's experience of itself and the world.

To clearly discuss clinical situations it has seemed to me neces
sary to introduce the term/ego-image 17 This is to permit a clear
distinction between the image 0 t e ego and the ego itself, which
in its basic form consists of a center of subjectivity based on the
archetype of the Self.

As this core of the ego identifies with certain structures of com

plexes, it gains a/'~stru-ctu~J8 The ego always experiences,itself as identifietf Witl1"Oiiej)OieOf a ri1iiffipolar.pattern ot com
rlexes (an "object-relation pattern"). It then experiences from that
pole of identification to other parts of the structure of that pattern
of complexes. The complexes that are on the "to" side of the from-to
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structure may be experienced by the dream-ego as outside itself in
the dream. In waking life, these same complexes may perhaps even
be projected onto persons or situations in the external world.

For example, a person with an authoritarian complex usually has
an identifiable bipolar structure of complexes: one pole is the "vic
tim," the other the "victimizer." By projecting the victimizer pole
of the authoritarian complex structure onto others, the possessor of
such a complex will often feel victimized, even in situations that
are neutral. Conversely, if placed in a position of power, the victim
is likely to become the victimizer. True freedom from such an
authoritarian complex releases the person from the danger of com
pulsively faIling into either the role of the victim or the role of the
victimizer. The integration of such a complex structure frees the
person to both accept and respond to authority as the situation war
rants, without feeling victimized or authoritarian.

One of the clearest ways o~ncepiiiaTiZl~am~ is to see them
as the Self creating a symbo IC situatiQIL..usually from complexes
at least partIally in the ego-structure, and then offering the dream
ego an opportunity to alter that structure of complexes by its actions.

Thus ~m-ego may be ident~_~~J;1.arLQf~n.:!=-.
plexes that constItute the waking-ego' s tacit st~ctlJ..~-:.Things in the

.dream that are external to the dream-ego may in the waking state
even be a pm1 of the tacit complex structure of the waking-ego
itself. 19 A similar and unintentional shift in ego-boundaries during
hypnosis was reported in the Journal of the American Society ofClinical Hypnosis. 20

What I have referred to as structures of complexes might also be
'" called object-relation patterns, since they serve to structure the

relations of the ego to other object-patterns that are allowed by the
" constellated complex structure. For example, the classical oedipal

complex admits of three different object-relation identities (father,
mother and child), and also determines to a great degree the rela
tions between those potential identities. The ego of a person with
a strong oedipal pattern may at different times identify with one or
more of the "persons" in the structure, which rather automatically
assigns one of the remaining identities in the oedipal pattern to
those persons with whom one has significant emotional interactions.

This extended discussion of identity structures may make it easier
to understand a statement made in the introduction-that a person
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coming for analysis, although asking for change, has a hidden hope
that he or she will be pronounced healthy and the problem lodged
in external causes .. Whenever the present dominant ego-image is

J2hanging, the ego feels some threat of !fjssolution, evertTTtnfj"
change is 111 the desired direction. The ego in process of change
~ms to move trom one IdentIty -(what I have called "dominant

.ego-image") toward another, usually more comprehensive, that is,
th~p~r§Q!2j~_~ctually individuating. In all such change ther.e is a

~transitional s~ where the [bfdldei!illY:'nas been. 10osene9- ancLC.an
.Jl9t be reinstated again, y;Illre the~rrewer!dentltYjp.Jm~1!1J!-,!~ot y.et

I been established firmly enough to feel secure. It is at this time--Oftransition or IImmality ThanJlecontainiil~pind protective quality of
it! the analytic container is most crucial. - --.----.-<-.

-The terrrl~"\based on Victor Turner's description of tra
ditional initiation rites, has come into some vogue in the United

-0 States to descr~be the s~nse_m: iI.1~!Y~Q!!~ a~cg.!!!l2fLnies~hmi.~~
h~1 s:ant sychologIcal.;~an~2EJ!1.'ltlO_nsQfbaSIC_!.Q~l!t.I!y_p.'l_!tern~._I Dur-'

ing conditions th could be considered liminal, D.W. Winnicott's
concept of the transitional object is of use, 22 as well as the natural

emphasis on the~~or~X£<?E..cE~ of the treat
ment process. In one-to-one analytical interaction, the person of the
analyst may function as a transitional object, but there are others-in
group psychotherapy, it is frequently the group itself (useful when
the analyst is carrying a strong projected role in an identity pattern
that the patient is in the process of transcending).

Patients entering analysis can expect such periods of liminality.
Being forewarned, perhaps they can transit such periods with less
anxiety. What is always certain is that a new sense of a stable
personality will mise. What is hoped for is that it will be in the
direction of individuation and development, rather than what lung
called a regressive restoration of the persona, a move backward to
an earlier personality organization that is inadequate to the present

growth f:0tential, but is secure (in a sense) because it is completely
known. 3 The tendency toward such regression occurs at times in
all of us; we feel it in yearnings for the security of the past, forget
ting that the past is secure only because it is past; when the past
was occurring it carried the same risks and states of liminality as
the present.

I
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Embodiment and Disembodiment: Dissolve and Coagulate

When the ego changes its identification with relatively stable com
plex structures, it changes its sense of identity in subtle ways,
although the life history of the ego-the sense of continuity from
childhood to the present-remains intact. Such change is by no
means always easy, as witness the effort, both emotional and intel
lectual, that typically goes into analysis (for both analyst and
analysand) .

One can be ~k2~~.Jrom past experienc~s either
because the past was exceptiona]b:painful (and is s,till trying to be,
~)~jJecause it was ~_xcessively happy (and is sti!LtD'l!l_K.1o
be recaptureJi). The origin of the complex is the same in both
c-ases-an emotionally-charged structure in the unconscious-but

t12.U!!!Q..timU:hatcreatedj~may have beenili,.ffe"r~nt. The c,Q...mmon
denominator lies not in the type of emotion~-~5i.inn ~n unconsclo'u~
attachment to. -

--The actual ,cliiucal course of transcending a neurotic Rroblel~ is
frequently experiencea as, periods of time during'-Which the__Qld

n§..!lLoticfeelings are unchan.g,eC(aTIerna~ng with periods t~1.~m
relati vely free from the neurotic conflIct. Gradually, sometimes
'without conscious awareness, it seems as if tq.e new identity
becomes solidified and is!l1~JIJh(;:.l:llI~Jather than the exception. It
is well to remember thi~as the nQrmal Course of
thin£.s, for it will then not be so disappointing when there is a period
of regression to old ways. When one is finally out of a neurotic
cont1ict, to look back at it creates wonder as to how one ever could
have been so blind (or mistaken, or immature, etc.). Qllc.e_a.neuroti.c

c~ont1ic..L.lli-cl.ear4L-trans£Q!lOed, it iSE!~!:t._I1}<l!:~_Q.iff!(;YIt!QE~_g!ess?
~~~~t possiblt;.iQ._~~_the c2!1fl~iJ!L
~be same nel![otir. m~nneL- G!:-9..wthinvolves a com12lete p.e.m;:ptual
change .. _ __'" '_"_ ..

-l:;Pie::TIminal t1uctuatio~\ between old and new can be viewed in

J.,tructural ter~~2~~~.~ssiv~ly i!ienlifying. and disiden!ifY
-~ cert~ of .(;0!!l21~~ This can sometimes be seen
dramatically in dreams or in interpersonal situations. In alchemical

imagery, in which lung found striking parallels to ~chological
._proce·I>·§,Qf.JE<:!Lviduation,there is a dictum tofdissolve and c~

late" re eatedl . In another alchemical operation, taking place in a
"pe lcan" (closed vessel), a material is repeatedly vaporized and
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sublimated in a circular process. These are projected archetypal
images of repeated identification and disidentification with patterns
of complexes during the liminal state, the state that is intermediate
between old and new identities when the psyche is undergoing trans
formation. It should be endured with some degree of good humor,
for it means one is making progress.

The Ego and the Self

The reality that is described by the theoretical relationship between.
the ego and the archetypal Self is one of the most mysterious in all
of human experience. It is paradoxical. In one sense the ego is the
Self, at least that part of the Self that exists in empirical conscious
ness, acting and living in the world of consensual reality. But in an
equally profound sense, the ego is as subordinate to the Self as man
is to God in traditional theological terms. As already mentioned,
the archetypal Self is quite a different concept from the
uncapitalized "self" of everyday usage in such phrases as "I am not
myself today."

One of the pathological ways in which the archetypal Self is
experienced is where there is a delusion of grandeur, the ego being
identified with an image of the Self, as in the classic cartoon illus
tration of a person believing he is Napolean, Christ or some other
important cultural hero. A number of these pathological experiences
of the archetypal Self were reported when there was widespread use
of LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs: it seemed as if the drug
effect so weakened the ordinary ego structure that it identified with
a grandiose aspect of the underlying archetype of the Self.

Another pathological form of the ego when it identifies with the
archetypal Self under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs is for
the ego to feel that it is God. This inflationary identity results from
the ego losing its usual sense of a dominant ego-image, so that the
archetypal image of the Self, the core of the ego, appears in con
sciousness as a mistaken ego-identity. When I was a psychiatrist in
the army, at the height of the drug culture in the United States, a
number of recruits who took such drugs as LSD told me that their
primary problem was this: they knew from the drug experience that
God was their true identity, and the drill sergeant did not understand
that! God should not be assigned to K.P. ("kitchen patrol").

I always explained to them that even if it were true that they were
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God, it was likely that the drill sergeant, the lieutenant, the captain
of their company and even the commanding general of the post
were also God. If it was a common denominator, perhaps it would
be best to ignore it and adapt to the situation. If they could not do
that, I suggested, perhaps they would have to be "God" on the
psychiatric ward.

This approach convinced all but one young soldier to abandon
(or at least not talk about) being God. The exception was a young
man of low intelligence who should probably not have been
inducted into the army in the first place. He had always been at the
bottom of every pecking order, the last chosen for the baseball
team-in other words, always on the periphery of being accepted.
Nothing in his life, past or present, could compare to his feeling
that he was God. He chose to hold on to this idea and did not mind
at all maintaining it while on the psychiatric ward.

There are different ways of talking about the relation of the ego
and the Self. Edward Edinger has called it an ego-selfaxis .24 Molm
sen Miyuki speaks of an eccentric ego, an ego that is in some sense
"to the side" of the usual ego.25 The term I myself prefer is ego-Se(f
spiration, to emphasize that there is a continual flow between ego
and Self, the basic reality lying in the fluctuation and mutual
interaction between them. Perhaps there is no better description
than lung's own-that in individuation the center of the personality
moves from the ego toward the Self, establishing a new center of
the psyche somewhere between the two.

In usual clinical practice, the concept of the Self does not need
to be stressed. It exists in three ways: 1) as the archetypal core and
template of the ego; 2) as a way of pointing toward the tendency
of the psyche to form a coordinated whole; and 3) as an image of
that tendency toward order that often can be seen in symbolic form
as a mandala structure in dreams or imaginal productions. Mandala,
traditionally a Buddhist meditation symbol, was the term chosen by
lung to refer to these ordered images that emphasize a periphery
and a center, sometimes a four-gated city, or Christ surrounded by
the four apostles, or the Egyptian mandala of Horus and his fourSOns.

lung pointed to a particular contemporary problem-that spon
taneously created modem mandalas seem often to have an empty
center, with no god-figure as in traditional mandala forms.26 This
observation is open to many interpretations, but may mean that
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mankind must now come to terms with an image of God that does
not have a clear form. Perhaps the movements toward Buddhist
Christian dialogue point in this direction. 27

The sense of dialogue that develops in working with a series of
dreams in Jungian analysis gives one an actual awareness of under
lying order and meaningful process, a sense of the archetypal Self.
The Self is theoretically the maker of dreams, and the analyst may
ask pointedly why the Self selected one sort of dream sequence
rather than another, one character to represent a complex rather
than another, etc. The intuitive sense is that the Self is a center of
consciousness that is older and wiser than the ego, but somehow
dependent upon the ego for activity in the "real" world. From fol
lowing thousands of dreams of many people over several decades,
it is my own view that the Self is like a very wise, very compassion
ate friend, always concerned to help, but never coercive or exces
sively judgmental, and possessed of almost infinite patience.

The Psyche and the Soul

The psyche is the total world of conscious and unconscious mental
life. No one knows its limits. It contains our models of the external
world. Complexes are the building blocks of the personal part of
the psyche, and archetypes are the great primordial patterns of the
objective psyche (the collective unconscious). Complexes (and our
identity based upon them) alter in the process of individuation,
under the pressure of the Self toward actualizing our innate poten
tialities. Individuation is a direction, not a goal that is attained in
this life. The most we can do, writes Jung, is to "dream the myth
onwards," realizing that "whatever explanation and interpretation
does to it, we do to our own sQuls as well. ,,28

Jung called thec§'fn;~ and @;;~~60ul images,'j because when
the ego is out of touch with them it can feel like the state that in
some primitive religious systems is called "loss of soul. ,,29 The soul
is a connecting function, conveying a meaning that is deeper and
more comprehensive than the ego ordinarily experiences. If the
anima or animus is projected onto a ~ with whom one falls int..--" .
love, then the absence of that person may feel hke one has lost
one's soul.

But the soul image can also be attached to things other than
persons: to a cause, to)a pu[pose. to one's country, etc.-even to
'-- -----
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..ob~(as in fetishes). The soul image gives a sense of meaningful
connection beyond oneself, or at least the possibility of such con
nection. It is a sense of direction intimately concerned with the
individuation process. Like all senses, it can be mistaken in its goal
and it can miscarry. It is part of the work of analysis to keep one
in touch with this dynamism of the psyche as seen from other
perspectives, including the meaning of dreams.

Summary

1. We not only inhabit bodies, we inhabit stlllctures of our
minds. These stlllctures determine our sense of identity, and when
they are in the process of change we may experience disorientation,or a sense of liminality.

2. Complexes, the stlllctures of the personal part of the psyche,
are formed as the residue of emotion acting within the archetypal
organizing field. To undo or transform those that are pathological,
it is frequently necessary to reexperience the emotion attached to
the complex, but in a safe and containing situation such as theanalytic temenos.

3. The coordinating center of the entire psyche is the Self, which
is also the archetypal model of the ego ..

3

A Note About Diagnosis

When a person first visits a Jungian analyst (or any other therapist)
there is a natural tendency to want to know what is "wrong." This
is because we automatically tend to think in terms of a medical
model: diagnosis (what is wrong), prognosis (what is the likely
outcome) and treatment (what can be done to make things better).

If you are applying for insurance coverage to help cover the cost
of analysis, a diagnosis is required .by the insurance carrier. Insur
ance mayor may not cover Jungian analysis, depending upon the
diagnosis and the basic clinical degree of the analyst. Sometimes
an insurance policy will cover analysis by a nonmedical analyst if
the analysis is supervised by someone with medical credentials.

While the actual psychological state of a person is invariably
more complex than can be covered in any system of diagnoses
(hence many Jungians are loathe to give a formal diagnosis), some
agreed-upon diagnostic categories are useful.

The system in CUlTentuse is the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
III (DSM-III), worked out by a committee of the American Psychi
atric Association. It replaces an earlier version of diagnostic
categories-the DSM-II, which was based largely on Freudian
psychoanalytic theory, but influenced also by other theories, such
as the "reaction" model of Adolph Meyer. 30 The objection to DSM
II (which is also still in use) was this theoretical bias and the fact
that it did not specify the signs and symptoms of a diagnosis suffi
ciently to facilitate research on competing explanations of mental
disorder, for instance the psychodynamic and the neurophysiologi
cal.

When DSM-III was in preparation, the Inter-Regional Society of
Jungian Analysts and several other Jungian groups communicated
with the committee to protest the proposed diagnosis of "introverted
personality." The Jungian objection was that introvert and
extravert, terms which Jung introduced in his theory of psycholog
ical types, are equivalent-if there is a pathological diagnosis called
"introverted personality" there would also be one called "ex
traverted personality" -but neither introvert nor extravert are

45
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pathological terms; they simply describe a normal attitudinal prefer
ence to locate basic values outside (extravert) or inside (introvert).
The DSM-1II committee was concerned and helpful, substituting
the term "withdrawn personality" for the problem they were tryingto describe.

The DSM-III categories currently in use were designed to be
theoretically neutral, describing diagnostic categories as lS~omes)

,Csymptoms that are found together). By sR~cifying the component
~~~(the patient's complaints) and@ignsJ(things observable
about the patient), it is possible to better design research about the
psychiatric syndromes. This is good for research, but not terriblyuseful for the clinician.

Some clinical syndromes frequently seen by Jungians are not
easily described in terms of DSM-III. The syndrome of the puer,
for example, is frequently observed by Jungian analysts as a coher
ent grouping of symptoms that imply a ceJj:ain..J:;.l!.1lsea probable
course of treatment and a likely outcome.lPuer ae~ is Latin
for "eternal boy." (The proper feminine form IS puella, but the term
puer is often used to refer to the syndrome occurring in either sex.)
The puer syndrome is characterized by a tendency to live in a world
of possibilities, but to hold back from thework required to actuali
them 111 outer life-largely because failureWOUTadamage theeuer's
seIT::imageancn;etoo painful to bear~the puer-tends- tol:)e
ciiught in "the provisional life:"31 Peter Pan is a literary image of
the puer, asiS--samt::EXupe-ry;s The Little Prince.32 Jungians may
disagree about the archetypal imagery behind the puer, some
emphasizing the image of the mother, others that of the father, but
most would agree on the general description of the syndrome.

While the puer syndrome has many similarities to the diagnostic
category narcissistic personality, there are significant differences.

Th~J~uer descljption carri~_Lwith_i.tJhejQ!P_~~~~tLontl1~t_tl1_~~~_~xists
wi!hiu the person potenti_alI-Y-PDsitiY~_s;jlJ_a1ities_Jhati<.l~gllYWQu)eI"be-
il~~orporatedby the CQUSdOlls __egQ_thmlJgh.':lprocessQfdifferentla~
don and integration. It is characteristic of Jungian clinical thinking
iliaf dIsorders that bring a person to analysis also contain seeds of
new and creative developments in the individuating personality.
The goal is usually not just to "overcome" the presenting symptoms,
but also to find and integrate their meaning.

There is a clear need to relate such Jungian concepts as the puer
syndrome to more widely used categories of diagnosis in order to
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bring Jungian thought to the awareness of a wider circle of
psychotherapists. While humanistic psychology has popularized
many areas of Jungian concern, it has not been concerned with
either the shadow or other archetypal aspects of the unconscious to
any significant extent.

The relativity of diagnosis does not mean that diagnosis is unim
portant in Jungian analysis. It is important in any psychotherapeutic
undertaking, both as a signpost of the initial situation and as a way
of gradually accumulating data about the same diagnosis among
groups of people-a primary purpose of DSM-III. There is a need
for creative research in Jungian clinical concepts. This is already
underway in questions of typology (see below), with the Singer
Loomis typological profile abandoning the forced choice of opposite
functions (thinking or feeling, sensation or intuition).33

Psychopathology and Individuation

Psychopathology (what is wrong with a person) and its cure is too
narrow a framework to contain the goal of Jungian analysis, because
many persons who benefit most from Jungian analysis have nothing
diagnostically "wrong" in a clinical sense. Jung emphasized that the
goal of life is individuation. By that term he meant something more
profound and more comprehensive than is meant by its use in child
development, where it refers to the psychological separation of the
infant from the mother. 34

Individuation is the manifestation in life of one's innate, inborn
potentialities. Not all the possibilities can be realized, so individu
ation is never complete. It is more a quest than a goal, more a
direction of movement than a resting place. The individuating ego
comes again and again to points where it must transcend its previous
image of itself. This is painful, for the ego continually identifies
with images of itself, believing that the image with which it is
presently identified is the "real" person. Thus the answers to the
classic question, "Who am I?" are constantly open to modification.

The complete manifestation of a part of the potentiality, however,
may inhibit the manifestation of another, equally important part.
What is consistent with one ego-image may stand in the way of a
larger, more comprehensive ego-image that is trying to form in the
course of individuation. This frequently poses moral dilemmas: loy
alty to the present good may inhibit and destroy the future greater
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good. To further complicate matters, there is no guarantee that the
present ego-image can clearly be aware of the next developing ego
image. When the present ego-image attempts to imagine the future
path of individuation, it may project it's own unintegrated com
plexes, even an ego-ideal from the persona, into the future.

Many neurotic sym toms are caused by the ego's atte ~.12....
jlOldback from a needed deve opment in the mdividuation process
~ the person. If one holdS15aC1<"fromleammg-tOexpress nOTmat'
assertiveness,- for example, a clinical picture of depression often
develops. On the surface it may appear that the depression is caused
by outer events. Only with analytical understanding can one see
that it is rather (or also) a question of becoming aware of and

integrating one' s potential(t~e~. ~~OID-.<:\Jungian point of view, then,it is usually important to ' 0 througl)J the depression to the other //
side, living through the inner coiilTlci:to a resolution, not just deal- (j'
ing with the symptoms of the depression until they are ended. There
are impressive reports that this same treatment approach can be
used creatively in schizo-affective disorders and possibly in even
more severe forms of mental illness.35

This approach of "going through" the depression rather than re
pressing it or only treating the symptoms does not mean that one
simply endures the suffering. Rather, one participates in it. In neu
rotic and characterological problems, in al'eal sense oneself is the
illness. Getting rid of the symptoms without deeper inner change is
like getting rid of a fever but leaving the infection that caused it
unaltered. The attitude of growth and integration, however, con
flicts with the CUlTentemphasis on the most rapid and least costly
treatment of syndromes. In practice this shows up as limits that
insurance will pay for the treatment of celiain diagnoses. Often the
insurance will cover treatment only until the major symptoms are
corrected. The long-term cost of understanding the depth of mean
ing behind the symptoms is often borne by the patient alone.

Individuation is ultimately a mysterious process that leads natu
rally into questions of religion and the meaning of life. Jung
described it as a process of circumambulation, circling around an
unknown center of ourselves. The existence and evolution of life
depends upon maintaining a dynamic relationship with this center
of value and meaning.

In ordinary experience, we may be dimly aware of a deep back
ground sense of meaning to our lives. At other times, it may seem
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as if we are estranged from this sense of meaningful order. But the
existence of a meaningful order is implied in both our circumambu
lation of it and our estrangement from it. Edinger has suggested that
the sense of approach and estrangement alternate in a cyclical man
ner along the "spiral" path of individuation. 36

Individuation is the term used in Jungian psychology to describe
the process by which the potentialities of a particular psyche unfold
in the course of a life history. The history is always only a partial
expression of the possibilities, so that individuation is never com
plete. The individuation process is experienced by the ego as a
sense of being more or less "on track" in life. Dreams are in the
service of the individuation process, as opposed to furthering the
intentions of the ego; the ego often feels itself as moving in an
unsuitable direction when it is overidentified with certain complexes
or in the grip of an archetypal image toward which it has taken a
too passive ego-stance.

Individuation is like continually spiraling about our real center,
never being able to come to it directly, but always aware of whether
we are moving toward or away from it. The individuation process
is like an inner sense of direction that can be ignored or ovenidden,
but not abandoned. Socrates's daimon was something like the sense
of individuation, telling him when he was doing something wrong,
but never telling him the "right" direction to move-that was the
work of the ego.

The spiral is an excellent symbol for the path of individuation,
because it combines the sense of movement along an inner axis with
the image of circumambulating a center. If one imagines a line
along one side of a spiral form, and pictures the ego as moving
along it, we have a sense of the way in which one continually
comes back to the same problems (like my previously mentioned
mother complex) but at a different level with each turn of the spiral.
To paraphrase T.S. Eliot, in FOllr Quartets. it is like finding that
our end was in our beginning, but we come to know it for the first
time.

Many. apparently ,~c,<!.1lJ:2~3en from ~n
t~ic point of viewJs substitllt~s for a needed steJ2~vidua-
&£n that the patient has tried to avoid. The avoidance of integratllig- e;y
normal levels of aggression, for instance, may simultaneously make
one oversensitive to aggressiveness in others and, if continued, may
lead to depression. The depression is the presenting symptom, and
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it may be "explained" in terms of the aggressiveness of others, but
the underlying meaning is the need for integration of the patient's
own assertiveness.

We return to an earlier insight: the reason that a person comes
for Jungian analysis may be the "wrong" reason. Analysis may be
the right path, but the real reason for being involved in it usually
evolves and develops during the course of the analysis. Ultimately,
the reason or motivation is individuation, becoming more and more
the person that one potentially is.

A new person in group psychotherapy, for instance, is often
concerned with how long others have been in the group, frequently
focusing upon the member who has been there longest and com
plaining, "I can't stay that long!" What is not realized is that the
reasons a person remains in therapy for an extended period of time
'are usually quite different from those that brought one in the first
place,

Individuation is a natural process that goes on in everyone. Jung
ian analysis does not produce the individuation process, but it can
often activate it, make it more conscious and accelerate the speed
at which it occurs. There are three major differences between a

person who iUudividuating in a nat~ral way or through an analytIcal
,~The person whose individuation has"-Seeii-Si:TmtiTIltect

through analysis is 1) more able to consciously grasp and describe
the process, 2) less likely to regress into neurotic behavior patterns,
and 3) more able to help another (as "midwife") through the same
process. This is not to say, however, that one way of individuating
is superior to the other. They are simply different. Humans were
experiencing individuation in various ways and to varying depths
long before Jung used the tenn as we do today.

Individuation is so personal a process, so unlike the broad
generalizations of what is "normal" or "healthy" in a given society,
that we must always respect its very personal nature. If life were
endless, one could say that everyone would individuate to a virtually
complete degree, even if it took hundreds or thousands of years,
Perhaps there is continuation of life beyond death, either on another
plane of existence or through repeated incarnations. But from our
mortal human vantage point all we can observe is that there is a
deep and enduring quest within the psyche of each of us to move
inexorably, albeit with many false steps, toward our own larger
selves. This movement may appear "pathological" from the point
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of view of any self-identity that we have already achieved, although
it may in fact be the saving transformation that is needed in our
lives,

So personal indeed is this movement, that not even an analyst
who is well acquainted with one's process can be sure that a move
out of a current pattern is in the service of individuation or not. VI!e
must always struggle with our own regressive tendencies and cJUI"

inescapable desires to rationalize our less worthy motives asif
were higher goals. Life is always a risk, but one that we are free
to take in various ways-the choices by which we weave the
tialities of our lives into our own distinctive pattern,

When you are truly embedded in an analytical relationship, you
can expect that your analyst will stay with you through these deci
sion nodes and their consequences. At its best, analysis helps such
nodal decisions to be made with as little disruption as possible, both
to the person in analysis and to those with whom the analysand is
in relationship. The solution is always personal. The analyst, like
Socrates's daimon, is better able to help you realize when a particu
lar move would be false or unsuitable than what the "right" step
would be. Sometimes the fear of making a change, or the fear of
being overinfluenced by the analyst, tempts a person to intelTUpt
analysis prematurely. This problem is discussed in chapter 5.

Psychological Types

Jung based his system of typology, for which he is perhaps most
widely recognized at present, on an extensive historical review of
the type question in literature, mythology, aesthetics, philosophy
and psychopathology. His scholarly research and a lengthy sum
mary of his conclusions were first published in I921, A number of
widely used type tests are now based upon Jungian principles: the
Myers-Briggs, the Gray-Wheelwright, the Singer-Loomis, and sev
eral others that have been developed for specific research purposes.

Jung initially elaborated his theory of typology in order to explain
how he, Freud, Adler and others could hold such differing views
about the same clinical material. 37 Jung concluded that they inter
preted the relevant facts quite differently because of variations in
the way they functioned psychologically, that is, their personal
typology.

In Jung's model, there are two major attitudinal types: extraver-
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sion and introversion. These terms have become famous and are
part of the cultural knowledge of most educated persons, although
few people outside the field of psychology realize that they origi
nated in Jung's work. The primary difference between extraversion
and introversion is that in extraversion there is an outward move
ment of interest toward the object, while in introversion the move
ment of interest is away from the outer object and toward the
subject.38 Although interest is often in the same direction as the
person's activities-an extravert being more active in the extemal
world and an introvert showing more intemal activity-the primary
indication of extraversion and introversion is based on the direction
of interest, not the direction of activity.

Extraversion and introversion, speaking generally, also can be
used to describe cultures. American culture, for example, is in
general more extraverted than the Swiss culture, which tends to be
introverted. Jolande Jacobi, one of Jung's early interpreters, said
that when visiting America she was considered very introvelied,
but at home in Switzerland she was thought of as a wild extravert
exemplifying the cultural relativity of such judgments.

Functional Types

In addition to the major orientation of the personality as
extraverted or introverted, Jung described four functions, which in

combination yield a finer description of personality typolog~. The
four functions are thinking, feeling, intuition and sensation. 9

Thinking and feeling are called "rational" functions because it is
possible to order events and attitudes with either of them. With the
thinking function, material is ordered according to a logical pattem
("A logically precedes B"); with the feeling function, material is
ordered according to its feeling-tone value ("I am more interested
in relationship A than in relationship B").

The feeling function is not equivalent to emotion or affective
response. Emotion can vary more rapidly than feeling and is
developed from the context of a situation; feeling is a value judg
ment and can be used in a more dispassionate manner. In fact, a
person whose primary function is feeling may at times appear "cold"
because she or he may respond more to the underlying feeling value
of a situation rather than to the immediate emotion.

Intuition and sensation are called "irrational" functions. In this
context, "irrational" does not mean against rationality, but simply
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indicates that these two functions-unlike thinking and feeling-do
not offer a framework for ordering experiences. Instead, they are
ways of perceiving: sensation perceives through the physical senses,
while intuition is perception throug)1~e ~nsci.~. ~

The'sen:sa:tTOOfunction tells one what is. When applied to phys
ical objects, it is the function that notices such things as the number
of items, the names, colors and other particularities. In Rudyard
Kipling's famouS novel Kim, the boy-hero was taught observational
skills by being briefly shown a tray of small objects and then asked
to remember and describe them. This game developed his sensation
function, which excels at detail.

Intuition, the other "inational" function, does not tell one what
is, but rather what are the potential outcomes, the possibilities, of
a given situation. Intuition has a probabilistic and predictive quality.
When we anticipate the meaning of what a person is saying to us
we are using the intuitive function. Sometimes intuition leaps far
ahead of the spoken words and anticipates quite accurately, but
sometimes it is mistaken. People who rely primarily on the intuitive
function often have difficulty tolerating a slow pace of events; such
impatience can interfere with the orderly or natural unfolding of a
conversation or relationship.

Activity of the Functions

The two attitudinal types and the four functions can be separated
only conceptually. In actual persons, they always act in concert.
Since one function usually is developed to a far greater degree than
the others, a person entering a new and unfamiliar situation in life
will tend to approach it with his or her best (primary or superior)
function. There is usually also a relatively well-developed sec
ondary function which acts in congruence with the primary func
tion, The least developed function is usually called the inferior
function, meaning that it is more unconscious and not easily avail-
able to the ego.

For that reason, the process of individuation often requires thaI
the inferior function be developed. For example, in fairy tales,
which can be seen as a model for ego-development, the inferiOi
function is often represented by the "dumbling" son, the naiv{
youngest brother whom everyone despises, but who is close to th(
unconscious natural world, able to speak with the animals and 1'01·

low the deeper, irrational but essential processes of nature.
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When tired, intoxicated or simply pressed beyond normal limits,
the range of adaptation of the superior function may be exhausted
and other functions, possibly the inferior function, come into play.
In the famous television series Star Trek, the central characters
approximate the four functions: Mr. Spock is primarily the thinking
function, Dr. McCoy the feeling function, Scotty the engineer is
sensation, while Captain Kirk as the intuitive function takes final
responsibility in irrational and dangerous situations.

Typology and Analysis

Because the four functions and the two attitudinal types represent
one model of the totality of psychic functioning, the goal of indi
viduation can be phrased in terms of typology. In a general sense,
individuation is furthered by the development of the inferior func
tion, as well as the development of the opposite attitudinal type
introverts developing their extraverted side and vice versa. In West
ern culture it is natural in the first half of life to emphasize an
extraverted mode, for at this stage the psyche presses for the estab
lishment of a strong ego in the outer world. Conversely, introver
sion is a more natural mode in the second half of life, when the
goal is not to establish oneself in the world, but to assess the mean
ing of one's life in preparation for death.

Jungian analysis speeds up the process of psychological develop
ment, attempting to produce the results of individuation in a shorter
time than would naturally occur. Because of this pressure for more
intentional psychological development, analysis is, like alchemy, a
"work against nature." The goal is the same as the natural goal,
metaphorically the production of the lapis or Philosophers' Stone,
but the intentionality of the process meets resistance from the slower
pace of most unconscious processes.

Some Jungian analysts make great use of typology as a basic
guide to the orientation of the analytical process. I personally do
not. In my own practice I make an assessment of typology at the
beginning of the analysis, often using one or more of the type tests
to confirm my clinical impressions. The developing process of the
analysis, however, always seems more basic and personal than the
typological description. On the other hand, I have found typology
useful in helping analysands understand some of their difficulties
(like being an extreme introvert in an extraverted environment, or
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using the thinking function when feeling or intuition would be more
appropriate) -

Typology is also quite helpful in counseling some couples, for
communication problems can easily arise between two persons who
are of very different types; in such instances, an understanding of
the other's way of functioning can often alleviate the situation and
facilitate hannonious interaction.

Summary

1. The diagnosis of a mental problem is always relative and less
complex than the actual person it describes.

2. Many syndromes of concern to Jungians are not easily diag
nosed in terms of the current categories of DSM-Ill.

3. The process of individuation, the basic process of human life,
may produce symptoms of psychological disturbance when neces
sary stages of growth are resisted.

4. Analysis can help to differentiate the situations that produce
the symptoms, and may help the analysand to move more rapidly
through the nodal point where the individuation process is inter-
rupted by symptoms.

5. Individuation, a spiral process of circumambulating the core
of our true being, is a direction more than an attainable goal. It is
of a very personal nature and cannot be adequately described by
general norms of health and illness.

6. A basic knowledge of psychological typology can be helpful
in understanding one's personal difficulties and relationship prob-
lems.
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Two paintings by a woman in Jungian analysis: bottom, a state of
depression in which unconscious contents are activated but re
pressed; top, conflict and confusion after the unconscious contents

have become conscious.

4

The Structure of Analysis

Upon first entering Jungian analysis, most people have an expecta
tion, conscious or unconscious, that 1) the analyst will help them
solve the problem that motivated them to come for analysis, or 2)
there will be an exploration of past life, particularly childhood
memories.

The first expectation, relief of symptoms, is a natural human
desire. The second, exploration of the past as a way of relieving
distress in the present, is based upon a widespread acceptance of a
stereotype of Freudian psychoanalysis-that everything can be
traced back to childhood experiences or fantasies.
_. Jung called the tracing of present difficulties to events of the past

F':ediiCti~qnalysIs) since it "reduced" the present difficulty to some
l:Ti1rigelse. Jung never repudiated reductive analysis, and indeed felt
that in some cases it was the best approach, certainly for those
persons whose problems could clearly be seen as deriving from
earlier difficulties. Jung focused, however, as do I11ost.Jungian
~naly§g;L-'lJ?0n a clearer understa~igg of what the-ilriconsc1O\:i]
{Hindis already tryiDllQ_do to helILtl:l~_pl:~~onout()r~~edifflculty.
This acti vity~L.the_1ll1C.DnS_cjQULmj!J<:l<.:_aJ1Ee:~~~p..wit.11paI-tlCuTar
.~arltY-in- d~~~I11§.L.whichare discussed i,!l_(;~apter6 .

. A parfiCular Jun?ian analyst might~egin·~bY ~~!~~..~.cl~!~_~.~cl()
hIstory, P~.!:!111PsWith some psychologIcaf-tests, mcludmg studIes ..
~CFi~f!§_,~traypro.iecfion-s.--aTecnnlquelfiarisemployed by·'man)'
Jungians buts-eldom- bY-other therapists. Another analyst might
simply start working with the problem where it manifests, letting -'~)
the pa~! h~fo:ii:~ei~Q£as-t1reanaJysisproceecrs-:---·_-- - . _.. /
··-There are also, as prevlOuSly'-nientloiied, "\\iTaevariations in the

physical an-angement within which analysis occurs. The usual pro
cedure is for analyst and analysand to sit face to face, although
some Jungian analysts, particularly those trained in thedevelopmen
tal school (largely in England), may ask that the patient lie on a
couch, much as in classical Freudian analysis, Use of the couch
promotes controlled regression, but there are differences of opinion
as to its usefulness. 40
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Frequency and Fees

The frequency of analytic sessions may also vary widely. While
analysts of the developmental school may ask analysands to come
three or four times each week, the usual frequency for Jungians is
once or twice weekly. This, too, may be adjusted according to the
severity of the symptoms. A crisis situation may occur in the
patient's life (from outer or inner events), making more frequentsessions desirable.

I myself find that once or twice a week is quite workable for most
people, while a frequency of less than twice a month tends to lose
the continuity of the analysis. When an analysand is simultaneously
in group psychotherapy with the analyst, it is often possible to
decrease the frequency of individual analytical appointments (al
though this option is limited by the rarity of Jungian analysts who
also do group psychotherapy).

Fee schedules vary among analysts, and from one part of the
country to another, so they must be negotiated on an individual
basis. Some analysts offer sliding fee scales, particularly for stu
dents or when just beginning practice. In some places, such as New
York and San Francisco, the local Jungian institute maintains a
clinic where analysis is available from training candidates at
reduced fees. Some analysts charge differing fees for longer orshorter sessions.

Many analysts request payment at the time of each visit, while
others bill on a monthly basis. It is important to be realistic about
what can be afforded. In general, as suggested earlier, it is better
to be in an on-going analysis of less frequency for a longer time,
then intensively for a limited period of time. In all cases, the fee
structure is an important part of the contract between analyst and
analysand and should be perfectly clear at the beginning. Any mis
understandings should be immediately addressed, although they
may be handled as analytic material as welI as part of the contractual
arrangement.

Many unconscious meanings attach to money, such as self-worth
("No one cares about me if! don't pay"), sacrifice ("I'm giving up
buying a new car to afford analysis"), bodily substance ("Money is
shit") and energy ("What I spend money on shows where my energy
wants to go"). I know of at least one instance in which a new
analysand spent the first session talking to his analyst about whether
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he should pay the analyst or the analyst should pay him! (He finally
agreed to pay the analyst.) Most of us would unconsciously like to
think that we are so important to our analysts that they would see
us whether we paid or not, while knowing consciously that it is a
professional arrangement and fees are appropriate.

Value received for payment is also an important question, par
ticularly since there are often times when the analysand may wonder
if he is "progressing" or "getting anywhere." Such questions fre
quently reveal an uncertain sense of one's own self-worth, or a
desire to have insecurities swept away by the approval of a strong
authority figure, the analyst being appropriated for that purpose.
But what is analysis actually worth? Is it necessary to pay someone
"just to listen"?

When I was in psychiatric training, a professor told our resident
group the sanest thing I have yet heard about fees. Many of us were
hesitant to begin charging patients when we went into practice,
knowing our own limitations and insecurities. The professor said
that the fee one charges does not necessarily correspond to one's
value to the patient. The fee only indicates the amount of money
for which one is willing to do psychotherapeutic work. If the
therapist helps the patient out of a severe problem, the hourly fee
is cheap for the results achieved. If there are no substantial results,
the analyst may not be worth a nickel an hour. Since no one can
know the outcome of the treatment, the real meaning of the fee is,
as the professor said, the wage for which one is willing to work.41

Missed Appointments

It is routine to charge monthly for group psychotherapy, even if
the patient misses a meeting. What is paid for is a place in the
group, which belongs to the patient and cannot be offered to some
one else. Individual time is a different matter. Many analysts permit
cancellation of appointments with sufficient notice, usually twenty
four or forty-eight hours. The open time may then be offered to
someone else, or the analyst may plan to use the time for personal
purposes. Some few analysts make a clear contract with the new
patient that a particular hour is reserved for the patient for a set
period of time or until they mutually agree otherwise. If such an
arrangement is made, missed appointments are charged.

In all cases of missed appointments there is likely to be some
underlying psychodynamic reason. It may be that the topic under
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discussion at the end of the previous meeting had more emotional
meaning than was realized, and the analysand unconsciously wanted
to avoid discussion of it again. Most analysts charge for missed
appointments simply on the basis of whether the time was canceled
far enough in advance. Although there may be psychodynamic
reasons, or very practical ones ("My car wouldn't start," "1 had to
take my son to the dentist," etc.), I myself do not want to be in a
position of deciding what is a valid or invalid reason for missing
an appointment.

Years ago a physician missed his appointment with me without
calling to cancel. I charged him a nominal amount (less than half
his usual fee), although we had agreed that uncanceled appoint
ments would be charged at full rate. In our next meeting he spent
the first half of the time arguing that 1 should not have charged him
at all, because he had missed his appointment for what he consid
ered a valid reason. I would not change my position, pointing out
that our agreement was to give me at least twenty-four hours'
notice, not to provide a good reason for not showing up. He became
very angry. At the midpoint of the session, I decided to drop the
late-cancellation charge because I sensed there was a deeper under
lying issue.

When I told him I would cancel the late charge, he suddenly
burst into tears. A deep neurotic structure emerged-he felt no one
cared for him, but only for what he paid or could do for them. He
was so convinced of his personal worthlessness that he had never
dared to mention those feelings, even in analysis. The energy gen
erated by his affect, and my sudden cancellation of the charge,
caught his defense system off guard.

Clearly, fees are more than fees. They also carry emotional mean
mg.

Boundary Conditions: The Therapeutic Contract

Such things as fees, frequency of appointments, etc., constitute an
agreement between analyst and analysand as between two adults
making a contract. Such contractual arrangements are the boundary
conditions of analysis. They mark off the analytical relationship
from other parts of life, so that the interaction within those bound
aries can be used for the special purpose of understanding the
patient's unconscious functioning.
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The choice of particular boundary conditions has some effect on
what can be observed within them. Analysts who see patients sev
eral times a week, with the patient often lying on a couch, fre
quently state that such an arrangement allows observations that
cannot be seen in once-a-week, face-to-face sessions. Others (my
self included) feel that simultaneous group psychotherapy and indi
vidual analytical sessions with the same therapist allow a range of
observation not possible in individual sessions alone. Virtually all
Jungian analysts agree that the interpretation of dreams adds a
dimension to analysis that cannot be achieved by other means.

Some therapists, following R.D. Langs, refer to boundary condi
tions as the frame of the analysis.42 The frame is a good visual
image, since we are immediately aware that when something is
framed it is both emphasized and separated from its surroundings.
The frame also restricts what one can observe, which permits a
selection process of the type of material studied. Most importantly,
once a frame or boundary condition is established by mutual agree
ment, deviations from it can be interpreted as acts that are con
sciously or unconsciously meaningful. Usually it is a case of the
analyst interpreting the patient's deviations from the boundary con
ditions, but the analyst may also act outside the frame (as in being
late for or forgetting an appointment) and that may be equally re
vealing.

After what seemed a routine session with a patient I had seen in
analysis for several years, he came to the next appointment report
ing (not showing) that he had experienced a great deal of anger at
me for not giving him the full time on his last session, believing I
had shOltened his visit by two minutes. He was accusing me of
having deviated from the boundary conditions. What he had come
to realize, though, was that he was trying to make me a positive
father, like his previous analyst, to make up for his negative experi
ence with his own natural father. That was a significant and long
overdue insight that proved most useful to him in his analysis. It
was actually unclear if I had cut his time short by two minutes. I
believed I had not, but I had measured the time of his previous
session by one of two clocks in my office, while he had judged it
by the other. When we compared the clocks they were exactly two
minutes apart in time! The unresolvable question of the two minutes
was insignificant compared to the new insight he had gained.

The boundary conditions of Jungian analysis are often refelTed
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to in the literature as theQor vas bene clausum, the "well-closed
vessel"). This is a reference to the archetypal image of the alchem
ical vessel, the glass container within which the dross, the prima
materia, was to be transformed into the Philosophers' Stone. One
such vas, mentioned previously, was called a pelican because it
resembled that bird with its head on its breast (also a medieval
symbol of Christ). Liquid material placed in the pelican vessel
would, when heated, vaporize, rising up into the small curved por
tion of the vessel where it would cool, condense and reenter the
place it began as again a liquid. This imaged the alchemical opera
tion of@FcUl~ a gontimlolJ.s-c-ir-{;.~ne form of ~
substance to another that was thought to cause a subtle transforma-

--::----=::::----~.__...~-~._".._----,---,..--_ ..-tion in the l!l'!teriaJ circ.ul~

From a modern chemical point of view, nothing would happen
in such a process. But the image has profound psychological mean

ing, for }t iU~om1!!Q!LeX.~siUhat noth~ems
to be happening for extended periods of time. Indeed, nothingBiay

oecnangmg on the conSCiOUSsurface, but it is just at these times-
tflat the unconscio is often preparing a protOuildchange. The~.

~.""~~"'"

pre ar Ions can often be seen in dreams uring the penoam appar-ent stagnation. _.

'- Another archetypal image for the boundary conditions of analysis
is the ~eniiJ which in the ancient world referred to a.~acr~d_
boundary around a temp1::..Jn Roman times, it might be a furrow

plowed around the site of a temple that was to be constructed. Even
earlier, in ancient Egypt, the first action in constructing a new
temple was for the Pharoah to "set the bounds" of the temple,
marking off the sacred space of the temple enclosure. When
Akhenaten, the "heretic" monotheistic pharoah of the Eighteenth
Dynasty in old Egypt, set up a new capital city at Amarna, he had
stones erected at the corners of the new site, each pillar saying that
Akhenaten had caused the stone to be set as a boundary of his new
sacred capital city. In modern times, the marriage custom of carry
ing a bride over the threshold of her new horne is a mark of the
special boundary, or temenos, of that now-special place.

Boundary conditions are more than mere agreements. They have
psychotherapeutic utility in permitting a wide range of interpretation
both within them and about them. Within the boundary conditions
is a space marked off from ordinary life, a safe place where it is
possible to reveal oneself in a way that would be inappropriate or
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unsafe in ordinary situations. It is a space in which one can experi
ence the observant and helpful, but neutral, attitude of the analyst
without having to concern oneself with the analyst as a person,
except for the boundary conditions. Clearly, the person of the
analyst remains present, and is part of the interaction, but in a
manner different from persons outside the temenos of the analysis.

The boundary conditions should as far as possible be established
at the beginning of therapy; they must be acceptable to both analyst
and analysand and should not be altered by either party without
mutual discussion. Thus both analyst and analysand have equal but
different responsibilities in conducting the analysis. These are dis
cussed below.

Responsibilities of the Analyst~-----
I).A~imart!esponsibility of the analyst is m~tenance of the boundY~_condltlOns Jomtlt though not always exprrcmy) ~~rabhsfied

with the analysand: being present at the appointed hour, not altenng
appointments or fees capriciously, giving the patient prim'ary atten
tion during the session, and focusing on the_patient 'the slillrali~
understanding that the analyst has acquired during training and prac
tice. The analyst is as far as possible to be nOll]liGgmental and
objective, in order to allow the analysand to verbalize thoughts
about himself that he might otherwise be ashamed to confess.

The analyst does not expect that the patient will behave toward
the analyst as toward a person in the social world, except in the
maintenance of the boundary conditions. This means, in particular,
that the patient can be angry and critical of the analyst without fear
of retaliation, again respecting the boundary conditions, which are
the mutually agreed, adult part of the interaction. Nor is the patient
expected to socialize with the analyst.

Sexual Feelings: Bounded Intimacy

Sexual acting out between therapist and patient is a serious breach
of the analytical contract, raising legal, ethical and moral questions.
The occurrence of sexual feelings, however, is not unusual or sur
prising, since the bounded intimacy within the analytical temenos
easily makes visible the most desirable aspects of persons as well
as their flaws. The analyst is permitted to see the sometimes heroic
struggles that occur in the personality of the analysand, unseen by
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64 The Structure of Analysis

the outside world. At times the patient also may appear dependent
and vulnerable, which may evoke excessive care-taking, or even be

sexually exciting to the analyst. ~is the analyst's responsibility not ?:)..10 take advantage of the intimate atmosphere create~~hil~~~~ 7te1!l:.g].1.O.S-.. _ ..

0- There is currently a great deal of interest in reported deviations
from the professional prohibition of sexual interaction between
analyst and analysand. Often the concern is expressed with polem
ical, sexist or feminist overtones. Since there are more male
therapists than female therapists, there are inevitably more reported
instances of sexual involvement between male therapists and female
patients, which has tended to suggest a masculine mistreatment of
women.

In my own experience over twenty-five years of practice, how
ever, there have been only four cases in which a therapist has told
me directly of involvement with a patient, so that the information
was not hearsay. These four instances are evenly divided: two male
therapists involved with female patients, and two female therapists
involved with male patients. Whatever the popular perception may
be, this is clearly a problem that involves therapists of both sexes.
Further, in my experience of more than twelve years of combined
service on the ethics committees of three professional societies,
only one case of such sexual misconduct came to our attention, so
it may not be as common as the sensational press would suggest.

In the four cases in which the analyst involved (and in two of the
cases, the analysand as well) told me directly of the situation, the
long-range outcome was quite mixed. One led to an enduring and
successful martiage between analyst and analysand, one was disas
trous for both paliies, and in the other two situations the sexual
acting out seems to have had relatively little long-range effect on
either party .

While sexual involvement between therapist and patient is neither
ethically nor legally permissible, and rightly so, the deeper
psychological meaning of such lapses should be explored on an
individual basis. Such exploration will help educate both therapists
and patients to the dangers of acting on sexual feelings that often
arise in the course of psythotherapy.

Some of the most destructive situations that have come to my
attention have not been direct patient-therapist sex, but constella
tions in which a wife has become sexually involved with her hus-
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band's male therapist, obviously recreating an overcharged version
of classical oedipal psychodynamics that in the several cases known
to me were never completely resolved .

Sexual fantasies, unlike the literal acting out of sexual feelings,
are a natural part of the analytical relationship, often appearing in
dreams rather than in waking consciousness. These feelings can
become a valuable part of the analysis if handled symbolically. 43

They often represent a deep psychological connection between the
two persons, partaking of the archetypal imagery of the alchemical
coniunctio, the union of opposites. They may foreshadow marked
improvements in the psyche of the patient. Hence a patient's sexual
feelings or dreams of the analyst should as quickly as possible be
made a part of the analytical discussion, so their symbolic meaning
can be explored. If the analyst has sexual feelings or dreams of the
patient, however, they should only rarely be discussed in the
analysis, lest they become a burden to the patient; they should of
course always be pati of the analyst's self-reflection in regard to
the analysis, since they may represent an unstable part of the
analyst's own personality.

Analytic Parameters and Therapeutic Skill

As already noted, the analyst is to bring to the analytic situation
the therapeutic skill and experience of his or her patiicular style of
doing analysis. Since the interaction of two people talking alone in
a room closely resembles a social situation, the patient may at times
be surprised when the analyst does not respond in an expected
social manner.

For example, the analyst may choose not to answer questions
about his or her personal life, such as marriage, children, church
affiliation, etc. These ordinary categories of social discourse, if

. indulge~in, tend~~omaKe the 'analyst "just anotl"!~l.~~on," and

~') diminish the 120ssibilit of the atient ro 'ecting impo~ant u~-;; ~al onto the anill~t-which is one of t e ways
becoming conscious of the unconscious.

The projection of unconscious material by the patient onto the
analyst is called transference, while the reverse process, where the
analyst has unconscious expectations or distorted impressions of the
patient, is called countertransference. Since both processes inevita
bly occur to some degree in any analytic situation, it is convenient
to refer to them together with the abbreviation T I CT, standing for

@Y:.I!v7-
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66 The Structure of Analysis

"transference and countertransference." They constitute much of
the transformative field of the analysis within which many changes
may take place in the analysand, and often also in the analyst. This
is discussed more fully below.

The person beginning analysis may, after a time, want the analyst
to "do the talking." Sometimes a patient is reluctant to speak of
something because it has been previously discussed-"I've already
told you that!" Such remarks are often based on a gross misconcep
tion of analysis-that it is a logical, problem-solving situation in
which a certain amount of information is put into the analyst's mind
and then answers come back. Of course, analysis does not work
that way, and indeed the desired "answers" are more likely to come
through the analysand's repeated attention to what is going on
inside.

Actually, the transformation processes that go on in analysis have
more to do with the unconscious structure of the mind than with
anything that can be identified as a conscious, logical analysis of
problems. The same difficulty must be dealt with repeatedly as long
as it is a primary focus of feeling or affect. That is, it should be
talked about without regard to repetition as long as it can'ies an
emotional charge. This will be discussed more fully in chapter 6,
on dreams and enactment techniques, where the evocation of affect
ego states is seen as a natural process in many dreams.

Protecting the Analysand

The analyst also has a responsibility to inform the patient when

0rnore rigorous treatment,' such as hospitalization, might be neces
~ sary. Most Jungian analysts work largely with neurotic patieiill

who' seldom require hospitalization. But there are some situations,
such as severe suicide impulses, where the patient should be told
for his or her own protection that hospitalization is indicated. Or
perhaps the less restrictive ego-suppOli of medication might be suf
ficient. In extreme cases, the analyst has a legally mandated duty
to notify a responsible member of the patient's family if the patient
is clearly a danger to himself or to others. A legal commitment
process may need to be instituted by the patient's family.

Such situations are rare, but any analyst should be prepared to
deal with them if they arise. Where the analyst is not medically
qualified, back-up contingency arrangements should be made with
someone who is, Most depression is self-limiting, running out its
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course even if no medication or treatment is given. But medication
and psychotherapy can considerably shorten the duration of de
pression, and, if understanding is acquired, decrease the likelihood
of future recurrences. The overwhelming danger in severe depres
sion is suicide, which I feel is always tragic-taking one's life
because of a curable disease.

Responsibilities of the Analysand

Very little is written about the responsibilities of the analysand to
the analyst, compared to the concern with the ethical and legal
responsibilities of the analyst.44 "

The analysand has, of course, the obvious responsibility to make
appointments on time and pay th~ bill promptly. The analysand also
has a responsibility to'work dIlIgently ontlie analysis, which means
giving -close and constant attention to one's material. This will
include "'recording dreams and personal associations to the dream
images, and sometimesjJfoducing drawings, paintings or objects In
clay or some other medmm. ---

"Work" in this sense is not equivalent to "trying hard." Analytical
work, for both parties, requires 9!sciplined concentration and the
development of specific skills gich as "free-f1o~!ing attentIOn,"
where COI1SClousnessplays with various possibilities; this allows
unconscious material to come up for conscious examination more
than does "trying hard," which may even inhibit access to the
unconscious. Above all, the analysand has all.~9bligation to reveal
emotio~lly important material, and to volunteer s'uch information
'as soon as possible, thus minimizing the tendency to shrink away
from dealing with central issues.

Some material can only be gathered by the analysand, such as
dream notes, memories of the past and personal associations. While
no patient can be faulted for not remembering dreams, they are
rightly chided for not making every effort to remember them, for
instance by putting writing or verbal recording materials close at
hand when going to sleep. The patient has no responsibility to
respect ordinary forms of social interaction with the analyst within
the temenOS of the analysis.8 Outside that temenos, however, the

patient has the same responsibilities as the ~~nalyst, s~~ ~
. ~ivulging analytic material-in£!uding the anaryst's -remarks and
~ ~etations-,::,ithout permission of tne'OTI1e:~. Just as-ffie



The transformative field: a = the conscious relationship; b I = the
analyst's relationship with his unconscious; bz = the analysand's
relationship with her unconscious, a principal focus of the work of
analysis; c = the unconscious relationship between the anima of the
analyst and the animus of the female analysand; dI = the animus
of the analysand in relation to the conscious ego of the analyst; dz

the anima of the analyst in relation to the conscious ego of the
analysand.

field, it requires two modifications: l) the boundary conditions,
once agreed upon, become more the responsibility of the analyst's
conscious ego, and 2) the analyst assumes a larger responsibility
for dealing with the activity of his or her own unconscious, so as
to create a free and protected space in which the analysand can
safely experience unconscious material that is repressed in ordinary
life situations.

Transference phenomena are not something that a person begin-
ning analysis should worry about. Falling in love with the analyst
is not common. The distortion" nf transference are often subtle, or

y"i.sibleonly in oreams. Transference may be POSItive or negative.
One of ~eal dangers of negative transference is that early in .

analysis the patient may feel that the analyst IS not supportIve IIenou h, and ma even want to break offthe therapy. The oerceptio .-,..' . ;
o t e al1alyst as nonsupportive is often a projech ~f the pati~t's j-·lrVl
awn self-rejecting tendencies, and is a proper subject for analysiS.?')n fact, an anal st who is seen as especially sup ortive ma be more f.Y'
9-ifficult to share sensitive material WI~ t an one who is perceived
to be decidedly neutral.
.- Although in most cases some transference develops in the course

Female

•. analysand
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c

aMale

analyst ~

Jung used a simple diagram to illustrate the psychological dynamics
of relationships, with pmiicular reference to the analytic situation.45
As mentioned above, transference and countertransference (T / CT),
the more or less unconscious perceptual distortions by, respectively,
the analysand and the analyst, are a shOlihand way of referring to
the psychological interactions that make up the trans formative field.

In addition to the conscious relationship between analyst and
analysand, on which level the therapeutic contract establishes the
boundary conditions, there is the relationship of each person to his
or her contrasexual side. The analyst, if male, is related to his
anima while interacting with the patient; the patient, if female,
is related to her animus as well as to the analyst. Furthermore, the
anima and the animus also interact directly, largely on an uncon
scious level. Thus Jung remm'ked that in any conversation between
a man and a woman there m'e at least four persons involved. These
relationships, which may be confusing when first encountered, can
be shown in diagrammatic form (opposite).

In this model of the therapeutic relationship, which Jung based
on a series of alchemical illustrations,46 there appears to be an
absolute symmetry between analyst and patient. This is misleading,
because the diagram is basically meant to illustrate the equality
between the male alchemist and his female co-worker, his soror
mystica (mystical sister). When applied to the T / CT transformative
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analysand would expect the analyst not to make casual or judgmen
tal remarks to others about the analysand, so should the analyst be
shown the same respect by the patient.

Analysts do not gossip about patients and, conversely, patients
should not gossip about analysts. In situations where many
analysands know each other (not infrequent in many communities),
a casual remark by one patient about a mutual therapist may seem
to convey secret knowledge about the analyst and can interfere with
the therapy of the person to whom the remark is made. Transference
and counteIiransference feelings belong within the temeflOS of the
analysis, where they can generate powerful understanding. If dissi
pated outside the tOflOlOS, the whole structure and outcome of the

analysis can suffed Confidentiality is the responsibility of both "
a~lyst and analysand. e
The Transformative Field
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analysand finding an analyst who has not personally experienced
psychological wounding. Indeed, it is arguable that those who have
not been brought to their knees by their own psychology are not
good candidates for training as analysts.

A patient once dreamed that his likeness was being gradually
carved from a glacial mountain of ice by flaming arrows shot by
his lover. This slow, gradual emergence of one's own likeness also
describes the subtle but inevitable reflexive effect upon the analyst
of the multiple analyses in which he or she participates. We are all
human and the transformati ve field of the T / CT is but a specialized
form of the mutually transformative effect of any human interaction,

~effect0ost vividly represented in the archetypal image of theconiunctio the alchemical malTiage.
the analyst were entirely removed from proximity to the

patient's world, in a safe and secure transcendent place, no effective
analysis could occur. And if the analyst were too close to the
patient, if the strength of the transference-countertransference were
too great, the loss of boundaries would bring analysis to a stop. At
a certain indefinable range, the relationship between analyst and
analysand is a truly transformative field for both participants.
Because this range is indefinable and shifting, analysis remains
both a science and an art, just as Jung described it-a personal
relationship within an impersonal professional framework.47

The Therapeutic Ratio

Jung is so often and superficially dismissed as a "mystic," particu
larly by biologically oriented therapists, that it is surprising to many
to learn that when the International Congress of Psychiatry met in
Zurich during the latter years of Jung's life, he was chosen as
honorary president of the section discussing the possible biological
basis of schizophrenia. This was in recognition of Jung's theory
that schizophrenia (the tenn was coined by Jung's teacher, Eugene
Bleuler) was the result of an as yet undiscovered "toxin X. ,,48 Jung
was thoroughly scientific in his approach, but he chose to address
himself to a wider range of natural phenomena than did olihodox
materialistic science.

In discussing schizophrenia, Jung suggested two broad cate
gories: 1) the situation where a normal conscious structure is over
whelmed by excessive pressure from the unconscious, and 2) the

of the analysis, it would be a mistake to think that it takes a fixed
amount of time to become evident. Some persons come to analysis
with a transference already active before they walk through the
door. This is particularly true if the analyst is already known by
reputation, or through public lectures. The reverse situation might
also be true-the patient being known to the analyst before their
first meeting. In either case, both parties should be prepared to
forego previous impressions of the other in order to remain open
for the exploration of the analysand's mind.

One of my own most striking demonstrations of this need for a
neutral attitude was when a high school friend came to me for
professional help. I had always thought I knew him well, and con
sidered him to be one of the few people who lived life in a natural,
happy way, without undue concern for the opinions of others. This
superficial impression of mine changed in the first few minutes of
our professional interview as he told me in moving terms about his
long depression. In another notable experience, a former teacher
from my junior high school came as a patient. As an adolescent I
had looked up to and admired him, never imagining that he carried
the problems he revealed in my consulting room. Over an extended
period of analysis, I came to admire him in a deeper way-for the
courage he displayed in being honest with himself about his feelings
and his shortcomings. ~ . _~ _

)~e fIeidjdefined by T I CT may well be called transformat~
for It is invariably true t 1at t e analyst will be trans orme a ong
with the analysand. In fact, one of the potent unconscious motiva
tions for becoming a Jungian analyst is that one instinctively knows
that one's psyche requires an immense amount of work, perhaps
more than could be undertaken in even an extended Jungian
analysis. The trans formative field of the T/CT immerses the analyst
in a continually enriched stream of personal experiences with
analysands, activating material in the analyst that demands constant
and disciplined psychological attention.

There is a repetitive mythological image, as expressed for exam
ple in the story of Chiron (the centaur, teacher of AscIepius), that
to be a healer one must first oneself experience being wounded-that
is, have first-hand knowledge of what it is like to be suffering and
in search of healing. It follows that the healing of others' wounds
has a reciprocal therapeutic effect on one's Own painful lesions.
Since neurotic pain is so common, there is little possibility of the
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contrasting situation in which an ordinary amount of pressure from
the unconscious would overwhelm an ego structure that was exces
sively weak.49 This allows for the discussion of schizophrenia, and
by implication neurosis and lesser psychological disorders, in terms
of a therapeutic ratio.

If the ego is of average strength and the unconscious not exces
sively activated, a reasonable level of psychological health would
be the result. The ratio of ego-strength to pressure from the uncon
scious would be greater than one. If the opposite were the case,
with the unconscious pressure greater than the ego-strength, the
ratio would be less than one; some form of mental disorder would
result, ranging from mild anxiety through neurosis to severe mental
illness .

An increase in the numerator (ego-strength) increases the
therapeutic ratio. This can come about through ordinary supportive
psychotherapy, or more frequent analytical sessions, or, perhaps
the most extreme external support, hospitalization. The denom
inator of the therapeutic ratio can be decreased, again· altering the
balance toward stability (ratio greater than one), by decreasing the
unconscious pressure. This can sometimes be done through
psychotherapy that leads to either insight or a willingness to tolerate
anxiety or depression. The pressure from the unconscious can also
be effectively reduced through the use of medication, which should
be used for only the shortest time necessary.

Medication

An understanding of the therapeutic ratio, as derived above from
Jung's model of schizophrenia, permits a rational approach to the
use of medication in Jungian analysis. Some Jungians have taken
the extreme position that medication should never be used in
analysis, that medication interferes with the patient "going through"
the illness to achieve the understanding hidden in the symptomatic
picture. I do not believe this antimedication extreme is correct,
workable or humane. Medication can be a great help to the progress
of Jungian analysis when it is judiciously and skillfully used.

There is a normal range of alertness, which if exaggerated may
become anxiety. Conversely, too little alertness produces lethargy ~
At the midrange of alertness-more than lethargy and less than
anxiety-useful analytic work can take place. If excessive anxiety
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causes the analysand to be above the useful range of alertness, mild
use of tranquilizing medication may return functioning to the normal
range, thereby permitting analysis to proceed. The same logic
applies to excessive depression, which through careful medication
can also often be returned to the midrange to facilitate useful and
productive psychological work. There is even less reason to ques
tion the use of antipsychotic drugs when needed.

Jungian analysts who are also physicians vary in their use of
medication concurrently with analysis. I myself use very little medi
cation, perhaps in ten percent of my practice. Analysts who are not
physicians often work closely with a physician or a physician
analyst when medication is needed. Anything that can help can also
hurt. The analysand must take responsibili1}' for using medication
•~ctly as prescribed, so as to minimize the danger of unwantea
side ettects ..



Leonardo's knot, made up of a single thread, is a contemplative
meander which when unraveled leads to the heart of our nature.
(Concatenation, School of Leonardo da Vinci, engraving, Italy, c.

1510)

5

The Process of Analysis

The actual course of analysis is difficult to describe. Like the indi
viduation process itself, it may resemble a meander, that intricate
decorative motif that suggests the unexpected and unpredictable
turnings of a labyrinth. The course of analysis, like the course of
life itself, is continually changing, according to the unpredictable
emergence of new and novel ways of being.

This openness to new and creative possibilities is the essence of
analysis. It can also be frightening for a neurotic ego, while pro
fessing to want the freedom to be itself, actually to find that freedom
in the protected space of the analysis. No demand is made by the
analyst that one behave in a certain way. One is free to talk of the
present or the past, the inner world or the world of everyday life.
What is frightening to many analysands is that this freedom will
reveal them as they are, without their accustomed protective but
imprisoning illusions about themselves or others.

In most cases, as mentioned earlier, this is shadow-anxiety, fear
that the shadow, that "dark" side dimly known to the ego, will
suddenly be revealed as the core of the personality. This cannot
actually happen, for the contents of the shadow are simply aspects
of oneself that could have been lodged in the ego or the persona,
but were relegated to the shadow because they were unacceptable
to the ego, in its own judgment, at the time the shadow-impulses
arose. Integration of the shadow, which means reclaiming aspects
of oneself that were "lost," inevitably enriches the ego.

A man in group psychotherapy, married and with maturing chil
dren, was terrified to admit to the group that he was having sexual
feelings for one of the women in the group. As soon as he confessed
the "terrible" truth, he blushed beet-red, buried his face in his hands
and curled up in his chair, expecting massive disapproval from the
other members of the group. In contrast, the woman for whom he
had the sexual feelings was simply pleased that he found her desir
able, while the other members of the group considered his feelings
perfectly normal.

As he gradually uncovered his face and dealt with the actual
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76 The Process of Analysis

reactions of the group, rather than burying himself in his fantasies
of their disapproval, he was able to modify to some degree his
excessive and primitive negative judgment of himself. His negative
self-judgment for having normal sexual feelings was connected in
his mind to his punitive and moralistic father, although even his
experience of his father was different from the experience of his
brother; the brother had rebelled against the father in adolescence,
while this man in group therapy had remained subservient to his
image of the father.

The unpredictable process of analysis is troublesome to the logic
of the conscious mind, which would prefer that the difficulties of
the personality could be approached as a problem to be solved. The
expectation that the deeply unconscious growth process of the
psyche can be managed with the attitude of an auto mechanic is
simply a common misconception of analysis. The psyche is a living
organism and interaction with it is like having a dialogue with
another personality, one that may even speak another language. It
is a further complication in analysis if the patient becomes self-crit
ical about not being able to immediately understand and correct
problem areas when they are identified.

Influencing one's own psychological processes is indeed of the
order of complexity of learning another language. Tentative under
standings, mispronunciations and embarrassing slips are to be
expected. J3eing overly £f..!ti<;..alof oneself is a basic component of
neurosis. But revelation of this attitude makes It accessIble to the
~~lative field of analysis and is actually a cause for rejoicing,
not depression.

,
The First Step: Self-Examination

The process of analysis proceeds by the simple expedient of examin
ing as honestly as possible the material that arises from the patient's
everyday life, past history, dreams and the T / CT interaction with
the analyst. Underlying the entire process is the continual pressure
of the archetypal Self to move the ego through the process of indi
viduation. The boundary conditions of the analysis effectively insu
late this exploration from immediate repercussions in the everyday
world.

One behaves somewhat as an anthropologist of oneself when in
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analysis, entertaining novel theories as to the meaning of one's own
behavior. Analytical self-observation, even with the help of the
analyst, requires both moral courage and perceptiveness, essential
ingredients of working successfully in analysis.

•__ --------- •.1;

The Second Step: ~om.Pas~i~ard Oneself\

The neutral "anthropological" observation of oneself avoids the
immediate excessive self-criticism that is a central component of
the neurotic attitude. But self-criticism is by no means to be
avoided, it is simply to be matured. Primitive self-criticism is harsh
and judgmental, dividing the world into good and bad persons (with
one's secret self usually one of the bad persons). An excessively
rigid demarcation between ego and shadow is a result of such severe
self-criticism.

The antidote to severe neurotic self-criticism is a compassionate
attitude toward oneself. Although seemingly the most natural thing
in the world, this is extremely difficult for many neurotic persons.
It is sometimes an aid to compassionate regard for oneself to
imagine oneself as the age at which a particular difficulty began. If
a dream, for example, shows the dream-ego as a five-year-old child
suffering a frightening situation, this may be a symbolic statement
of a difficulty that arose in the mind about the age of five. Discus
sion on that period of life may clarify a situation that was traumatic
for the patient at that time. It may then be useful for one to imagine
oneself at that age, feeling the compassion that would naturally
emerge in comforting a frightened child in the present.

If neurotic people actually followed the biblical injunction to
"love your neighbor as yourself," they would be intolerable, for
they would treat their neighbors with the same severe self-criticism
that they internally inflict on themselves (and too often upon those
who are emotionally close to them).

Stages of the Analytic Process

Any statement as to stages of the analytic process must be made
with the clear understanding that, like the meander or the labyrinth,
the process is not linear but convoluted. As with individuation,
there may be general statements that are statistically true of a mass
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of people, but any statistical description is only a statement of
probability; it is possible that no individual person exactly corre
sponds to the statistical norm.

It is nevertheless possible to speak of likely stages in the analyt
ical process, even if in practice, for any particular person in
analysis, they might occur in a different order. These can be
described as the stages of analysis and synthesis.

The Analytic Stage

In the'early'penod\of an~!Y~I.s.•_lh~1?r.i!E~rywork is the@~olisfi
menf off -e Doun ary~ theQinalytical temenos;; in which the analysis

IS to take place. ThIS involves mutual agn;;mel21 between patient
and analyst on~J:h~_contractual terms of their work, establishing

~ '. schedules for--meetings, etc. From a structural point of view, it is/! I the stage of [2Yorking tJ~'C!ilghth=ey;e;::SOfiEjThe patient must be ~willing to reveal himself to the analyst as he actually believes him- 4l

" self to be, at least to a greater degree than in ordinary relationships.
This must be achieved without expecting a reciprocal revelation by
the analyst, for it is the analyst's professional reserve that to a large
extent creates the free and protected space in which the persona
mask can be dropped and the psyche of the patient can safely
unfold. With uncritical acceptance from the analyst, it becomes
clear that the rejection one fears from others is really self-rejection
that is usuaTIy:"Qro~~lL.lmfwafd onto theWoxEL..-·-------·-~-·-

,j ~h.~cE.art.of ~e person~Jha.tj£~ithin~the_ ..<:;.Q.DsciSL1,!§_,££.l1_~!.?}of ~he
patIent can De easiIY...ill:.o.I2pm.It is not unusual for a new patient,
'dllflng"ffieJ'irst interview, to reveal dark secrets thathav~never
b~to.W..lQaoyol1e. Sometimestl1ese are-to~h1ng in dleircontenf="
such as stealing something small from a store in childhood-but
they may be as serious as having a child by someone else without
the spouse's knowledge.

It .gradually becomes clear that tpe. d~12er co!£!:~ngof the pers..2.~
cannOteasi1Ybe dr()pj)e~-,Y~JL;ILlYill:_The patient will know so~e
t~ing th~ imp~nt f2!; the~~~b!iiJt:L1_.wlthE21£ iQ~E~~E~_...
for months. Thus the patient becomes aware of internal reSIstance
tp an~s": in S12!!~.gfihe~~._illiiQp~-;;-spaceWlt1iIn-the tem~n'os~
of the analytic boundades. \VhenreslstanS~::Jii:~.mej:,Jh,~YT~_y~al

. no~al ~n!s~~YJlere.th£:r~_j~".,~~.~£rl§IL.?0~!f~~!E~~C:: It is not the'"
criticism of the analyst that is truly feared, nor the other members
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of the group in group psychotherapy, rather it is again the severe
internal self-judgment. To realize this is to come face to face with
oneself as the real problem.

The reluctance to permit the analyst to see behind the persona
may come from a sense that one might be unable to regain the
persona outside the analysis, where in many situations it would be
appropriate or even essential. This is a groundless fear. A person
who is able to drop the persona when it is not appropriate does not
lose the ability to use it when it is appropriate. In fact, the ability
to wear the persona as it was meant to be worn-like a suit of
clothes that dresses one appropriately for the occasion without hid
ing the true person-is a valuable achievement and a mark of a
successful analysis. Even when the analysand has achieved the abil
ity to drop the persona during analysis, the same ability must be
integrated in situations outside analysis, for instance in close
relationships (though not in all social situations or relationships).

Follo~he~s.ta.ge of}J~rsonapermeability in analysis, the next

J}1b task is identification' al1dil:tegr:.q1ioJLQiJJliI!i¥.!i..W':.This ~ol1ows
7 " natural y, for t e s adow IS part of what IS revealed behmd the

00 persona. In fact, the existence of a shadow is one reason for the
elaboration of a persona. The persona and the shadow arise together
in childhood, the result of sorting out acceptable and unacceptable
behavior in relation to what the child really wants or is willing to
relinquish.

The shadow is generally ~asy tojd~,!l_tify. One simply looks at
the nearest person of the sal11es~.:x,.whohas charac!f:xiSlics that ()ue
r~illy,does nililik6.Qx dEippro~es .ofSti=2ngly:- Because much of it
can potentially be integrated into·the ego,-the shadow in dreams
and fantasy material usually carries the sam~ sex assignment as the
ego.

The perennial surprise in getting to know one's shadow is that it
is not all undesirable. Virtually without exception, the shadow con- ....---.'.' ~' __ O. "~-7<"

..tai~me--Cl.wili!:i~~jh_l!L~!~D,~~g~~L[QLth.e~i1J.tlher .gmw.th. of ..the
personali~y, Normal assertiveness is commonly repressed into the
shadow',- as is the ability to express affection freely-if that was
experienced as undesirable or dangerous in childhood. There are
some aspects of the shadow, of course, which still will be found
unacceptable by the adult mind of the analysand (though these typ
ically become fewer over the course of analysis) .. There are also
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archetypal levels of the shadow that are not capable of integration
without severe disruption of the ego, but those do not arise in the
ordinary course of analytical treatment of neurotic problems.

Both the persona and the shadow can be considered in large part
as extensions of the ego, and can be integrated to a significant
degree. But the next layer of the psyche, the anima in a man and
the animus in a woman, is rather more difficult to grasp. Like the
persona, they are relational structures, relating the personal sphere
of the ego to the deeper layers of the objective psyche (collective
unconscious) or, if projected outwardly, relating the ego to aspects

) .. of .t.he wo•..rI~_..Of..c..olle~tive con.s..CiO.. lIs.n~s.~..IIi1..'il·.ii.'~Sl'~.'.a." •. t..i?ll. oL~I1~allinia-
'1 ~ or-then animus) IS an Important and dIfflC'UIfstep, largely because1 s;I 1lieya:i'c most often experienced in projected form. Falling in love

oroeiiigfasCinated wiTIi-apel'son;usuiiIly"-orihe opposite sex, is
often the first evidence of projection of the animus or anima. The
person on whom the anima or animus is projected may be the
analyst, but not necessarily so.

I~anima or animus in a nonprojected form is relatively easy to
~?t i~.Cfi:earrrmafei'ial, and this is one of the most efficient ways
to gain a perception of these soul figures. The anima and animus
are particularly active in interpersonal situations, but that is also
one of the most difficult places for them to be perceived. Also, both
anima and animus can occur in positive or negative forms. In their
natural and positive form the)rTacilitate connection outside the per
.sonal sphere of tlw ego. In their-negifive;-rleurotic form, however,
they b~come the coordinators of neurotic defenses that protect t!1.~..

.~? from danger while.sin~lllt_aneously excluding the ego from
growth, relationshipan~ ls:'ye.
.. lung himself experienced the anima through difficulties in inte
grating his feeling function. Early in life, he had active imagination
conversations with his personified anima in order to get in touch
with his inferior feeling. Later in his life, von Franz once told me,
lung did not need such imaginal interaction with the anima; what
the anima used to tell him in active imagination he now knew as a
direct sense of his own feelings and emotions. That is the natural
result of the successful integration of anima or animus.

lung sometimes wrote as if the anima can-ied the inferior feeling
for all men (as it initially did for him), while the animus carried
women's inferior thinking. This was doubtless often true for those
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raised in the traditional Swiss culture, who were the basis for lung's
observations in empirically formulating the concepts of anima and
animus. In that markedly conservative society, men were indeed
highly identified with their outer intellectual and social achieve
ments, with little opportunity to develop their feeling, while women
canied much of the feeling side of family and relationships, and
had little opportunity to develop their thinking side in the outer
world. But today, in a variety of very different cultural situations,
one sees many anima and animus constellations that are vastly dif
ferent from those described by lung.

I have solved this theoretical dilemma, at least to my own satis
faction, by emphasizing the similar role of the anima or animus in
enlarging the personal sphere of the ego's world. The~pecific con
tell.tof the anilllaor.(lI!iml!.~d(;Eend~£~n,~hat the culture,t~~.lud~

nTn&.~ihe-.subculture of the original family sy-stem~'emphasizes as=•.,.,....-0-. ~=,.._=...."._~_-,.- ...=='~__..=-.o" .._ o----c.• ,_..~_=-._.._... ....._.... - - _.__' '''__ '__~' '',.~__ ..•....,, ,_,_.. _ , ~."..,...,,.,,,...,...",._-,,,"-~= ....~

m~sculin~~~_~(;llli~i!l~_at tlI(l~.!illle."J!,Qd.place -
--One-of my female patients once remarked that when she was in
high school, if a girl wasn't a virgin she wouldn't admit it; but by
the time she graduated from college, if a girl M'as a virgin she
wouldn't admit it. The cultural mores had changed to such a degree
that a healthy adaptation early in life could become maladaptive (in
a collective sense, only) later in life. What was true for her in
sexual standards is true in more subtle ways for many people in
modern culture. Because individuation is the basic process and of
such a personal nature, maladaptation to the social norm does not
necessarily mean that the person is not on the correct path of indi
viduation.

(~~•.) T~e hallmark of the negativ~_~fl~.<i~fen~i:,,~j()rIl1gfjJle anima or
~nimus is thenonpersona!, ~eneral nature of critical rem~rks made
to"offiers;usuallyto those with whol11 the person 'is eiTIotionally
'Cfose""(sirice'those further away may be simply dealt with through .,
"thepoIite persona). To hear the subtle shift into the anima or animus
requires a trained ear, although many analysands, once they have
recognized this in themselves, are able to sensitively identify it in
others. Members in process group psychotherapy learn to help one
another in becoming aware of this form of defensive interchange.
This is also a major part of work with couples in marital therapy.
Listening to a raw defensive interchange between the anima and the
animus makes a dog and cat fight seem like time for high tea.
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~..The Stage of Synthesis

I' By the time the analysand has identified and to some degree
/ integrated the persona, the shadow and the anima or animus, much
,1work has already been accomplished. The synthesis stage involves

~ ~ ..; ;vorl<.mg th!:.~l!ghi.tI1(L!l}1~~q1m£}E~toeve:X~(ix}ife th~...i~sightfL.!l1at
1)t I h(ive been dlsc2Y~I~Q,cl,~~!l}g.the stage oflntensl ve analytlc probmg.

The' i:irocess~o:('integrationmay~ last much longer than the more
diagnostic analytic phase, and shades imperceptibly into the use ,of
the new insights in one's ordinary daily life.

What one discovers in most Jungian analytical situations is that
one has been more highly influenced by unconscious assumptions
and motivations than was realized. The unconscious processes are
often of a defensive nature, designed to protect a dominant ego
image (which remember is /lot the same as the ego itself) from
experiences that would threaten the maintenance of that image. One
also comes to realize that the ego is not alone in the psyche, and is
certainly not the master of the entire psyche but only the central
reference point of consciousness-no little responsibility in itself!

Paradoxically, as the speciJtGJ9l111s of the persona, shadow and
a[lima,or al~iIl}Il~-ar,e..iQen~fi(;d.al}(Linteg[a!~d,. ,the. ego ,~t?.~,~m~s
st!2.gger,_more ~_()~ehensive and siIl111ltqn!.':Q1Jsly.mor~hlllJ1jJlt:.

"Beyond these figures ofihe-riersona sphere, both conscious and
unconscious, lies the deeper realm of the collective unconscious, or
objective psyche, which is the origin of the personal and also tran
scends it. The ego gradually learns that it is related to forces in the
psyche which it can intuitively feel, or even respond to, but cannot
grasp or control. At the center of the nonpersonallevel of the psyche
is the Self, the central archetype of order, which is the actual coor
dinating center of the psyche as a whole, expressing itself to the
ego in many ways, including the makin~ of dreams.

It is the Self that originates thelti'a/lscendel1~functi0!j which is
Jung's term for the ~mb0!.:EE.0du<;;ing capacity 0!J~e psyche/Q"
'Transcendent" in thIS sense does not mean transcenoental (al
though the transcendental nature of the Self is a legitimate enquiry,
particularly in the light of parapsychological phenomena). The
transcendent function is the capacity to go beyond the tension of

opposites through the, creatiOn ora symbo]iClorrrifhat. transcends
. iht:_~Ltb.e...t~ Although ihis'i~-asiib11eprocess, it is not
difficult to grasp in metaphor.

We have already discussed the tension of opposites, though not
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by that name, in terms of the recognition of shadow and persona
and their partial integration by the ego. The shadow and the persona
in themselves constitute a tension of opposites: the shadow is what
the ego does not want to acknowledge, and the persona is what it
may acknowledge even though it may doubt that it can actually live
up to the image the persona presents to others. The ego is the final
gate-keeper into action; it may try to guard the gateway, but with
little success. What comes into one's mind is not necessarily one's
"own" thought-it may come from another part of the psyche that
is outside the integated part of the personal sphere. One is respon
sible for what one does, however, and it is the function of the ego
to determine what action, if any, is to be taken.

But what does tbe ego do if there are opposing tendencies, both
calling for realization in action? It is at this point that the.~o is
9bli~2toperform()l}e of its most valuable and heroic analytic
tasks-toJi2IcrThetension of opposites without putting either into
.lLcti9JLinthe world. This is an extrem.ely uncol'nfortab1etasl(fofthe
ego, which is designed to interact naturally with the world. But it
can be done. When lb~tension ofoPPQsjt~sjssuGc;essfully held,
th~_j>sycheis stirred to manifest tbe transcendent function, permit
ti[l~a~)I!nbolic solution where no logical solution was possible.
Hence Jung called the transcendent function the,~,:ihiiJ.liJ.()l1dat17r,·
"the third not logically given." This symbolic solution often takes
the form of a shift in the tacit structure of the ego identity, so that
the tension of opposites no longer feels as acute. The tension is not
solved, it is transcended in a more comprehensive vision.

A clinical example and an analogy may help to make tbis clear.
The analogy consists of tbe forms in which water may occur-liq
uid, ice or steam, depending on the sunounding temperature. Ice
and steam might be considered a pair of opposites, even though
they consist of the same underlying substance, water. If ice and
steam were opposites in a psychological sense, their integration
would not be the room temperature water after the steam had melted
the ice and both existed as liquid. That would be a too logical
outcome for the unification of opposites. Rather, the integration of
these opposites would be the simultaneous and compatible existence
of the potentiality for "water" to exist as ice or as steam or both .
The form of the water would vary in different situations, depending
on what form was appropriate.

In a clinical psychological parallel, a patient might be trying to
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integrate the opposites of activity and passivity, or of aggression
and affiliation. When the tension first comes to a focus in conscious
ness, there is often a resistance to change-"One can't always be
assel1ive!" This is a remark by a woman who was too shy to call
it to the salesperson's attention when she was not given the correct
change! The integration of these opposites does not produce a mid
point between them-the lukewarm water-it produces an ability to
express whichever opposite (or whatever mixture of them) is judged
appropriate to one's true feelings and assessment of a particular
situation at a particular time. The transcendent function produces a
reintegration of these opposites into the ego in a different and more
functional manner.

As the ability to deal with integration and synthesis of opposites
progresses, the analysand often becomes aware (perhaps through
dream imagery) of the relation of the ego to the Self. This is the
sense of the center of the personality shifting away from the tensions
of the ego trying desperately to cling to an image of itself, while
the psyche opens to a more profound participation in the world and
with others. There may then follow a stage of increasing awareness
of one's particular destiny, along with the freedom to weave it in
individual patterns.

Analysis Itself As a Stage

Life is not meant to be lived in endless analysis. Attention to one's
unconscious is necessary in formal Jungian analysis, but diminishes
as self-integration deepens. In this life one can never be rid of the
problems of being human. After completing a successful analysis,
subsequent developments later in life may again suggest a need to
attend to the processes of the psyche, perhaps even resuming formal
analytic sessions.

There is only one answer to how long one should stay in formal
analysis: as long as it takes. In the next section I discuss ways to
determine when to interrupt or end formal analysis.

Except in poetry or metaphor, it is difficult to describe the end
product of successful Jungian analysis. At the first Jungian congress
that I attended, in Zurich, Edward Whitmont spoke of the end of
successful analysis as amor foti, "love of one's fate"-being able
to live with passion and depth in whatever historical situation one
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encounters. How different these images are from the image of the
ego dominating its world, insensitive to the needs of others.

Speaking from the imagery of the East, Miyuki has presented the
Zen ox-herding pictures from a Jungian persI'ective, offering one
metaphorical image for the end of analysis.51 After the ox (the
natural mind) is tamed and ridden, it becomes so integrated that it
"disappears"-which I understand to mean that it is so much a tacit
part of the personality that it is no longer visible as a separate entity
in the psyche. At such a point, the transformed person returns to
society "with gift-bestowing hands," offering to others what has
been obtained through one's own inner journey (see illustration on
page 87).

The successful conclusion of Jungian analysis returns one to the
world as a deeper and more integrated person, able to travel the
road of individuation with only internal restraint and guidance, as
needed, from the depths of one's own psyche. One is closer and
more open to others, while simultaneously remaining more com
pletely one's true self.

Beginning Analysis lEnding Analysis

It is always easier to determine when a person should enter analysis
than when one should leave. If there is evidence of a neurotic
interference with the progress of life, then analysis is indicated.
Analysis may also be appropriate when one simply desires to look
for deeper meaning and patterns in one's life.

The strongest motivation for going into analysis generally comes
from the feeling that one is blocked or indeed absolutely at the end
of one's tether. One is especially more able to endure the financial
and emotional stress of analysis if one has previously tried other
avenues to no avail. The feeling that "I can do it myself" dies hard,
as does the tendency to intellectualize emotional problems that are
simply not amenable to reasoning alone.

Some people who are attracted to Jungian analysis are afraid to
begin for fear of it being an endless process. This comes from
confusion between the process of self-examination, which is end
less, and the process of formal Jungian analysis, which can be
stopped or interrupted whenever the patient wishes (although this
should not occur without discussing it first with the analyst).
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Others hesitate to begin analysis for fear of becoming dependent
on the analyst. This is a fantasy based upon an unconscious wish
to be dependent. We all have such a wish, based on the positive
experiences of childhood, but it is seldom strong enough to prove
a difficulty in analysis. Although there may indeed be a period of
some realistic dependence at the beginning, this generally dissipates
as it becomes clear through analysis that it really is more enjoyable
to be independent and have control of one's life. In truly adult life,
episodes of limited dependency can actually be enjoyed without
evoking the fantasy of overwhelming and irreversible neediness.

When the time has come to leave analysis, there may be some
feelings of sadness in the analyst. When one has shared another's
life so intimately, watching the other work through painful neurotic
complexes, separation is bound to give rise to realistic feelings of
loss. But when termination of analysis is appropriate, and agreed
upon by both parties, the analyst's dominant feeling is more like
the joyful pride of seeing one's child mature and leave home. That
experience is also one of the real pleasures of being an analyst.

How Long Should Analysis Continue?

An analysis should continue as long as it is judged beneficial by
both parties. This may be a short time, until the resolution of spe
cific environmental and situational difficulties, or it may be for
years.

Many people who have successfully completed Jungian analysis
return at a future date to resume the process, for instance when
significant problems arise at a new stage of life. Analysis is like
lessons in the most difficult of all art forms-understanding oneself
in depth. The art is never totally mastered, and review of oneself
with another may always be of value.

When the analyst or analysand is considering ending the analysis,
there are certain pitfalls to be avoided. If there is good faith on both
sides, no great difficulty need be anticipated. The analyst or the
analysand should introduce the topic for discussion, and a number
of points should be kept in mind during the remaining sessions.
-')First, have the problems with which theanalysis began been

~n_,._,."." __.._._ .._. __ ~ __" --' .. - __ .............• __

te.SQIY~d~QL.pli~~jn<:l~acceptable:_~().n_~~t?It is not necessary that
they be "solved" in a usualsense, since many of life's problems
cannot be solved as if they were puzzles. They may however be

Entering the City with Bliss-bestowing Hands, the last of the "Ten
Ox-herding Pictures" of Zen Buddhism, represents the culmination
of the process of individuation: "And now having moved through
the stage of emptiness, and also having seen God in the world of
nature, the individual can see God in the world of men. Enlightened
mingling in the market place with 'wine-bibbers and butchers' (pub
licans and sinners), he recognizes the 'inner light' of 'Buddha
Nature' in everyone. He doesn't need to hold himself aloof nor to
be weighted down by a sense of duty or responsibility, nor to follow
a set of patterns of other holy men, nor to imitate the past. He is so
in harmony with life that he is content to be inconspicuous, to be
an instrument, not a leader. He simply does what seems to him
natural. But though in the market place he seemS to be an ordinary
man, something happens to the people among whom he mingles.
They too become part of the harmony of the universe."-Suzuki,

Manual of Zen Buddhism.

II
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seen in a healthier perspective, one that places them in a more
acceptable and understandable context. The movement in analysis
is often away from supposed outer problems to the realization that
the problem arises within oneself. As the opossum Pogo, a now
deceased comic strip character said (in paraphrase of John Paul
Jones), "We have met the enemy and we are they!"

..;p Secondly, i.iLtb~):~(lny~yjclence thaJ sQX!1E:.<;~~lTentEroblem area
IsJIeingayoided? It may not be that an identified area that is well
known to both analyst and analysand is being avoided; those areas
are usually easy to see. Rather, it may be that a del'eloping complex,
one trying to surface in the analysis, is being avoided. Dreams are
often the best clue to such a situation, hence it is well toJQS;>](maLa---~-, ..".,-<"., .•• ' -,-'"-

numb~E_2.Lc!r~arJ.l~.!lfte!:_thequestion_of ~LminaJion has been raised.
The unconscious itself may have something to say! After unilater
ally deciding to terminate his analysis, one man dreamed that he
was taking down a fence around his house, but he saw tigers across
the street. (He elected to remain in analysis.)

"'~':-'\fhirdly" is there anyunexpressed emotional reaction toward the
analyst, pOSItive or negative in tone? Transference-countertransfer
enCe (T/ CT) forces can be strongly at work in the analysis and at
times are not known to the analyst. There may be a negative reaction
to something the analyst has said, or even something said by the
analysand about the analyst outside the analysis. The unpleasantness
of discussing negative feelings for the analyst must never stop one
from bringing them into analysis. The results are always more likely
to be positive than negative. It may be a situation, for example,
where an unconscious complex of the analysand's is being projected
upon the analyst and reacted to as if it were really a part of the
analyst. This needs to be talked about, as does the parallel situation
where the analysand feels that the analyst is unconsciously project
mg.

Unacknowledged positive projections may also cause an
analysand to propose a premature termination of the analysis. If the
analysand is having strong sexual feelings for the analyst, for
instance, they may be suppressed for fear of losing the analytical
boundaries if the emotions are expressed. But analysts have gener
ally experienced transference reactions to some degree in their own
personal analysis, when they were in "the other chair," and are
therefore not unprepared to deal with such feelings.
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Consulting Another Therapist

When there is difficulty in the analysis, spoken or unspoken, the
analysand may be tempted to consult another therapist without the
knowledge of the personal analyst. To do this would be a breach
of the analysand's responsibility to maintain and honor the bound
aries of the analytic container. While one has every right to go to
another therapist, it should not be done without first discussing the
difficulty with one's present analyst. In any case, professional ethics
require that the other therapist recommend returning to the present
analyst to discuss the difficulties in person. The boundary condi
tions of the analysis are of primary importance and should be
respected. They may be altered, but that should happen only after
mutual discussion. '

Following the medical model, a consultation with another
therapist, a second opinion, is always allowed. The very personal
quality of the analytic interaction, however, makes such consulta
tion less useful than in medical situations, since the consultant can
not have as much tacit understanding of the situation as the primary
analyst. Nevertheless, a session with an agreed-upon consultant
may remove some instances of therapeutic impasse which might
prematurely terminate an analysis.

The Natural Ending of Analysis

Since it is often not possible to tell if the analysis has come to a
natural stopping point, one tt¢:hnique for determining this is to

arrange for the analysis to stoP-~il]Y~riod o,~tirne, say for three ••
months, and then resume for an' equal perloa-6ftirrie. Altemitivery~'

-~11aIYlicarTiollrSC-ar1beschedl:iTecf aCln~re<lsirigTylonger intervals. -,'
Both meih'ods 'allow' the analysand to experience an absence of tbe
usual analytic schedule and may reveal strengths or problems that
were uncertain in the context of regular sessions.

If the analysand is also in ~~j2~)iJ)otherap~YJmd planning to
discontinue that as well, notice of termil}at!911should be given to

.the g!:2up at .least, one month prIOr to terminatio'n:. That'al1Q\YSuie'
J.l1~1l1~lJ1e-gioup to also ass-ess the patient's readiness to leave
t~: Groups often act as a sensitive indicator of themeritars(ate
of the person considering termination. Certain group members may
need time to say their own goodbyes, or to express a sense of
personal loss if the departing patient has been of special help.
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When Jungian analysis ends with the agreement of analyst and
analysand, with no indicators of hidden or unresolved complexes
and with the option to resume analysis if indicated in the future,
there is a sense of mutual achievement for both analyst and
analysand. The primary achievement is always the analysand's, but
the analyst too can take pleasure in what has been accomplished.
Even at the time of a Successful termination, it may not be possible
to say with any finality what caused the analysis to be "successful. "
The unconscious personalities of both parties are continual partici
pants in the process; much of the credit belongs to them as well.

When analysis ends naturally, the subsequent relationship
between analyst and analysand generally takes the form of mutual
respect. There are unlikely to be mutual projects and time-sharing
in the future, such as analysisprovided, but the feelings they haveshared can last a long time.

6

Dreams and Techniques of Enactment

In all religions and in all early civilizations, dreams have been
considered an important gateway between the everyday world and
another world-the spirit world, the world of the gods, the ar
chetypal realm-in modem language, the unconscious.

Dreams were important in both the Old and the New Testaments.
Joseph was the outstanding dream-interpreter of the Old Testament,
correctly interpreting the dreams of Pharoah, so that the land of
Egypt could store grain during seven years of plenty, avoiding
famine during the ensuing seven years of famine. In the New Tes
tament, it was a dream that told Joseph to take Mary and the infant
Jesus and flee to Egypt to avoid the slaughter of the innocent chil
dren ordered by Herod. It was also a dream that told him it was
safe to return.

The Buddha's mother dreamed that a white elephant with seven
pairs of tusks entered her side. This was interpreted to mean that
she would give birth to a son who would be a savior of the whole
world. In ancient Greece and Rome, the temples of Asclepius were
healing shrines where the supplicant of the god slept ("incubated")
in the temple precincts, hoping for a dream whose interpretation
would both diagnose the cause of the illness and offer suggestions
for cure. The Oneirocritica by Artemidorus of Ephesus, a dream
manual from the early Christian era, clearly reflects a widespread
interest in the meaning of dreams. 52

Many historical persons have left records of their dreams: Julius
Caesar, Descartes, Bismarck, Hitler, Freud and Jung, among many
others. But by 1900, when Freud published his most famous work,
The Interpretation of Dreams, there was virtually no scientific or
professional interest in dream interpretation.

Freud's Dream Theory

Almost single-handedly, Freud created a new framework for the
clinical understanding of dreams, which became an important activ-
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ity in the new therapy of psychoanalysis. Dreams were called "the
royal road to the unconscious."

In the classic Freudian view, the dream is a method for maintain
ing sleep in spite of unacceptable impulses-usually sexual or
aggressive~that arise when the censorship of the conscious mind
is relaxed during sleep. The unacceptable impulse which might
disturb the sleeper is transformed into a more acceptable and
dramatic form by the dream work, using such mechanisms as dis
placement and condensation. Displacement, for example, is uncon
sciously moving the repressed sexual wish for the mother to the
dream image of a more acceptable substitute woman, thereby hiding
the incestuous nature of the wish. In the mechanism of condensa
tion, several discrete figures are condensed into one composite
figure that stands for all of them. Secondary elaboration, such as
disguising actual persons and events, is used to put the resulting
images into more acceptable form before they are experienced as a
dream. The dream in the Freudian view allows a partial discharge
of the original impulse, without allowing it to appear in such a
primitive form as to awaken the dreamer.

In Freudian dream interpretation, the free-association of ideas to
the motifs of the dream is supposed to lead back to the original and
undisguised latent dream behind the experienced and remembered
manifest dream.

Jung's View of Dreams

Jung originally worked with the Freudian theory before breaking
with Freud and developing his own vision of the nature of the
unconscious mind. What is unique about Jung's view is that it
avoids making the dream into a disguised conscious message. There
is no latent or hidden dream in Jungian theory. Instead, the dream
is a symbolic representation of the state of the psyche, showing the
contents of the personal psyche (the complexes) in personified or
representational form as persons, objects and situations that reflect
the patterning of the mind.53

Contents from the deeper pali of the psyche sometimes are seen
in dreams. These are archetypal images and motifs that may not be
recognized as such unless one is familiar with the symbolism in
mythology and folklore. At times, the appearance of archetypal
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images in a dream indicates a profound change in the state of the
psyche.54

Jung criticized Freud's theory for overlooking the fact that many
dreams seem to mean exactly what they say. Considering the dream
as a disguised version of what might be a waking thought seemed
unnecessary for many dreams that were clear without interpretation.

Dreams may make jokes, solve problems or even deal with
philosophical and religious issues. For Jung, dreams were a self
representation of the state of the psyche, presented in symbolic
form. The purpose of dreams in Jungian theory is to compensate
the one-sided distortions of the waking-ego; they are therefore in
the service of the individuation process, helping the waking-ego to
face itself more objectively and consciously.

When I was first in psychiatric practice, I attempted for more
than two years to use both Freudian and Jungian theory in dealing
with the dreams of patients. The result was that I became convinced
of the superior clinical usefulness of the Jungian approach. This
was a number of years before I entered training to become a Jungian
analyst. I have subsequently devoted a great deal of attention to
dream interpretation, including such specialized areas as the appear
ance of religious imagery in dreams.55 Dream interpretation is in
my opinion still the most direct road to an appreciation of the uncon
scious mind. The clinical use of dreams in Jungian practice is
greater than in most other forms of psychotherapy or psychoanalysis
because Jungians have an unusually strong training in recognizing
and honoring the meaning of unconscious material such as dreams.

Although the manner in which dreams are analyzed naturally
varies among Jungian analysts, there are some common practices
followed by most in the analysis of dreams. The major points of
Jungian dream interpretation will be discussed here one by one:

1. Remembering dreams-how to get the basic data of the dream.
2. Recording dreams so that they can be used most effectively in

analysis.
3. Amplification of dreams through a) personal associations, b)

cultural associations, c) archetypal associations and d) natural
associations.

4. The dramatic structure of most dreams.

5. The purpose of dreams-compensation of the waking-ego's
VIews.
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Remembering Dreams

Modern research in the physiology of dreaming indicates that
everyone dreams several times during every night of sleep. It is
only under laboratory conditions that a person can be deprived of
dreaming sleep. Even then, if allowed to sleep without interruption,
much of the missed dream time is recovered.

Some people do not so readily remember their dreams upon
awakening, often feeling that they do not dream at all. Dreaming
occurs approximately every ninety minutes during sleep. The dream
takes about the same amount of time as watching similar action on
television. Dreaming is most often associated with light sleep (fol
lowing deeper sleep) together with rapid eye movements (REMs),
which some researchers think are following movements in the
dream. It seems that the ninety-minute dream cycle also Occurs
during the day, but is covered over by the activity of the consciousmind.

For most people, dreams fade rapidly after waking up. This is
true even if upon first awakening the dream seems so vivid that it
could not possibly be forgotten. One is advised in Jungian analysis
to keep a dream journal, recording a dream the moment it is remem
bered, even during the night. For this purpose, it is best to keep
writing materials right at the bedside, making notes the moment the
dream is recalled. Some people prefer to use a tape recorder rather
than make notes, in which case it is often more efficient to tran
scribe the verbal report and bring the written notes to analysis. A
written dream rep0l1 can be handled more rapidly than having the
analyst listen to a recorded dream.

Dreams may come back into memory during the first hour after
awakening, or sometimes later in the day when an event may remind
one of a motif in the dream. Notes should be made, if possible, the
moment the dream is remembered.

Even if one "never dreams," it is still not unusual for dreams to
be remembered after analysis has begun. Putting writing materials
or a tape recorder by the bedside seems to stimulate dream recall.
A simple technique for remembering dreams is to tell oneself when
going to sleep, "I will dream and remember my dreams." Such
self-suggestion acts somewhat like hypnosis to increase dreamrecall.
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The Dream Record

The record of the dream should contain as much detail from the
dream as possible. Because dreams are symbolic statements of
deeper realities in the mind, even a small detail in a dream may be
symbolically significant. Sometimes a person will rep0l1 dreaming
only of everyday events, with no symbolic meaning, but when the
dream reports are actually examined some small variation from the
everyday event will reveal a symbolic meaning. For instance, a
person might dream of an office situation connected with stress,
"just like it is," but the dream report indicates that it is snowing
outside, whereas the actual time of the year is midsummer.

The dream report might also usefully contain the dreamer's per
sonal associations to the motifs of the dream. Since these are
unknown to the analyst, including them in the written dream report
can speed the analytic interpretation of the dream. One way to
include such associations is to put them in parentheses immediately
after the motif. For example, a dream report might read: "I dreamed
I was having dinner with Aunt Minnie (my father's older sister,
who never malTied, whom I visited a lot when I was preschool,
made delicious cornbread ... )." Alternatively, the associations to
persons and situations can be listed after the dream.

Amplification of Dreams

The three usual levels or types of amplification of dream motifs are
personal associations, cultural associations and archetypal associa
tions. A fourth type of association can also be used: what the motif
in the dream is actually like. A tornado, for example, can be known
to be dangerous without any personal, cultural or archetypal associ
ations. I call this type of association a natural association. While
both the dreamer and the analyst might contribute to cultural and
archetypal associations, only the dreamer can supply the personal
associations to the dream. The inclusion of archetypal associations
is one of the unique characteristics of Jungian dream work.

Personal Associations

Personal associations consist of the dreamer's own immediate
thoughts on the images in the dream. In the Jungian approach, one
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stays close to the particular image, avoiding extended free-associa
tion (associations to the associations to the associations). Each
image or motif in the dream is treated as the best available symbol
at that time to represent a part of the psyche that is involved in the
dream. Since the dream image is seen as a representation or per
sonification of a complex in the dreamer's mind, associations to the
image may reveal other aspects of the complex.

Personal associations are just those thoughts that come naturally
into the dreamer's waking mind when the dream image or motif is
considered. For example, a man dreamed that he was eating a plate
of cooked beaver tail and pieces of pineapple. There 'were no per
sonal associations to beaver tail, except that he had read it was
considered a delicacy, and he knew the words "beaver" and "tail"
were both slang expressions for female genitalia. To the pineapple,
however, he associated a time earlier in his life when he asked why
there were so many pineapple motifs on hotels and homes in
Alexandria, Virginia. He was told that in the days of sailing vessels,
a ship captain returning with a load of pineapples would stick one
on his gate to let friends know that he was home. This personal
association to pineapple suggested that a particular time in the
patient's life might be relevant to the meaning of the dream.

Cultural Associations

At times a dream motif has an obvious cultural meaning, even
though that may not be spontaneously mentioned by the dreamer in
repoliing the dream. An example would be the president of the
United States, or the queen of England-persons who through pro
jection carry an important cultural meaning, even though we usually
take such meaning for granted. For instance, several of my patients
had dreams showing marked reactions to President Kennedy's
assassination, one experiencing a great upsurge of feeling about her
brother who had died in combat, one feeling a sense of the tragic
flaws in all mankind, another reacting with strong oedipal over
tones. Each responded to the external event of Kennedy's death as
if it were immediately relevant to the internal structure of their own
minds.

When the analysand does not mention an obvious cultural
association, one may think of this omission as being caused by
unconscious defenses. Rarely, the analysand will even deny the
association when it is suggested by the analyst. The exploration of
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such avoidance can often yield interesting psychodynamic insights.
Associations to movies, television programs, plays and novels,

although seldom referred to in texts on dream interpretation, may
be very useful when there is some motif in the dream that readily
brings up the fictional material. For instance, a man recently
dreamed of being in a room with "J .R. ," the central character in
the television drama Dallas. The character was meaningful to the
dreamer's own psychology, and even more interesting was that he
felt in his dream it was not "really" the character J .R., but the actor
who played the part of that character. His associations to this motif
were that the actor, Larry Hagman, the son of actress Mary Martin,
was almost the opposite of the character J .R. he portrays in the
television series. This cultural association raised many valuable
questions about the current psychodynamics of the dreamer, includ
ing the relationship of his persona to his actual sense of himself.

Archetypal Associations

A specialized aspect of Jungian analysis, one which sets it apart
from other approaches to depth psychology, is the concept of the
archetype and the archetypal amplification of dream motifs.
Archetypes in their pure form are the structuring patterns of the
mind, without any specific content. One does not "inherit" an
archetypal image, but one has an innate tendency to structure
experience in certain ways; one's internal image of the mother, for
example, is based upon the archetypal tendency to structure early
experience so as to form a mother image.

While one can do very good psychotherapy, including dream
interpretation, without the level of archetypal amplification, there
are instances in which it adds a dimension, and opens vistas of
understanding, that are not otherwise available. One of the most
frightening dreams I ever had myself was of a cone of silvery metal
growing in my right knee. In the dream, I was able to lift out the
cone of metal and see the functioning of the inside of the knee. In
the same dream, there were pieces of golden metal growing like
discs in the calf of that leg. I could remove the discs, but they left
indentations in my flesh. My immediate thought upon awakening
from the dream was that something foreign, and clearly not part of
the body, was growing in it. Perhaps I had cancer!

But when I took this dream to Marie-Louise von Franz, with
whom I was in analysis at the time, she pulled the book Origins of
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European Thought56 from her shelf, turned to the chapter on "Birth
from the Knee," and brilliantly amplified the dream on an
archetypal level that totally overshadowed the cancer hypothesis.
Then, in active imagination, I was able to carry the dream further,
discovering an additional alchemical meaning to the "metal" grow
ing in the body. The nature of the dream required archetypal
amplification in order for me to understand the process of rebirth
that was taking place in me at that time ..

Archetypal amplifications are usually more readily supplied by
the analyst, since the study of historically recurring symbols and
motifs is a basic part of the training of Jungian analysts. But anyone
thoroughly immersed in his or her own analysis will be moved quite
naturally to amplify personal material in this way, for instance by
broad reading in religion, mythology and fairy tales, as well as
frequent reference to dictionaries of imagery.

No one can know all there is to know about archetypal images.
Their meaning can never be exhausted and knowledge of such
images is a continual study contributing to the art of analysis. But
if overused, or introduced when the analysand has no way of inte
grating the infoffi1ation, archetypal amplification can become a
sterile form of reductionism, substituting the archetypal meaning
for the personal meaning to which the image is related. The use and
misuse of archetypal interpretation is a subject of much ongoing
discussion among Jungian analysts.

Natural Associations

Sometimes it is helpful to amplify images in dreams through
natural associations, which are simply the way the dream motif
would be known to function if it were pmi of the natural world. A
maned lion, for example, may prompt few personal associations
other than the zoo for someone who has lived in an urban culture.
There may be cultural associations, such as the lion and unicorn on
the British royal coat of arms. On an archetypal level, the lion has
a vast range of meaning: "king of the beasts," the archetypal Self,
the "Greene Lyon" of alchemy, the ancient Egyptian guardian of
the gateways of dawn and dusk, and even the animal form of St.
Mark, one of the four Apostles, in Christian iconography.

A natural amplification of a maned lion, however would simply
include thoughts on how male lions are known to behave in their
natural state. Among these would be that male lions are poor hunters
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compared to female lions, and tend to be seen as lazy, letting the
female bring them a kill for dinner. They also are one of the rare
animals that will mate when the female is not in rut, and in that
manner they resemble mankind. These natural associations of a
male maned lion are in contrast to the heroic image of vitality that
one generally finds in archetypal amplifications.

Occasionally the various levels of amplification appear contradic
tory, and the most appropriate meaning of the dream image can be
determined only intuitively in the context of the actual dream, or
the series of dreams in which the image appears.

The Dramatic Structure of Dreams

Most dreams have a dramatic structure, with a beginning problem,
complications and developments, and often a lysis or solution, fol
lowed by a result, a change in the original situation of the dream.
Dreams are like personal dramas, staged by and for the dreamer to
help the dream-ego move further in the process of individuation.
The dramatic structure of dreams faces the ego with situations that
are symbolically important. The actions or inactions of the dream
ego are particularly significant, frequently altering the course of the
dream (or subsequent dreams in a series).

The dramatic structure of dreams may be a means of inducing
affective states in the dream-ego, producing a dream form of the

affect-e~o that Jung noted in discussing the word-association experiments. 7 The affect-ego is a distortion of the usual ego state, due
to the ego being influenced by one or more activated psychological
complexes.

Clinical experience suggests that unless the ego is in contact with
an active form of a complex, and suffering the affect thereby gen
erated, it cannot really alter the structure of the complex, however
much it "knows" in an intellectual manner about the complex. Al
teration of a complex, then, requires the ability to endure the distor
tions of the affect-ego state associated with the complex, while at
the same time not losing the sense of the affect being due to a
complex rather than one's integrated functioning.

The dramatic structure of most dreams is ideally suited to

experiencing affect-ego states, and thereby also offers the possibil
ity of altering the complexes that generate those states. Like the
analytical boundary, the dream produces a free and protected space
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because the dream-ego can always awaken into the everyday world,
although during the dream it does not usually know it is in a dream
state.

Not all dreams are dramatic in forn1. Some are simply one single
image. Although most dreams are visual, there are dreams that are
entirely auditory. Even in dreams that have the usual dramatic struc
ture, it is possible to look at them as displaying the proximity of
the complexes that are pictured in the dream. This is something like
reading a dream backward.

For instance, one might dream of being in one's childhood home
and trying to read a book, but the words make no sense. Looking
at this dream in a static fashion, it would suggest that in the presence
of the complex (the "childhood home") something interferes with
"reading," the learning process. Looked at in reverse, it might indi
cate that the activity of "reading" is not to be trusted when in the
vicinity of "childhood home."

Even dreams that are simple in structure can be seen to have a
dramatic relationship, in terms of compensation, to the waking-ego.
No dreams are purely static. The static view is actually an abstrac
tion, a way of reading the dream as if it were an index to complexes
and a gauge of their proximity, rather than in the service of compen
sation and individuation. Nevertheless, it can be a valuable clinical
tool if used judiciously.

Compensation in Dreams

Compensation (in the sense of modification) of the distOlied or
incomplete views of the waking-ego is the purpose of dreams
according to Jungian theory. 58 Our waking views are always incom
plete, so there is always room for compensation. It is as if the
dream were made by a larger, more superior personality, the "great
er" version of ourselves, one somehow outside the fears and ten
sions of the waking-ego. Thus, the theoretical origin of the dream
is the Self, the regulating center of the psyche. Far from the Freud
ian view of dreams as merely the guardian of sleep, the Jungian
approach sees the dream as a part of the very texture of life, related
to individuation and not simply to problem-solving of concern to
the waking-ego.

Sometimes the attitude or viewpoint of the waking-ego requires
little correction. In such instances, dreams may make only minor
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compensations, complementary to the viewpoint of the waking-ego.
Rarely, the dream compensates not only the personal situation of
the dreamer, but one's family situation. This is particularly true in
some children's dreams, which are notorious for revealing active
complexes in the parents. 59 If the waking-ego is engrossed in the
search for the solution to a particular problem, the dream may give
a symbolic clue to the answer. The most famous case in science is
the dream of Kekule in which he solved the problem of how to
arrange the carbon atoms in benzene; the dream showed a snake
holding its tail (an image known in alchemy as the uroborus) and
he suddenly realized that he could arrange the carbon units in a
circular fashion-the benzene ring.

Understanding the compensatory nature of dreams requires that
they be seen as in a dialectical relationship to the waking-ego. The
dream does not tell one specifically what to do, rather it comments
on the waking attitudes and opinions relevant to what one wishes
to do. In order to make use of the compensating information in the
dream, therefore, a conscious attitude must first be established.

If the conscious attitude is greatly exaggerated, the compensating
comment of the dream may be likewise exaggerated but in the
opposite direction. For instance, if a person consciously is very
angry at another person and yet dreams that he or she is in love
with that person, it would not follow that the dreamer is actually in
love instead of angry; the dream's exaggeration in the opposite
direction would more likely be aimed at achieving a balanced
attitude in consciousness.

While it is not desirable to turn the direction of one's life over
to dreams, they can be valuable aids in identifying and correcting
unrecognized distortions and blind spots in consciousness.

The compensatory nature of dreaming is never simply a static
balancing between the dominant conscious attitude and its opposite.
Instead, compensation is finally in the service of wholeness-that
is, the dream compensates the present form of the conscious ego
image in terms of the potential wholeness of the psyche, which is
the underlying pressure toward individuation.

Dreams in Analysis

It is al"guably possible to do a complete Jungian analysis when there
are no dreams available, but that is rare and almost never necessary.
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Dreams are invariably the source of valuable information for
analytic work, not only because they are the most common manifes
tation of unconscious activity, but also because they provide a
viewpoint that is demonstrably more objective than that of either
the analyst or the analysand. Dream interpretation both speeds and
deepens the analytical process.

Jungian analysts vary greatly in their style of using dreams in
analysis. I prefer that analysands bring a written account of their
dreams, with an extra copy for myself to incorporate into my case
file. It is helpful if the dreams are dated and presented in sequence,
with personal associations and daily events at least briefly noted in
the dream report. This permits the analyst to scan a number of
dreams, see them in the context of the dreamer's life, and focus
upon those that seem most potentially valuable. Alternatively, the
analyst might ask the analysand to pick one or two dreams that
seem pm1icularly significant.

Defensive Use of Dreams

Though dreams are valuable, patients can use them in a defensive
fashion, as they can all other information. There are two ways of
using dreams defensively that are rather easily recognized and
avoided. The first is gever to.J>Jin&-.d-r:eaIl.l.~._!oJh~::t~cly_ti(;hour,n
especially when they seem to be revealing about oneself. The other
is t9 bring so manY_,~l~am§ thaUhe~ersE_~do~.Cl!lY.SlJh~r.Jl~~c;t f..}

_()f tht:._~'ln£llysis-,such as the fierce quarrel with one's spouse the
night before.

Dreams can be denied importance, even though they are brought
to the analytic session. A frequent form of such denial is to attribute
the dream only to actual events of the present: "I dreamed about
the Rolls Royce because I saw one parked near my car yesterday."
The flaw in that attitude is that one sees many things every day,
but only a few appear in dreams. The dreams may indeed select
from everyday events (what Freud called "day residue" of incom
pletely integrated perceptions)-but the manner in which the image
from the day is incorporated into the dream is invariably unique and
in keeping with the dramatic structure and intent of the dream.
Residual images of the day, together with memory images, may
constitute the stage props in the dramatic form of the dream, but
they do not determine how they are used in the drama. A chair may
be an incidental item to sit in, or it may appear as the defensive
tool of a lion-tamer in the circus.
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Enactment Techniques

The same unconscious structures of complexes that are imaged and
personified in dreams can be worked with in other ways that utilize
the unconscious. The projective hypothesis, upon which much
psychological testing is based, is that an unstructured situation will
be structured to a significant degree by the contents of the uncon
scious mind that are constellated at the time of testing.

The same general consideration underlies Jung's theory of
psychological types-that a person possesses a relatively fixed way
of approaching life, basically in an introverted or extraverted way,
and that way will be most prominent in dealing with new and
unstructured situations. The value of all enactment techniques lies
in producing an image or form for the constellated unconscious
activity. This form permits the waking-ego to take an attitude
toward what before was merely unconscious, producing symptoms
but not insight and understanding.

In the use of enactment techniques in Jungian analysis, an
unstructured situation or material is provided. It may be clay or
painting materials, with which the image from a dream (or signifi
cant symbol from elsewhere) is to be expressed. At the annual
conference of the C.G. Jung Educational Center of Houston, there
is always an opportunity for molding in clay, with the productions
discussed psychologically and displayed at the end of the confer
ence. Also, there is traditionally a section on writing poetry, another
way of expressing unconscious contents. Dance therapy is a new
and valuable tool for the same purpose; there are now several trained
Jungian analysts who are also registered dance therapists. Another
enactment technique widely used by Jungian analysts is the
sandtray, in which imaginal scenes are constructed.

One technique that is little known but amazingly powerful, is
having the patient write letters to a significant person, often a par
ent, even if that person is deceased. It then is often of additional
value to have the analysand write a letter "back" from the person.60
Sometimes several interchanges in such "letters" reveal an unusual
amount of unconscious material, particularly feelings that have been
dissociated from the images in consciousness to which they natur-
ally belong.

Dramatic forms of enactment can be used in both individual
analysis and in process group therapy. The gestalt "empty chair"
technique, placing a significant person (or a version of oneself) in
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an empty chair and carrying on a dialogue, perhaps playing both
roles and changing chairs, can in many instances bring forth both
affect and information. Sometimes this gestalt technique is modified
into a minor psychodrama, with the analyst or a member of the
therapy group playing one or more of the roles.

Sandtray Projections

Both my wife and I studied the use of the sandtray with Dora
Kalff when I was in training in Zurich. It has since become a
favorite and fascinating enactment technique. New patients are
asked to construct three pictures in the sandtray, which is a set size,
selecting items from several hundred figures and forms that are
available in the same room. Sometimes.a topisjsassignecl for the
sandtray, such as "your family of origin," or "your marriage," or
even "your concept of God." At other times, the analysand isY?Ad
tQ~.::R!S;l\:ol!L\Vhatobj~cts catdlygU[attention and make an arr9-lJge~
!Eent of them inthes_~f1?" The sandtray is not restricted to new
patiei'ifs;-arialysalids may request it to amplify a particular dream
motif or complex area.

Self-developing, i~J: p~,()to~r':1:phsare made of the sandtray,
as well as proc;~s_s-.!!Ote~indicating which items are picked in what
order, which discarded or changed, Spoota11eOliscomments, etc~ At
times the'anaJ)istitlay interact-wIth ..the p~Uel1t..in ..terms of the
sand!raY-;'asking-if ceJ:iain figUres can- berepositioned _orsubstituted.

ltems may be added to the sandtfay pictllre~~mi_~~guiry,ClsJQJh~
~llal}'-sand's feeling CllJQllttheaddition. So thesandtraycan be used
to enaet-dre·alii-rnla.ges or complexes, and it can also be constituted
as a symbolic dialogue of the analysand with the completed picture,
using reactions to alterations in the tray. It is amazing how a person
sometimes will resist with great feeling a minor change in the
sandtray picture. Such strong emotional constellations give one a
sense of the reality of the psyche underlying the construction of the
projective picture in the sandtray.

The same forms of amplification-personal, cultural, archetypal
and natural-can be used for sandtray scenes as for dreams. The
sandtray is now popular with a number of Jungian analysts, and
interest in this technique seems to be rapidly spreading.

Hypnoanalysis

Some enactment techniques take place primarily within the
psyche of the analysand. They are particularly suited to work with
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introverted persons who may dislike group work or feel inhibited
about constructions in art therapy or in the sandtray projective
technique.

Hypnoanalysis is one such internal enactment technique. Some
Jungian analysts, professionally trained in the use of hypnosis, com

bine it with a classic apjiroach to analysis. I have done a great deal
of work with hypnosis, 1 but use it sparingly in my analytical prac
tice, preferring dreams as a deeper revelation of the psyche than is
possible in most uses of hypnoanalysis. Even deep hypnosis still
involves some degree of ego involvement in the imagery, while
dreams are as close to a pure sample of the unconscious as we are
able to obtain.

If the analysand is a good hypnotic subject, the revivifications
under hypnosis approach the affect-ego states of dreaming. They
are used in the same manner, the analyst helping the patient to take
an attitude toward the images in the hypnotic trance. Except in
specialized situations, there is little attempt to direct the hypnotized
patient as to what to experience in the trance state. Hypnoanalytic
techniques are discussed more fully in the next chapter.

Active Imagination

Active imagination is a technique devised by Jung for direct
interaction with the unconscious through a controlled imaginal state
while one is awake. It is a form of meditation that in some ways
resembles self-hypnosis. Active imagination, however, differs
sharply from fantasy and day-dreaming by the incorporation of two
fundamental rules:

1) The attitucieof the ego (the "imaginal-ego") in a~t~ve irnagina~
tiQ!LmQ§!:-I:!~:!fi~]aITie..}isi1Jlle_!f11agirle~ sityetion were-areaTone-.- ..
That is, the moral, ethical and personal rules that apply fo-asiIii'ation
in waking life must be followed in the imaginal sequence as well.
This prevents the psyche from splitting and elaborating fantasy
images that "don't count" because they do not come into contact
with the complexes that are troublesome to the waking-ego.

2) When situations or persons other than the imaginal:ego react
to the ego iii aCtive imaginallof( .tl1ey musibEp_~rl!lg!ed!o ..react
wit~3_C!iI1Jerierellq(!_Y'ihgtso~1!l!rft~Qirit/~"!._(!i0-This seemingI y easy
ruie- is very hard to follow, for it is tempting in active imagination
to "fix" a difficult situation as one would in fantasy. One of my
own realizations of this occurred when I had a difficult impasse
with my analyst and went, in active imagination, to a wise old man
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image who had always given good, practical advice. I asked him
what to say to my analyst about our difficulty and he sUl11risingly
said, "Don't say a word to her, just take this sword and kill her!"

That was a real dilemma, for to have acted as he advised would
have gone against the first rule of active imagination-not to do
something that one would not do if it were a real situation. And
yet, the wise old man figure had always given me good advice. In
desperation, I concluded that I would imagine starting after her with
the sword "as if" I meant to kill her, although I would stop short
of the deed. As I acted, in imagination, upon this decision, the
figure of my analyst changed to an animal form that I could, though
with reluctance, kill with the sword of the old wise man.

This active imagination sequence was the turning point in my
whole analytical experience, for it destroyed my unconscious
dependence upon the analyst. By the time of the next appointment
it did not really matter to me what my analyst's position was,
because now I had a deep sense of my own foundations. When I
told her the active imagination, and my dilemma, she commented,
"That animal form was my animus, you can kill that!" I was con
vinced forever of the value of active imagination.

There is a third, ancillary rule of active imagination, recom
mended by many analysts, that had given me cause to hesitate in
the sequence described above. The rule is that you shouI4.11f2Ldo.

(]c,tiYJUmagulationimQlyjllgregl ]2gg12k. There are two reasons for
'this advice, one practical and one dealin£with the theoretical nature

of the unconscious. The practical reason is that if one does active
imagination with a real person, it may give only a symbolic solution
to the problems with that person, while short-circuiting interaction
with the real person and inhibiting an actual solution in the everyday
world. Actiye imagjg~!i.2l!)Jil<'£'§l.!2illY-sis,should.he_an aidJ:Q1b.i~,
not a ..S\Lbstitute .for Jifi~ .
...Because one does not know how the deep unconscious of one

person interacts with that of another, and because there are syn
chronistic occurrences, doing active imagination involving a real
person can also be seen as similar to the early ideas of sympathetic
magic-where the shaman or medicine man would attempt to
change a person through interaction with an image of that person.
This reason for not involving living persons in one's active imagi
nation will carry more or less weight depending upon one's
metaphysical assumptions. But lest anyone imagine that active
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imagination is a way to gain "magical" power over others, let me
mention that among primitives a shaman who sent out a "magic
arrow" against an opponent would quickly have to construct an
image of his own home or self, for if the magic arrow "missed" the
enemy it would inevitably return and seek out the person who sent
it. Similarly, if one sets up a psychic structure with active imagina
tion, it mayor may not modify the "enemy" but it will celiainly
modify the psyche of the person who does it, and perhaps not to
any beneficial end.

The practice of active imagination is subtle and requires skill. It
is not a technique suitable for everyone. Most often, if there is an
attempt to go too far with it, the psyche will simply shift toward
fantasy. It takes conscious discrimination to recognize when real
active imagination is truly taking place. There is actually only one
rule to help determine that-something unexpected and surprising
occurs in reaction to the imaginal-ego. This is the point at which
active imagination resembles the unpredictable and startling events
of dreams. It shows in surprising ways the actual autonomy of the
unconscious psyche.

Summary

1. Dreams in Jungian analysis are still the "royal road to the
unconscious. "

2. Dreams usually occur as dramatic constructions that offer the
dream-ego an opportunity to deal with problems that are incom-
pletely solved by the waking-ego.

3. Dreams are primarily in the service of individuation, and they
accomplish this through compensating distorted or one-sided views
held by the waking-ego .

4. The compensatory function of dreams can be seen in terms of
a dialogue between the waking-ego and other aspects of the psyche,
hence not all dreams are immediately related to everyday events.

S. Imaginal techniques such as sandtray constructions can be
used to objectify the unconscious in much the same way as dream
interpretation.

6. Internal enactments, such as hypnosis and active imagination
(a unique Jungian technique) are also valuable.

7. Interpersonal enactment techniques may be used in individual
analysis as well as in group psychotherapy.
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Variations of Analysis

Developing slightly later than classical Freudian psychoanalysis,
Jungian analysis has preserved a wide range of approaches, all
more or less within the classical Jungian tradition. While the most
usual setting is face to face, some Jungians, like classical Freudians,
have the patient recline on a couch with the analyst sitting behind
and to one side.

Some Jungians do group psychotherapy as well as one-to-one
analysis, often prefelTing to call this "group analysis," as does
Edward Whitmont, one of the pioneers of Jungian group work.62
Others, equally respected, are opposed to group psychotherapy.
The wide diversity of clinical and nonclinical backgrounds of Jung
ian analysts ensures continual discussion and review of the many
different variations on the classic style of analysis.

Group Psychotherapy

As mentioned earlier, in chapter 1, Jung himself was not in favor
of group psychotherapy. His attitude has influenced many Jungian
analysts to forego that modality of treatment. Jung, however, had
no experience of modern group process psychotherapy; his
standpoint was based on a deep sense of the primary importance of
the individual and upon the observation that in groups individuals
often behave with less consciousness and responsibility than they
do when acting singly.

Jung was concerned to protect the integrity of the individual in
the face of pressure for group conformity. Process-oriented group
psychotherapy works precisely toward that end, for it strengthens
the individual's awareness of his or her own position and enables
one to hold to that position in spite of pressure from a group.

My own first exposure to group psychotherapy methods came in
the first year of my residency, both as a therapist of groups and as
a participant in a "sensitivity-training" group. In fact, it was in the
third year of my residency training that I had my first hour of
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Jungian analysis-and that was while on a trip to San Francisco to
a meeting of the American Group Psychotherapy Association. I
have never experienced any significant contradiction between group
and individual analytic work, and in fact see them as complemen
tary. Group work is to individual analysis as laboratory work is to
individual study.

Group psychotherapy is by no means a substitute for individual
analysis, but a combination of group psychotherapy and individual
analysis seems to move some people more rapidly in the process of
growth and understanding than either modality alone. The group
experience provides examples of the types of neurotic interactions
that are found in one's personal history and also, often, in the
symbolic statements of one's dreams. The importance of group
work is in fact frequently reflected in patient's dreams, while I
cannot recall an instance in which the dreams of a person in both
individual analysis and group psychotherapy indicated a difficulty
with the group experience.

While the individual analysis tends to constellate complexes
associated with a parent figure, or a projection of the anima or
animus (and more rarely the shadow), the group experience tends
to produce a sense of what is acceptable or unacceptable to society
as a whole. The individual analyst may have the projected role of
a parent, but the group has the projected role of a family or a
society.

Vi11ually without exception, it is easier for patients to tell a
troublesome secret about themselves to the analyst rather than the
group. This has advantages and disadvantages. The primary advan
tage, of course, is that the boundaries of the analytic container are
reassuring and protective enough to permit the examination of the
shadow. The negative counterpart of that, however, is that the
patient often retains a sense of the unacceptability of the material
even though it is accepted by the analyst. This is analogous to
having a close friend who will accept the unacceptable in oneself
where others-or so one thinks-still would not. Discussion of the
same material in group therapy frees the patient from this different
level of anxiety-the fear that he or she would be rejected by
society.

With one exception, I have never seen a therapy group unani
mously reject someone for material revealed in group. That lone



the process interaction between members of the group inevitably
constellates powerful affect-ego states. These are most productive
when they arise naturally out of the group interaction, rather than
through techniques that are essentially the conduct of individual
therapy in a group setting. The type of group psychotherapy that I
both advocate and practice is called process group therapy. In proc
ess group work, the therapeutic situations are allowed to develop
out of the natural interactions among persons in the group, with no
use of technical "tricks" to provoke the interactions.

I have participated as an instructor or supervisor in several two
year training groups. That experience has confirmed my conviction
that group psychotherapy can be an important enhancement of the
experience of Jungian analysis, particularly in embodying in one's
everyday life the insights obtained through individual analysis.

Marital Therapy: Archetype of the Coniunctio

Coniunctio is a term used in alchemical literature to indicate an
operation in which opposites, previously existing only in a massa
confusa (chaotic confusion), are separated and then reunited in a
stable form. This is a powerful symbolic image. In some ways, all
other alchemical operations are preparations for the coniunctio. But
it is never a final end, and is followed by the preparation of a
coniunctio of opposites at another level of the psyche, usually
"higher," but sometimes "lower."

The archetypal imagery of the coniunctio undergirds the institu-
tion of malTiage, which is a collective ceremony intended to indicate
the putting together of what had been separate, in a union instituted
by God, and which man is not to put asunder. Marriage rites have
served social solidarity from the primitive cross-cousin maniage
pattern discussed by .Tung63 to the modem world. When one has
seen many couples in therapy it is possible to believe indeed that
something "magical" happens with the marriage ceremony.

The magical aspect is not always as positive as it was intended
to be. Time and again, partners who had a perfectly good relation
ship prior to malTiage find that the difficulties between them began
almost on the wedding night. The unconscious reason for this is
fairly clear-the roles of wife and husband are vastly different from
the roles of lovers. If the difficulty does not arise at the time of
malTiage, it may occur with the birth of the first child, for the roles
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exception was a schizoid man who threatened to put everyone in
the group on his "hit list." Everyone in the group became angry and
he quickly altered his bizarre fantasy.

Most often the group members are unanimous in accepting an
individual's shadow, even if they don't like it and would like to see
it changed. At worst, there may be a split between those accepting
and rejecting, a situation that is, in itself, helpful to the patient in
realizing the diversity of opinion among a group of people and in
experiencing the ability to exist comfortably in the group without
unanimous approval. One woman in a therapy group put it quite
forcefully, saying that she went through life "looking for standing
ovations, and if one person doesn't stand up the ovation doesn't
count." Group psychotherapy helped her to some degree to take a
lnore tolerant attitude toward herself.

From a theoretical point of view, effective group work is a pow
erful tool in modifying excessively rigid negative self-judgment,
while simultaneously helping to develop realistic self-esteem. The
same qualities of safe boundary conditions are needed for successful
group psychotherapy as for individual analysis. These involve
agreement between group members about the confidentiality of ma
terial that is discussed in group settings. Within those safe boundary
conditions, the effective creation of affect-ego states, which reflect
the unconscious psychodynamics of the group members, is a potent
mode of uncovering and modifying unconscious negative self
images.

Some therapists insist on the mle that group members not
socialize outside the group. Such socialization may produce
alliances that interfere with the process nature of group interactions,
and they may produce interactions that the persons do not want to
bring back for group discussion. r have not found such a mle work
able, since if adults wish to socialize to any degree outside the
group, they are likely to do so despite the prohibition. What I have
found important, however, is to require that any significant interac
tion outside the group be reported back to the group so that it can
become a part of the group process. There have been rare instances
in which members of a group have become sexually involved with
each other, but to my knowledge these matters were subsequently
always aired by the group, which acted as a firm brake on excessive
acting out.

When the boundary conditions of the therapy group are respected,
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of father and mother are again different from the roles of husband
and wife. It is at these nodal points of difficulty that an understand
ing of the dual concepts of persona and anima/ animus can be most
crucial for the survival of the relationship.

The anima/ animus, representing the principle of relationship to
both the inner and the outer world, functions frequently in the ser
vice of the archetypal imagery of the cOlliunctio, indicating a state
of perfect union in which the opposites function in the service of
the whole without warring between themselves. The ancient Taoist
symbol of the t'ai chi tu, already mentioned, expresses the COll
iUllCtio in a graphic form.

This pull toward the profound archetypal imagery of the COll

iUllctio, however, while responsible for the original attraction
between two persons, comes into conflict with the social roles of
husband/wife ane! father/mother, which naturally are based on the
parents, since the actual personal parents always modify and chan
nel the archetypal potentials they unconsciously embody.

The basis of marital counseling in a Jungian framework rests
largely upon two structural concepts: 1) the integration of persona
roles, and 2) the relationship between anima and animus under the
pressure of the unconsciously archetypal symbol of the coniullctio.

This is a theoretical description, of course, but serves to emphasize
the archetypal framework that is generally not appreciated in marital
counseling.

All the analyst's skills in dealing with the anima and animus are
needed when counseling a couple with difficulties. The first stage
is for the partners to become aware of the point at which normal
ego-functioning begins to decay into interaction between the nega
tive anima and animus. It is only when that defensive level of
communication is avoided that any real communication is possible
between the two persons.

I\(ot all Jungian analysts will see married couples or believe it is
appropriate to treat both husband and wife in separate analyses at
the same time. This choice depends upon both the theoretical
framework of the analyst and her or his clinical training. When
marriage or couple therapy is available from a Jungian analyst,
however, it carries a potential depth of meaning that is profound.
How profound? Profound in the sense that the appropriate focus of
Jungian marital therapy is not the maintenance of the marriage
relationship (although that may be the outcome). Instead, the pri-

mary focus is on the individuation process in each of the individuals
in the marriage or relationship.

In conventional marriage or couple therapy the focus is too often
on the decision of whether to stay together or to separate, whereas
the real process that is involved is the maturation of one or both of
the partners. Since this is never exactly a balanced situation-both
partners are never at precisely the same growth point-it requires
careful understanding of the processes in both to do justice to the
underlying potentialities in each of them.

Jung discussed the problems of relationship in an important
essay, "Marriage as a Psychological Relationship." The greater the
extent of unconsciousness in one or both of the partners, he
suggested, the less is marriage a matter of free conscious choice. 64

For one thing, if a person is unconscious of the actual conflicts that
disturb him or her, the "cause" is frequently projected onto the
partner. For another, because of the inevitable discrepancy in the
psychological development of two persons, one is invariably the
'''container'' of the process of the other. 65 In the best relationships,
the roles of "container" and "contained" vary according to what is
required for the development of each of the two persons.

Family Therapy

In recent year's, a number of newly trained Jungian analysts have
had a previous professional orientation in marriage and family
therapy. There thus has been increased interest in applying Jungian
principles to the treatment of families as a unit. This by no means
alters the Jungian analyst's primary allegiance to the development
of the individual against consuming collective pressure, whether
from the family or from society. Family therapy from a Jungian
perspective, therefore, focuses on the gmily as a matrix for the
individuation of all the members. If this is not possible, the anal st
may issol ra or at and work WIt one or more
members as individuals. Because of a baSIC commItment to 10 1

vidual development, many Jungian analysts do not conduct family
therapy at all.

The concept of archetypal structures, however, is in some ways
quite close to the application of general systems theory to family
dynamics. This approach allows one to trace unconscious patterns
shared by family members. In his early work, Jung noted that mem-
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bers of the same family often manifested parallel response patterns
in the word-association experiment, indicating that they shared
similar unconscious complexes.66 Later, Jung also pointed out that
the dreams of children may sometimes compensate the family situ
ation rather than their own developing psyches. 67

One can readily see archetypal patterns at work in family interac
tion: the human sacrifice (often willing) of one family member for
the "good" of the family (scapegoating), the old king and the prin
cess as "protective" father and compliant daughter, an alliance of
married sisters maintaining their unconscious childhood matriarchy
against the men they manied, etc. One woman dreamed of the
unification of opposites in terms of feminine and masculine group
ings-she dreamed she was a member of "the brotherhood of
sisters" !

One of the saddest and most touching aspects of working with
families is to see how often small children try to rescue their parents
from the parents' own neurotic marriage difficulties, sacrificing
themselves in the process. The altruism of the child is only partially
conscious but is as striking as the observable self-centeredness of
the child.

The sandtray can be as useful in picturing psychodynamics
operating within the family as in showing the relationship between
partners. Engaging an entire family with the sandtray construction
requires some skill and guidance, but can reveal interpersonal
dynamics that are difficult to bring to consciousness in verbal
interactions. As Jungian analysis becomes more readily available,
a Jungian approach could have a marked impact on family therapy,
although the basis of Jungian work will remain the one-to-one ana
lytic dyad.

Hypnotherapy

Early in his career, .Tung himself utilized hypnosis, as did Freud,
but abandoned it in favor of such techniques as dream interpretation,
which he saw as "less a technique than a dialectical process between
two personalities.,,68 In a letter to one of his early patients, Jung
writes, "I did not give up hypnosis because I wanted to avoid deal
ing with the basic forces of the human psyche, but because I wanted
to battle with them directly and openly .... I gave it up simply to
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get rid of aU the indirect advantages of this method. ,,69 Elsewhere
lung states that he gave up hypnosis because "I did not want to
impose my will on others .... I wanted to protect and preserve my
patient's dignity and freedom so that he could live his life by his
own volition.,,7o

Such remarks by lung seem to refer primarily to the use of hyp-
nosis as direct authoritarian suggestion for symptom removal and
abreaction of emotion. Although hypnosis is still used in this man
ner, there are many more subtle ways of weaving it into
psychoanalytic treatment, ways that preserve the values that con
cerned lung and do not diminish the autonomy of the patient.
Because hypnosis is primarily a collection of techniques and
maxims for applying intentional suggestion in a close interpersonal
framework, a therapist using hypnosis must rely upon some wider,
more comprehensive theory of psychological functioning for his or
her primary orientation to the clinical situation.

The field of hypnotherapy is strong on techniques, weak in
theoretical understanding. The general public still often feels that
hypnosis is a way for one person to control another, but properly
used hypnosis is more a guided imagination process, or a medita
tional form, than any sort of mind-contro1. Some of the misconcep
tions are due to the misuse of hypnosis in stage presentations and
in movies.

The hypnotic stunts of stage and nightclub entertainers have little
to do with the serious use of hypnosis for purposes of clinical
treatment. Stage "hypnosis" depends more on the self-selection of
volunteers willing to perform (often even believing they actually
are hypnotized). The old trick of showing that a person is hyp
notized by making him rigid and placing him across two chairs, the
shoulders on one chair and ankles on the other, actually simply
demonstrates a little-known ability of virtually anyone. Holding
that position uses the largest and strongest muscles of the body-the
same muscles that are used in maintaining upright posture against
the pull of gravity.

In a major review of the theories of hypnosis, Harold Crasilneck
and myself have directed attention to what we call the psycho-struc
tural aspects of hypnosis theory. 71 By this we mean to emphasize
that whatever theories of hypnosis are used, they must be consistent
with the structure of the mind and the brain. Hypnosis is a way of
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utilizing the unrecognized abilities of the human mind, but it relies
upon other theories of the mind and is not itself an independent
VIew.

Hypnotherapists, therefore, use a collection of hypnotic tech
niques, but must apply them within whatever theoretical structure
of the mind they affirm. That larger theoretical structure does not
come directly from the field of hypnosis, but from other views that
are applied to the clinical application of hypnosis. For that reason,
there should be no independent field of hypnotherapists who have
no fundamental clinical training other than their training in hyp
nosis. An independent field of hypnosis would be like training stu
dents to pull teeth without having to go to dental school to learn
what to do if there are complications.

The Jungian view of the mind is especially useful in understand
ing and applying hypnotherapy techniques. As the most comprehen
sive theoretical model of the mind yet available, the Jungian view
allows the therapist to better understand the dynamic meaning of
the hypnotic interaction, particularly in imagery produced in the
hypnotic state.

The hypnotic state is produced more by the patient than by the
hypnotherapist, who can only give suggestions that are likely to
facilitate entering a trance state. In Jungian tenns, the boundary
conditions of the patient's waking-ego are more immediately and
directly controlled by the hypnotic suggestions, allowing the
patient's ego to ent~r a ~t,ate similar to active imagination (but more
properly called afiUJ!ri[?D1nagj'ffa't£(idbecause the suggestions of the
therapist come from outside the patient's own mind).

Even in a light hypnotic state, it is possible for a good subject to
experience an autonomy of imagery that is difficult in waking life.
In the waking state, what is represented by the images is more
likely to appear as subtle changes in the emotional background tone
of consciousness; to perceive these requires much more attention
and awareness than most untrained people have. As in dreams, the

imagt::s that appeClr.in\TaE~ hypnotherapy represent the, m0'lement
~Q(;linieraction· of c(;mplexes in· theuncons<:iousllliiJi:f=:- fhe··same'
complexes that affect the structure and quality of self-image when
the patient is in ordinary consciousness.

The same skills that are developed in dream analysis can be
directly applied to understanding this imagery. In a technique called
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the~~.t-bridgeJintroduced into hypnotherapy by John Watkins,72
the simiIarffy"(J affective tone is used to identify memories from
different stages of life that are related to the same meaning-or in
Jungian terms, that have the same underlying complex pattern. Con
tact with complexes in the guided imagination of the hypnotic state
naturally produces affective responses, just as does contact with
complexes in waking life or in the word-association experiment.

These affect-ego states can be more finely controlled in hypnosis
than in waking interaction. The analysand in hypnosis can be asked
to identify with the imagery arising in the mind, but can also be
told to disidentify from the imagery if the resulting affect is too
disturbing. This is not a suggestion to totally and forever avoid
contact with that imagery, but to withdraw from it at that moment.
Repeated contact with the imagery is used, much like desensitiza
tion in behavioral therapy, until the ego is able to assimilate the
contents of the complex without being overwhelmed.

For example, a person might have had a disturbing dream, one
in which the dream-ego felt alone and abandoned. After inducing
an appropriate level of hypnotic trance, the subject would be asked
to revivify the dream until it acquired a degree of verisimilitude, a
likeness to the original dream experience. Then a suggestion might
be given to "keep the feelings, but let the scene fade away." Then
the subject in hypnosis would be asked to "go back in time, back
ward in time, a part of your mind going back in time, until you find
another memory, another scene, that has the same feeling tone, the
same feelings." Usually the subject will have been instructed to
indicate that such a memory has been identified by raising one
designated finger .

The suggestion is then given to recreate and experience the sec
ond memory, and so on, continuing as long as such exploration
seems productive. The memories are then examined, in the hypnotic
or waking state or in both. One can often observe similarities in the
remembered events. Usually they cluster about some common
denominator, perhaps a trauma to the patient's self-esteem. The
original dream, for example, might involve anxiety about not being
prepared for an examination in college. Using the affect of anxiety
as a bridge, the second memory might be of discovering at a party
in high school that one's girlfriend was flirting with another man.
A third memory might be ridicule by one's father for a childhood
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transgression. The identification of various memories having the
same emotional tone provides an excellent area for analytical inves
tigation.

Hypnosis can be used in many ways other than the exploration
of imagery. Hypnosis is a powerful tool in intelTupting unhealthy
habit patterns, such as smoking or compulsive overeating, and in
the lessening of intractable pain, as in some cases of terminal
disease. These uses of hypnosis derive little from Jungian under
standing, although the Jungian model is helpful in managing the
accompanying transference-countertransference aspects.

There are disadvantages as well as advantages to the use of hyp
notherapy. Some people are not good hypnotic subjects. Although
repeated trials of hypnotic induction may enable such a person to
enter more deeply into a trance state, it may be insufficient for
practical results. Hypnotherapy does not necessarily move more
rapidly than other forms of psychotherapy. The induction and
Inaintenance of the hypnotic state require a significant amount of
fhe therapist's time. Furthermore, the material produced in hypnotic
Irance, while valuable, is not from as deep a level of the mind as
are dreams. Understanding derived from the imagery of hyp
Ilotherapy must stilI be applied by the waking personality, which
Illay require individual or group psychotherapy as well.

Hypnosis can also accelerate the development of transference
reactions, which if marked must be dealt with in a conventional
psychotherapeutic manner. I have in mind a case in which the sud
den eruption of a negative transference (in a patient who usually
hact a positive relationship to the therapist) OCCUlTedwhen a dream
was being explored under light hypnosis. In that instance it was
possible to see dramatically the manner in which the analysand
unknowingly identified himself with a figure in the dream, while
simultaneously identifying the therapist with a persecutory figure in
the same dream. It took more than forty-eight hours to sort out this
distortion of the patient's normal consciousness, caused by identifi
cation with the complexes in the dream. At that point, the material
uncovered by this experience proved useful in the ongoing analytic
process. Such events, however, are obviously undesirable if they
occur in situations where the therapist is untrained in dealing with
unconscious material and its impact upon the transformative field.

Freud abandoned hypnosis because the abreactive improvement
obtained through discharge of emotional memories during hypnosis
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did not persist. Jung abandoned hypnosis because he did not under
stand how it effected a cure.73 Both Freud and Jung, therefore,
desired a deeper understanding of the unconscious processes
involved in the phenomena of hypnosis. It remains a valuable and
impressive tool in the armamentarium of the clinician. The future
integration of hypnotic techniques and Jungian theory will facilitate
even further the applications of hypnotherapy within the context of
classical Jungian analysis and dream interpretation.

Although I now utilize hypnotherapy in only a small percentage
of cases, I do not find its careful use incompatible with dream
interpretation and other more traditional Jungian techniques. I dare
to imagine that Jung himself might agree, were he alive and aware
of the developments in the understanding of hypnosis since his
early days with Freud.

Summary

1. As Jungian analysis becomes a more established field of prac
tice, it will find wider application in treatment modalities other than
the classical one-to-one approach. These developments will be
informed and guided by the understanding of the psyche provided
by classical analysis.

2. Jungian analysts trained in other techniques can both enrich
the field of analytical psychology and bring the deeper understand
ing of the psyche, derived from Jungian experience, to a wider
range of clinical application.
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"In the interaction between them, mother and infant together form
the emotional bonding essential to a meaningful relationship."

(Photo courtesy Jessie, left, and Vicki)

8

The Individuating Ego

Analysis is a formal process of self-reflection and understanding,
meant to free one from unnecessary bondage to complexes that are
dominant in one's personal psychology. Jungian analysis is also
intended to help one find the path of one's own individuation,
which can never be defined in general or cultural terms. Analysis
is a window upon individuation. Individuation is deeper life. Mean
ingful life is the goal.

The Personal and the Transpersonal

As infants we enter a world that is vastly complex, and yet there
are patterns of behavior between infant and mother that bring the
newborn into profound relationship with the mother. Observations
of early mother-child interaction have shown the surprisingly early
transactions that are meant to forge emotional bonds. The newborn
will turn its face toward the cheek that is touched by a hand-the
so-called rooting reflex-probably an innate response to help the
infant find the nourishing breast. This response from the infant also
has an emotional impact on the nursing mother. In the interaction
between them, mother and infant together form the emotional bond
ing essential to a meaningful relationship.

Observation of infants in the first year of life has shown that an
infant will at first respond with a smile to a pattern of the human
face, at times even to a cardboard cutout that shows only eyes,
forehead, eyebrows and nose. This is analogous to the experimental
observation that newly hatched chicks will crouch when a cardboard
form of a hawk is pulled forward on a wire above them, but will
not respond if the same form is pulled over them tail-first. These
are innate patterns which relate the newborn to the sun-ounding
environment.

At about the midpoint of the first year of life, however, the child
will begin to respond differentially, smiling when the mother's face
is seen but showing displeasure with the presentation of a strange
face. This may well be the beginning of the emergence of a personal
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sphere of interaction out of the original undifferentiated unity of the
child's world. Although we are born with innate potentials (and no
two of us are exactly equal in that regard), we live them out in the
context of a personal world that is constructed from family, social
and cultural interactions. The beginning of this personal drama, the
life story that each of us weaves, begins when the infant responds
differentially to the mother.

We emerge from an archetypal world and construct a personal
world for ourselves out of whatever materials we are given by fate
and circumstance. The mother calTies for the infant all the
archetypal possibilities of the archetype of the mother, presumably
formed over immense time by the unconscious assimilation in the
species of the inexpressible mass experience of human mothering.
'fhese archetypal possibilities are gradually incorporated, to what
LWeI' degree possible, into the developing image of the personal
mother. But no actual mother can be an adequate carrier for the
extended range of possibilities of the archetypal mother. Both infant
and mother are unaware of this process, feeling the relationship is
only between them. In later life, however, in dreams and imaginal
productions, it is possible to observe that the archetypal possibilities
not realized by the personal mother are still present in the psyche,
ready to enrich the mind in ways that were not sufficiently realized
in childhood.

Dream images that show mothering figures other than the per
sonal mother often indicate the attempt of these archetypal patterns
to contact the ego. The same is true, of course, of the archetype of
the father. 1lt_~s.einteID1l1J;>I~~§§J:jTf:§.f2I't~e experienc:e of parental
il11agQsJ:>~hindth~jI}lage ofJbf:-personalpare~fsaccount for a large
part of positrve-traflsference u2o_n"th~~nalysL
-f'li"woman- 'wnose-rela'iionshipwith her 'personal mother was
unsatisfactory, even in childhood, had a number of experiences
after the suicide of her husband that showed an attempt by her
psyche to awaken the positive aspect of the archetype of the
mother-the aspect that had been insufficiently experienced with
her personal mother. In one waking experience, she had a vision of
the Virgin Mary during mass. In a dream, she experienced Mary
crying; in the same dream she experienced a brief reunion with her
dead husband.

By adulthood, it is usual for the human being to have no memory
of the earliest years of life, a time when the everyday world of

familiar sUlToundings was constructed out of archetypal poten
tialities. Those possibilities which were actualized are felt to be
"real," and those that remain dormant in the unconscious have no
existence at all in the conscious mind, although they may be pow
erful patterns that will be needed later in life.

In its usual state, the adult human mind is aware of the immen-
sities of the physical universe and the vast numbers of other persons
in the world, but relatively unaware of the range and complexity of
the objective psyche within. It is usually only the introverted per
sonality, or the extravert who through force of individuation devel
ops introversion in the second half of life, that is aware of the
reality of the inner world. The personal sphere of the individual is
transcended both inwardly and outwardly by transpersonal realities.
To the puer who tends to identify with unactualized potentialities,
the objective demands of the external world are an antidote to
dangerous flights of inflation that would hold the person back from
actualization of life. For the person too overwhelmed by the ten
thousand things of the external world, the perception of the inner
universe is a refreshing and welcome contrast.

Mankind is obliged to live in both worlds, holding the tension
that inevitably arises between them. In looking at a large number
of analytical cases over decades, ithas seemed clear to me that the

Self~~sires{ ~e~~~ (f)~the forl11ation,_£f2_~t~()1}~,e.g:();•.
andl2)}hat ih~ eg:o,,()!}~Jorm~~:lJ?~.~_!~!at~,~~,t~~ depths of the "
_~11e, . If t}~....12Yrso!l.J22!ds_b.:ls:}'.fro1!l:}!fe(a usual cause of
15~\.~~' the, dr~ams seem to PI'~~.?fol' a\v.9LlS!!lg,il1rough of that
resistance. In a serious blockage, the dreams may ~",~n~ecome
Jhreatening to the dream-ego, as if to push where persuasi0l1'h-as
failed. While neurosis may appear to be only an impediment to
living a complete life, it actually has a positive purpose in that its
symptoms force the ego to face up to the avoided tasks of individu-
ation.

_911J';.~there is a strong ~g() structure, dreaTl1,?ofte\1reveal pos-
§itJili:ies of relating more deeply to. the unconscious. DretlTl1§,.Qf
initiation maY occur at 'that'fi'me.-Itis as if toe regulating center of
the psyche, the Self, presses for the development of an ego structure
in order to establish a viewpoint in the world. The Self then presses
for the depths of the psyche to be seen. In short, the psyche wishes
to see itself!

Only a strongly developed personality can withstand the tensions r
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of seeing deeply into the unconscious. Jung was such a personality,
a powerful model, according to Edward Edinger, of how man is to
exist in the age to come-standing firmly on emih, while con
templating both the stmry heavens that surround us outside and the
vastness of the objective psyche within.74 Mankind is the only form
of life yet known that can bear the tension of these two universes,
and perhaps bring them into harmonious relationship. Through the
work of mankind, the universe may become more conscious of
itself. And the only known carrier of this immense process is the
individual human being toiling in the personal and unique process
of individuation.

Circumambulation of the Self

Based pmily on parallels to yoga, but primarily upon his own
experiences and dreams, Jung conceived of the process of individu
ation as a circumambulation ("walking m'ound") of the archetypal
Self by the ego.75 Like a point on the periphery of a wheel, the ego
feels that it is continually circling the "still point," the hub of the
wheel, the Self. It is as if all of our experience were a part of the
life of the Self. We are incapable of immediately experiencing the
totality of meaning of our own individual lives, although we can be
intuitively aware that we move about (circumambulate) a viliual
center of meaning, the archetypal Self.

Circumambulation is an age-old ritual for showing respect to
sacred shrines and objects, In traditional Tibet, the Buddhist tem
ples were circumambulated in a clockwise direction (symbolic of
increasing consciousness) and the shamanistic Bon temples were
circumambulated in the reverse, counterclockwise direction.

It seems to me that an image of the centered Self is caught in
T.S. Eliot's phrase "at the still point of the turning world," from
"Burnt Norton," the first of his Four Quartets. The imagery con
tinues, seeming to express the ambiguity of the archetypal Self, in
these lines:

... Neither flesh nor fleshless;
Neither from nor towards; _ ..
But neither arrest nor movement. And do not call it fixity,

.. - Neither ascent nor decline ....

Eliot adds: "Except for the point, the still point, /There would be
no dance, and there is only the dance.,,76
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As the maker of dreams, the archetypal Self continually confronts
the ego with symbolic dream images of itself. The ego sees its
egocentric illusions mirrored in the larger vision of the Self, a mir
roring that is most often gentle, even amused. A man told of par
ticipating in a panel discussion of several unusual films at a meeting
of a humanistic psychology organization. Although he was tired,
and had to push himself to muster energy for the evening, he felt
himself to be an excellent panelist-witty, succinct, pithy-and was
well applauded and frequently congratulated at the end of the even
ing. But what did the Self as dream-maker think of his wonderful
performance? That very night he dreamed that he had been mastur
bating in public!

At a crucial time in my own life I had a dream that seemed like
a mere gluttonous wish-fulfillment-a large cone of ice cream on
which were sprinkled chopped-up dates from a palm tree. And what
was this concoction called in the dream?-a Palm Sundae! My
association to Palm Sunday was "a momentary triumph preceding
a painful crucifixion." I was too young and inexperienced at the
time to correctly understand or heed the gentle, almost amused
warning in my dream. But sure enough, I was subsequently
"crucified" by an enormous conflict. Fortunately, this involved not
just the motif of crucifixion, but the larger theme of death-and-trans
formation. The painful events that the Palm Sundae dream
foreshadowed led to necessary and profound changes that were long
overdue.

The tone of these two dreams, where fun is poked at the ego in
a quite serious way, gives a flavor of how the Self deals with the
ego when one is seriously trying to find a way amid the many
options of individuation. Looking at many such dreams from a
large number of analysands, I have an impression of the Self as
wiser and older, a benevolent friend. The Self seems always con
cerned with the state of the ego, yet almost infinitely patient and
nonjudgmental of the ego's false turnings.

"Negative" Forms of the Unconscious

'fhe. uncollsciolls can ..show a ha~~h~!!EL~pp(lJ,:entlyIl~gative face
-when"fhe ego'contiiiuaTly-avoia"s a necessarY step in development.
III such situations; there frequently occur@~atnsin which some
thing or som.eone is trying 'to break into a house\Vhere the ego Wv"eS:-'~'.-._,.'.. ' ....__.... •• .,··N.

At times, the intruder is shown as primitive-an elephant, an ape,
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an unnaturally large spider, etc. I have also seen dream images of
a primitive mounted warrior, Indians on the warpath, large malevo
lent machines, vampires and so on. It is characteristic of this type
of dream that~the intrudip..g figure usually does not actually try to
harm theego,~-gGiisTstS ...J!PQn ~Jl!ry.Similar intrusions occur in the
liTIagery-oTauthentic active imagination when the ego is in need ofmovement.

At an ari exhibit, a man was fascinated with a strange painting
of a sailing ship with a large spider covering the billowing sail.
Later, in active imagination, he tried to reproduce the painting in
his mind as a dramatic scene, with himself in a small boat alongside,
in order to understand the fascination of the image. To his horror,
the spider came down from the mast and pursued him across the
water, apparently to devour him. At the last moment, however, it
turned over, revealing its female genitalia. With surprise, he
realized that its true intent was to be fertilized so that it might
reproduce. Among many other archetypal meanings-the most com
mon of which is the negative and devouring mother-the spider also
means the spinner of the world, who spins the world out of itselfthe image of Maya, creator of illusion.

Another man reported running through Central Park in New
York, under the influence of drugs, with the delusion that a large
black spider was on his head. Sympathetically I exclaimed how
frightening that must have been for him. No, he explained, the
spider was trying to pick a hole in the top of his head that somehow
would help him. This man was unaware of the Tibetan tantric yoga
practice designed to produce an "opening" in the top of the head to
permit the soul to escape the body at the moment of death ..

It is not only in dream imagery that the Self may deal harshly
with 1i1e-ego':Itsometimes seems that if the ego insists on avoiding

,anecessary step in the process of individuation, the Self can initiate
I..~aninvoluntary form of the needed experience. A quite extraverted

man, who in midlife continually refused to pause and examine the
meaning of his life, badly fractured his leg while skiing and was
forced to be inactive for several months. During this forced inactiv
ity, he finally began to consider the neglected introverted side of
himself. One can never be certain, of course, that such accidents
are unconsciously determined rather than simply the result of "cause
and effect," but the accumulation of many observations leads me

\j\
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to be cautious in dismissing lightly such apparently meaningful Icoincidences.

The etiology of psychosomatic illnesses is less in dispute. It is /apparent in many cases that neglecting to deal with a serious uncon-IJ;
scious conflict can lead finally to physical illness. 77 Exc~.when
expressed in the voluntary musculature system, as in the1iysteTICa1",
p1iraJysts-of-au'eXfremity, iriabllityto talk, etc., the illness does not

seemtobe acri.iecfsymlJ9JicJ~x.2I~~:si()n ofj.l:teunderlyingcoIlflicL]{ather, the. illness is€<!!a~i thro~.gh the<tl~:"~.~~~E~~~::·!~!si1?I1/
tQJ!1e emotlOnsg~n~J!lt~dby thesuPRressed conflIct. But overstate
mentonhls psychosomatic hypothesis' can lead to unnecessary and
useless guilt. I have seen a man dying of cancer confronted by his
"therapist" with the probing question, "Why do you want to die?"
Even if there is a psychological component to cancer, by the time

physica~ alteration of the body has occurred, !he condition cannot _ W )'; )responSIbly be dealt with by s cholo I one. ~ \ { "
ot 1 the positIve and negative forms in which the Self appears

to the ego seem to be in the service of individuation. In the very
long perspective of, say, a lengthy analysis, virtually everything
can be seen as serving the mysterious process of circumambulation
of the Self, a circular and sometimes serpentine way with turnings
back and confusing loops, but nevertheless a directed and moving
process-if seen in suitable perspective. Barbara Hannah, a Zurich
analyst who trained directly with Jung, once remarked in her old
age that the basic value of a long life was to see the outcome of so
many other livesl With such a perspective, the positive and negative
images of the Self seem to coalesce and meld into a pattern that
cannot be precisely defined within conventional categories of con
scious thought, and yet is deeply meaningful and coherent.

The go a are tl has no0!Qic~~wBg.t.l:ler...~jtwill

ackno.wle~ge and interact with 'the archetypal Sel~i~ d?es ~~ __a ch Ice 111 terms of the ua Ity 0 t e 111 er~ctlOnj The~ be
circumambu a e 111 a reverent, concerned but independent man
ner-or the ego can be forced through illness, disruptions of ordi
nary consciousness and symbolic images (including both dreams
and "accidents") to give attention to the unlived aspects of individu
ation that are the concern of the Self.

And what is the purpose of this circumambulation of the Self?
Once more, Eliot furnishes a poetic image for what is difficult of
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description in prose. In "Little Gidding," the conclusion of the Four
Quartets, he suggests that after a completed journey one knows
one's origins for the first time, perhaps as part of a circumambulated
totality:

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.78

Later, in the same concluding verse, this wholeness is called "a
condition of complete simplicity / (Costing not less than every
thing). ,,79

Mandala Forms

One of the symbolic forms in which the archetypal Self appears is
as a mandala. Mandalas are a traditional meditational form in both

Buddhist and Hindu yoga. Traditional images are arranged in 1!....

centered pattern, often combining a sqJI!lr~and a circl~ and usually
-divideomtOfour quadrants. In each Cjuadrant, a religious fiEil~s:-

.:£0ced~ter of the mal_1Q.~L~~Jhe-12rinciple.f!g~1:e
91 which they were aspects. A Christian form of the mandala would
have Christ in the center, with the four apostles, perhaps in their
symbolic animal forms, in the four quadrants. A similar motif in
ancient Egyptian theology might consist of Horus surrounded by his
four sons.

Jung used the term mandala to describe images he found in the
dreams and unconscious creations of his patients. In this psycholog
ical usage, mandala refers to an image that shows a centered pattern
in which both the periphery and the center aloeemphasized. Using
this definition, mandalas can often be seen in dreams: a cubical
building with a fountain in the center, an empty town square with
a building at each corner, a square cookie with a large candied fruit
in its center, etc.

The mandala IJ~presents-!n extrem~ly ordered preseI!!.~Qf th~
. archetypal Self. It iUhe.tefore more likely to occur spontaneously
.when the ego is in need of centeritlg_ I have at times seellITiOSt:
~(able examples of this spontaneous production of mandala
symbolism in the sandtray . Years ago I was shown the finger-paint
ings of a woman who entered a hospital in a dissociated schizo-
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phrenic state. She reconstituted a stable personality while in the
hospital and was discharged. When she was the most unstable, just
after admission, her finger-paintings were of almost pure mandala
forms. As her ego became more stable, the finger-paintings took
on a more fluid character.

In this instance, as in others, it is as if the unconscious wishes
there to be an ego stron enou h towithstand unconscious pres~;ure~
a:n attem ts to com ensate for a weak eo-o with increased images
of or' ClOUS. T is compensatory effort can fal , 0

course, in which case the ego would be overwhelmed by uncon
scious contents, as in acute schizophrenia.

Crucifixion and Enlightenment: The Cross and the Bodhi Tree

Long before the rise of psychoanalysis at the beginning of the twen
tieth century, the great religious systems offered their answers to
the perennial human questions of mankind's place in the universe
and how to live a meaningful life. Many systems of religious
thought have come and gone, and many remain.

Of the world's living religions, Islam, Judaism and Christianity
are "children of the book," having some traditions and scriptural
figures in common, even with their varying interpretations. Bud
dhism is in some ways more a psychology than a religion, having
no specific conception of deity. Yet it functions to give meaning
and understanding of the mystery of existence for millions of
people. There are divisions and subdivisions within all the great
religions, and at times animosity is greater among variants of a faith
than between different religious faiths themselves. Pink is the
enemy of red, as they say, not of blue.

Years ago I had a spontaneous vision that seemed to me to
involve both Christian and Buddhist imagery. It occurred at a time
of great personal tension, and also at a time when I wondered if I
would physically survive. My mind involuntarily posed the ques
tion: When Christ on the cross said, "My God, My God, Why hast
Thou forsaken me?"-what did God reply? As quickly as the ques
tion posed itself, the spontaneous answer came (with a sense of
shock at the change in tone). In my vision, God said, "Just relax
for a minute, Honey, and you'll drop right off!"

The vision faded as quickly as it had come. But it was disquiet
ing, to say the least (like my earlier vision, discussed in the intro-
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Christ of St. John of the Cross, by Salvador Dali, 1951.
(Art Gallery, Glasgow)

duction, of lung as a rocket ship propelled by excrement). Was the
vision sacrilegious? I was almost afraid to examine it for fear of
what I would find. But then, when I did open myself to the impli
cations, it immediately seemed clear that the central image of Chris
tianity was the crucifixion of Christ, and the most significant
moment of that event was Christ's reported cry at being abandoned
by God. The "reply" from God seemed out of place. And yet-. It
suddenly came to me that in my spontaneous vision Christ's ques
tion had been voiced in the tradition of Christianity, while God's
answer had been from a Buddhist perspective.

In the Buddhist view, all suffering of old age, illness and death
is somehow the result of desire. No desire, no loss. Even the fear
of death might vanish if one had no desire to cling to life. The
implication of the vision was the thought, new to me then, that
Christ was more a willing participant than I had imagined, that he
had to strain to "hold" to the cross, and that if he had relaxed (in
Buddhist tenlls, "let go") he would have "dropped off."

The idea of Christ voluntarily holding on to the cross, rather than
being forcibly nailed to it, is strikingly pictured in Salvador Dali' s
painting Christ of St. John of the Cross, which has always
astounded me with its spiritual implications. The perspective :s
most unusual: the crucifixion scene floats in the air like a spiritual
image, while it is viewed as if by someone in heaven looking down
on the head of Christ.

At a recent meeting of the International Society of Hypnosis in
the art museum in Glasgow, Scotland, there were only a few
minutes before closing to visit the exhibits. I was surprised to "ac
cidentally" find Dali's original painting hanging at the end of a long
balcony corridor. As seems to be always true, the original painting
conveyed so much more than the reproductions and prints I had
seen. The psychological implication that flooded into my mind was
that Christ's crucifixion, the central image of Christianity, was a
profound image of transformation through suffering, an image not
just of death but of death-transformation-rebirth.

In contrast, the central image of Buddhism is Gautama Buddha
in meditation, sometimes under the bodhi tree where he achieved
enlightenment after giving up useless ascetic practices that had
almost killed him. This central Buddhist image is of transformation
through "letting go." Thus, the central image of Christianity is of
transformation throu h extreme lxatlOn n u er' while t at
of u Ism IS of transformation through extremc;J tm'g~.
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And yet, these two great religious images are really opposite

sides of one underlyin. oc s. They ~ike two differentalchemical operations, mortificatl and~) psychologically
similar to mortification an Issoclation. Both operations are neces
sary in the formation of the Philosophers' Stone, an image of the
highest, most enduring value, capable of transmuting lesser values
into itself, "turning lead into gold." In psychological terms, trans
formation through fixation and suffering and transformation through
letting go are both necessary at various times in life. Together they
make a more complete model for transforming the ordinary human
condition than does either alone.

I am still unsure of all the implications of this vision, now years
in the past. But the effect and immediacy of its impact on me has
not lessened. I take great hope in the beginning of serious Buddhist
Christian dialogue-not in the technical and theological arguments,
rather in the juxtaposition of their imagery, the moving quality of
their great religious images. The Risen Christ and the Compassion
ate Buddha may prove to be complementary images of the Way.

Preparation for Death

As the goal of the first half of life is the establishment of a strong
ego in the world, so the goal of the second half of life is reconciling
the ego to the meaning of life in the face of inevitable death.

To ignore the task of ego-growth in the first half of life is as out
of step with the natural movement of life as is ignoring the inevita
bility of death as the "goal" of the second half of life. lung stated
that the correct way to end life was to carry on as if one had a
thousand years of life, to literally "live oneself right out of life. "so
But that seems an impossible prescription for the ego that sees death
as the total annihilation of all that is known, all that matters in the
world.

Experience with many dreams gives the impression that dreams
are made by a part of us, theoretically the archetypal Self, that is
in some ways far larger than the ego-personality with which we
usually identify. The dream-making part of us again and again
proves wiser and more understanding than the ego-personality, and
it is certainly not less than the ego. The unconscious is clearly more
than the mere repository of repressed wishes and drives ("the
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demands the body makes upon the mind") that Freud postulated in
his nineteenth-century mechanistic model of the psyche.

And how does the dream-making part of us, the Self, view the
overwhelming question of death? If dreams are the self-represen
tation of the psyche, and if they function in a compensatory way to
balance consciousness, how do dreams themselves view death?

Dreams prepare the psyche for death. But dreams seem to view
death in no more dramatic terms than a journey, a marriage or some
other major change in life. Freud could have explained this away
by theorizing that the unconscious, having had no experience of
death, does not represent it in dreams. But it is more mysterious
than Freud's reductionistic viewpoint. It is as if the dreams of some
one approaching physical death were no more concerned about the
approaching death than they would be about any major change
within life.

Several years ago, a close friend died of cancer. She knew she
was in a terminal state and had chosen to have no more medical
treatment, returning to her home. During the last weeks, I visited
with her almost daily. The chief topic of our conversation was her
dreams. She had never been a patient of mine and to my knowledge
had never had formal psychotherapy, but she was deeply interested
in the nature of life and in dreams. At the time of her death, she
had two teenage sons, one of whom worried her. She was particu
larly concerned as to what might happen to that son after her death.

In a dream about two weeks before she died, she found herself,
together with the son she was concerned about, at a very fancy
clinic for the treatment of mothers and problem sons. The treatment
consisted of lying down with the son on a large metal ottoman that
was covered with intricate "Hindu" engravings. The ottoman then
rotated and rose gently into the air. If it dipped downward suddenly,
which did not hurt either the mother or the son, it was a sign that
the son would eventually be fine. In the dream, she and her son lay
on the ottoman, it rotated and rose into the air, and it dropped
suddenly. From that moment on, she gave up her worry about the
son's future after her own death. The dream gently allowed her to
relinquish a sense of responsibility for her son, preparing her in that
manner for her own death.

The final dream that we discussed prior to her death was of a
horse race. Horses were getting into position for the beginning of
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a race which had not yet started. Her dream-ego was excited and
interested. This would seem to be a dream preparing the psyche for
death. If one realizes that the 15c)d'ma be re resen . dreams
by an animal fre uentl a 0 e, 1 the dream said that her body
was getting rea y to run a race, actually its final race. She herself
was not in the race, but was watching with interest. This dream
occurred within about twelve hours of her physical death.

Later I learned that before she died my friend had broken into
profuse sweating. She had asked her nurse, a kindly old black
woman who had known her many years, "Mary, am I having death
sweats?" The nurse had soothingly reassured her that sbe was not,
although the nurse had attended other dying persons and knew that
this profuse sweating might precede death. The sweating was like
the last race of her body, using all the mechanisms of the autonomic
nervous system in a final and impossible attempt to prolong life. I
had not until then heard of "death-sweats," but on inquiry found
that it was part of the wisdom of folk language in rural Texas.

Soon after this woman died, a mutual friend came to me with a
dream she did not understand. In the dream, the dead friend had
come to her door with an unknown man and had given her some
pennies with the instruction that they were to be given to James
Hall. The dreamer had no associations to the pennies. But I did!
Several years before her death, my friend, her husband, myself and
another friend had been in England on the last day that the old-style
large English pennies were in circulation as currency. My friend's
husband had bought Some old penny-arcade machines that worked
only with these large English pennies. He was going from bank to
bank, collecting sacks of them (very heavy!) to bring back to the
United States for his arcade machines. We had spent an afternoon
carrying these heavy sacks of English pennies around with us.

It was as if the dream were sent to reassure me about her con
tinued existence after bodily death. It was even more impressive
that the dream came through a third party who did not know the
meaning of the pennies, the central motif of the dream. A sceptic,
of course, could hypothesize that the dreamer unconsciously learned
of the pennies through telepathy or clairvoyance and also uncon
sciously formulated the dream for my benefit. I prefer to believe
that my friend was sending a message about her survival of death,
and sending it through a third party in such a way that I would not
consider it simply a subjective part of my Own memory of her.
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Beyond Death

We do not know if there is anything beyond death. Perhaps the
body simply returns to its component elements and the personality
ceases to exist. But the immemorial belief of mankind is that some
thing of human personality does survive physical death.

Records of some of the earliest human burials show that the dead
person was placed in a foetal position in the grave, as if awaiting
rebirth. In recent years, scientific investigation of early cave burial
sites has shown that the ponen count is greater in the dirt of early
gravesites than in the sun-ounding area. This suggests that even in
prehistoric times the human being was often buried with flowers,
perhaps an indication of ceremonial burial and hope that death was
not the final end.

In 1882 the Society for Psychical Research was formed at Cam
bridge University in England. Its purpose was to investigate with
the methods of science the abilities of the human being that had
been asserted by religious traditions-abilities such as telepathy,
clairvoyance and the possibility of surviving physical death. One of
the early publications by F. W .H. Myers, a founder of the SPR, was
called Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death.82 The
SPR continues, together with its younger American counterpart, the
ASPR, to investigate such questions. Although research in para
psychology has progressed greatly, the question of human survival
of death has become more complicated. Evidence that the living
human being is capable of telepathy and clairvoyance makes it
more difficult to scientifically assess messages that seem to come
from deceased persons-in the present terminology, from "incor
poreal personal agencies."

It is one of the ironies of modem life that mankind's oldest
question, the meaning of death and possible life beyond the grave,
receives so little scientific investigation when the implications for
such study are so immense. Knowing with some certainty that there
is survival of some part of the human personality beyond death
might revolutionize civilization.

Dream Evidence

Before his mother died, Jung had a dream that he did not under
stand at the time. 83 In the dream his father, long dead, came to ask
him about the latest methods of marriage therapy, which lung told
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him. It was only when his mother died soon after that Jung realized
the dream might have been a representation of his father's surviving
personality trying to prepare itself for reunion with Jung's mother.

Jung was on a trip when he received news of his mother's death.
That night he dreamed of a large terrifying wolf tearing through the
forest in search of a human soul-a sense of the tenor and brutality
of death.84 Retuming the next day to Zurich for his mother's fu
neral, Jung noted that in the background of his mind he kept hearing
wedding music. To him this music represented another meaning of
death-as if it were a reunion and putting together, a happy time
like a wedding. Thus Jung recorded his experiences of the two
can trasting meanings of death.

Just before my own father died in 1975, he told my sister the
only dream that anyone in the family remembers him ever reporting
to any of us. He told her he had dreamed he was going to visit a
certain aunt and uncle, the couple that he had gone to live with for
a year when he completed high school. It had been the tuming point
of his early years, when he was able to gather himself together and
prepare for life. We did not know at the time that he was ill, nor
did he, but the dream seemed to be preparing him for death with
an image he would understand-the image of a safe place to go
when you have to leave home. In his associations, it would also
have symbolized a place one chooses to go in order to start a new
phase of life.

Soon after my father died, my sister and I both dreamed of him.
I dreamed I was sitting in the breakfast room of the house where I
had grown up, working on papers having to do with my father's
estate, when he walked into the room carrying his suitcase, which
I recognized, as if he were retuming from a trip. He greeted me
warmly, then went to find my mother and sister to say hello to
them. My sister dreamed that he was sitting at a large round table
with some other people she did not know, enjoying himself. She
hugged him and passed on through the room.

Such dreams, not at all uncommon, are of course not proof of
life after death; indeed, one might argue that they are "sent" by the
Self simply to give some comfort to those still living. Death is the
final step of individuation as known by living human personalities,
but perhaps that psychic structure we call the Self has a more inclu
sive and far-reaching perspective.

9

Beyond Analysis: Scientific and Religious
Implications of Jungian Theory

Jung and Freud

Jung and Freud were more than psychiatrists concemed with treat
ing the disturbed mind. They were ultimately concemed with the
nature of reality and man's place in the universe. Both tacitly
believed that understanding the depths of the mind would at the
same time reveal truths about the nature of reality itself. Yet the
intuitive answers they offered about the nature of the unconscious
were vastly different.

Freud came at last to a dual instinct theory-the life instinct
opposing the death instinct, libido against thanatos. Freud's theory
is finally pessimistic: the forces of life and pleasure can only hold
at bay for a brief time the inexorable triumph of the death instinct.
All organic life retums to inorganic elements. For Freud, life is
finally a tragedy, a brief epiphenomenal dance above the abyss of
death. The materialistic tone of Freud's theory reflects nineteenth
century European scientism, not science as it exists today. This was
Freud's faith and he lived and died in it with heroic bravery, ever
defending the truth as he saw it, while suffering with fOliitude his
last painful illness and decline.

At the deepest layer of the mind, Freud had seen only the instincts
pressing for discharge, the pressures that the body places upon the
mind. Freud called this aspect of the mind the id, the "it." The ego
or conscious mind and the superego or conscience-the other parts
of the mind in Freudian theory-cany a sense of structure and con
tent. 85 The id canies more a sense of pressure, like a hydraulic
pump simply driving the more conscious parts of the mind to
achieve discharge, without understanding or know ledge of the com
plexities and requirements of the conscious social world.

For a brief time when I was a psychiatry resident, I became quite
concemed about the id, since it did not seem to have the same
structural elements as the ego and the superego, with which it was
parallel as a structural concept. For several days I asked all my
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professors about the structure of the id, ending with no more knowl
edge than I began.

The id does have a theoretical structure, of course, and is roughly
analogous to the Jungian structural concept of the shadow. But in
Jungian theory there are many layers of the mind beyond the
shadow. In particular, it is the concept of the collective uncon
scious, which Jung later renamed the objective psyche, that basi
cally distinguishes Jungian theory from the Freudian model of thepsyche.

The Jungian Psyche

.Tung's model of the psyche assigns a creative, essentially positive
meaning to the deepest layer of the unconscious mind. This is the
objective psyche, as real in its own way as the external physical
world. In fact, its archetypal predispositions structure not only the
inner subjective world, but to a great degree our perception of
the external world as well. Whereas the "contents" of the personal
unconscious are complexes (both normal and at times pathological),
the "contents" of the objective psyche are the archetypes, coordi
nated by the central archetype of order, the Self. The objective
psyche is the matrix of human consciousness. Ordering is intrinsic
to it, but it is a dynamic and unfolding order, not a static and
unchanging structure. In this dynamic order lies the genesis of the
individuation process, the basic activity of incarnating in a human
life the potentialities of the unique Self of the individual.

Although Jung's is a basically positive view, he is by no means
merely optimistic. Human life is real, embodying real successes
and equally real failures. Even the life of mankind on the planet
Earth can succeed or fail. But there is no intrinsic tragedy in Jung's
model of the structure of the psyche. There is no inevitable triumph
of a "death instinct." Although death is undeniable, the deeper
layers of the psyche, as indicated in the previous chapter, act as if
death is not a crucial event. It may be that as life shows increasing
entropic disorder on the physical plane, it also exhibits increasing
complexity of pattern on the level of meaning and understanding.
We are in the dark ages as far as understanding ourselves or the
universe we inhabit. Yet lack of knowledge is not the same as
despair. There are scientific and religious implications of the
Jungian experience that give reason for hope.
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Religious Implications

Freud titled his work on religion The Future of an Illusion. This
indicates his basic attitude toward religion, although some writers,
among them David Bakan, have suggested that Freud unconsciously
was more influenced than he realized by his own religious tradi
tion.86

Jung's view of religion was again in direct contrast to Freud's
theoretical pessimism regarding the opposition of eros and thanatos.
Jung said that he had never treated a person in the second half of
life who did not have a religious problem. By "religious problem"
lung did not mean difficulty with doctrinal questions or with the
institutional church, but rather a problem of meaning, of under
standing a purpose to life, a reason for living .

.Tung's own father was a pastor in the Swiss Reformed Church,
and lung describes in a moving way the essentially stagnant end of
his father's religious life.s7 When .Tung as a boy was listening
eagerly to his father's explanation of religious concepts, he was
deeply and tragically disappointed when they came to the mysteri
ous concept of the Trinity, which .Tunghad been eagerly anticipat
ing. His father skipped over it, explaining that he did not really
understand it himself. In a real sense, .Tung spent his own life
delving into the questions his father had avoided, including the

Resurrection,88 the Holy S~irit,S9 Elijah as an archetypal image,90
gnosticism,91 the Trinity,9 and symbols of transformation in the
Mass.93 Indeed, .Tung believed there was an intrinsic religious
instinct in the psyche, at least equal in importance to the other
major instincts (creativity, hunger, aggression and sexuality). 94

.Tungfound religious images in the individuation material of his
patients.95 Christ, for example, may appear as an image of the
archetypal Self,96 a theme Edward Edinger has developed.97 One
of .Tung's most controversial and important statements about religion
was his essay "Answer to .Tob,,,98which he wrote because he was
disturbed about the state of the modem world. 99 In this essay, Jung
unfolds a new meaning in the story of .Tob-that .Tobbecame con
scious of an unresolved split in the image of God, requiring God
to incarnate in his creature man in order to understand his own
nature. Edinger has seen this as the chief myth of the present world:
man must now help to carry the burden previously placed upon the
image of God. 100As previously mentioned, he identifies .Tung as
the first exemplar of this new age.
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The implications of lungian theory for religion are revolutionary
and have perhaps been ignored for that reason, while Freud, who
relegated religion to an "illusion," was easily studied in theological
discourse. Theologians are just beginning to deal with lung, but
none as yet has faced the radical implications of his position. One
theological discussion of lung tends to focus only on the uncon
scious relationship between Freud and lung, without apprehending
the truly challenging questions that lung poses for religion. 101

The psyche makes images of God. These can be seen in dreams
and are not limited to religious images that the dreamer knows
consciously in waking life. 102This essentially mysterious reference
in dream material to the image of God, conceived in both Olihodox
and unorthodox ways, may point toward the depths of the psyche
as the fountainhead of religious imagery. There are many anecdotal
accounts of such dreams, and they are not difficult to collect, for
they occur with some frequency. But they are not examined as
evidence for the origin of religious imagery in the human psyche.
Orthodox religion avoids such an approach, which would threaten
the primacy of revealed religion and the codification of it in dogma.
Scientists equally avoid such considerations, for the generally
materialistic framework of science (perhaps once necessary to free
it from dogmatic religion before the Renaissance) does not even
allow the questions of religion to be asked in a meaningful way.

lung has been considered a mystic. Based on the dreams from
his early life that lung discusses in his autobiography, I have even
heard him called a childhood schizophrenic by a psychiatrist who
should know better. But lung considered himself an empirical sci
entist and continually insisted that when he spoke of God he was

, not m~physical assertions,-but was refen"ing to an Image
in the psyche, which is Just as-regltimate a s ( y anyt 109 e
In the mind. What lung left unsaid, however, was the obvious
position that all statements about God, "revealed" or not, must be
statements made by some human person with .1 human psyche. And
lung understood a great deal about the human psyche.

The development of a religious tradition depends upon the per
sonal religious experience of some individual who is able to put the
experience in such form as to attract others to the vision as a true
reflection of an unseen reality. An archetypal image that manifests
in the life of an individual, if sufficiently integrated and presented
to others, accumulates about itself the religious practice of persons
in collective consciousness. The archetypal experience gains a
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"body" of imagery and dogma and is embedded in a religious tra
dition. While this preserves the archetypal experience, it also sets
it against any future new and perhaps more profound embodiment
of that archetype, or of other archetypes.

Scientific Implications

As already mentioned, lung considered himself an empiricist.
Although he worked with the tenuous material of the mind, which
most scientists avoid, he approached the psyche with as much objec
tivity as any empirical scientist. It was only in his autobiographical
Memories, Dreams, Reflections that lung spoke directly as himself,
without regard to the scientific status of his presentation. He wrote
this autobiographical work only when pressured to do so by his own
dreams. No one outside lung himself could have induced him to
reveal his thoughts so candidly. It is therefore one of the most
valuable documents that he produced. In reading it, one gains a
sense of lung's own personal quest-and can verify for oneself the
objective and scientific manner in which he attempted to approach
the most mysterious experiences of his life.

lung's original work with the word-association experiment was
presented in the acceptable format of scientific investigation at that
time. 103By adding electrical measurements of skin resistance to the
essentially psychological inquiry of the experiment, lung introduced
a new approach to psychosomatic medicine. These measurements
were also the beginning of polygraph testing (lie detectors). lung
was innovative in trying to apply these techniques to legal investi
gations.

Even in his deep religious interests, lung was the empirical
scientist. lung felt that theology was an attempt to describe a
transcendent reality that might also be open to scientific investiga
tion,104 perhaps the same reality that can be seen in dream and
imaginal productions reflecting the objective psyche. In this posi
tion, lung stood clearly in the tradition of the founders of the Soci
ety for Psychical Research. Indeed, lung cOlTesponded with l.B.
Rhine, the father of parapsychology, hoping that Rhine's laboratory
experiments demonstrating extrasensory perception might fumish
scientific evidence for realities of the psyche that lung had observed
in his consulting room. Much of the lung-Rhine cOlTespondence
has been included in lung's published letters.
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After a number of searches, both before and after Rhine's death,
I was finally able to locate Rhine's folder of correspondence with
lung, which had been misfiled in the papers of Louisa Rhine now
in the Duke University Archives. There are a few interesting inter
changes between Jung and Rhine that show the latter's strong focus
on demonstrable experiments, and the equally strong concern of
Jung about the implications of the experimental work for the nature
of the psyche. While Rhine is concerned with establishing the
experimental facts, Jung is racing ahead to comprehend the meaning
of those facts in a larger picture. Both men appear deeply committed
to science while profoundly convinced that science can be used to
reveal meanings that have traditionally been carried by religious
belief. It was largely through the urging of Rhine that lung pub
lished in summary form his own thoughts about parapsychology. 105

Jung himself attempted an experimental verification of the princi
ple of synchronicity, which is very close to the meaning of psi
phenomena or ESp.106 The experimental results were uncertain,
and could not be replicated in a second experiment, but it is clear
that Jung trusted the experimental method to yield important results,
even in the unusual phenomena of synchronicity. When accused by
Martin Bubel' of being gnostic, Jung clearly defined himself as a
psychiatrist interested in empirical evidence in the service of
healing. 107

Although he showed continued interest in religions of the East,
lung was deeply concerned with the religious tradition of the West
and repeatedly cautioned that Western man should not abandon his
own empirical foundations. This position again reflects Jung's basic
stance as a Western scientist. In the West, alchemy gave rise to
science as well as secretly preserving an esoteric discipline aimed
at self-knowledge, protecting it from repeated collective attempts
to impose uniformity of belief. The outer exoteric science that
developed from alchemy is of course chemistry, one of the basic
modem sciences. We are still concerned with the inner esoteric
science of alchemy, which a series of dreams led Jung to recognize
as the forerunner of depth psychology. 108

Jung's work does much to bridge this stilI unhealed split between
science and religion. Standing firmly on his belief in the empirical
investigation of a meaningful universe, Jung neve11heless did not
hesitate to ask the most probing and difficult questions about the
origins and meaning of religious belief. His concept of the
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archetype, the basic innate tendency of the psyche to form patterns
from experience, is relevant to both the phenomenology of religion
and to the structuring of scientific concepts.

In his later theoretical views, lung considered the archetype to
be psychoid, by which he meant to emphasize that at the limits of
our ability to observe it is impossible to determine whether the

archetYfce is pure psyche or is also involved in the structure ofmatter. 09 "Psychoid" indicates that the archetype may be a princi
ple underlying both the psyche and the world. Evidence for the
psychoid nature of the archetype is to be found in both ESP and
synchronistic phenomena. The development of creative insights in
mathematics also suggests a deep connection between patterns of
the mind and patterns in the physical universe, for some new
mathematical theories that are developed wholly from the psyche
are nevertheless found to be precise representations of the structure
of the universe revealed by scientific experiment. 110

If the nature of the archetype is truly psychoid, then we are living
in a very mysterious universe indeed~-one that is quite different,
in its depths, from the world of consciousness where subjectivity
seems so radically separated from the physical world outside our
selves. It would also mean that in probing the depths of the psyche
we are simultaneously approaching an understanding of the physical
world.

lung's profound understanding of the psyche resulted in what is
to my mind the most promising model yet developed to bridge the
tragic gap between science and religion. Mankind cannot long nor
happily endure the present separation of our two views of the uni
verse. The first, science, is lodged in an unnecessarily materialistic
framework, while religion, the other great repository of our highest
hopes and values, is too often unnecessarily dogmatic or (what is
worse and even more dangerous) presented in the guise of secular
"isms" that carry unconscious religious fervor. This is one world,
one universe, and human values are not pasted on it from outside,
but arise from the very depths of the objective psyche, which is as
real as the world of external reality. These two are, in fact, one.

We must find our way to a more precise understanding of this
unity before the radical separation of science and value writes a
tragic chapter in the long emergence of human civilization and
culture. Jung is perhaps our most reliable guide in this urgent quest.



Concluding Statement

This volume has been an introduction to the world of Jungian
experience. The reader should have a sense of the actual process of
Jungian analysis, as well as a beginning understanding ofthe nature
of the psyche, and thus be better able to judge if a personal Jungian
analysis is likely to further his or her own individuation.

In addition, I have tried to indicate that the Jungian experience
is more profound than personal analysis, for analysis, when success
ful, is in the service of individuation, the continuing exploration of
one's own personal meaning and destiny. The Jungian experience
may perhaps be even more profound than the process of individua
tion, the basic life task of the individual human being. Jung saw
deeply into the individual psyche, but also into the mysterious world
of the objective psyche which may prove to be the origin of both
ourselves and our world. Cunents in this collective psyche may
foreshadow mass events in the world, just as Jung found premoni
tions of the First World War in the dreams of his patients. Investi
gation of this frontier has hardly begun.

Jungian thought is an effective bridge between understanding the
individual and articulating the wider concerns of the fate and psy
chic history of mankind, between empirical scientific investigation
and the spontaneous emergence of religious imagery in the psyche.
It is a healing force in the world as much as it is a therapeutic
approach to neurosis in the individual.

I wish to conclude this book the way it began, witn a personal
testimonial. I believe the classical Jungian view of the psyche is
valid. This belief is based upon my own experience of analysis, for
which I am endlessly grateful, and upon the observations permitted
me in sharing the inner processes of so many of my analysands.

Jungian analysis is aWay, in the great sense of traditional reli
gious pathways (though not itself a religion). It is also a research
tool yielding views of the psyche in its depths that could be obtained
in no other manner. lung has made a major contribution to our
world. I am honored to participate in furthering what he began.
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Appendix 1

Structural Elements of the Personality

This section is intended as an aid in understanding the classical
Jungian model of the psyche and the technical language used indescribing it.

Fjeld of Collective Consciousness

Archetypeso

In the above figure the horizontal line represents the division
between consciousness (above the line) and the unconscious (below
the line). The outer circle defines the personal sphere, within which
are the personal elements of the psyche, both conscious and uncon
scious. Similarly, the area both outside the two circles and above
the line indicates contents that are in collective consciousness, and
the area both below the line and outside the circles represents Con
tents in the objective psyche (collective unconscious).

In the center of the field of consciousness is the ego complex.
Although called a "complex" the ego is unique among complexes.
It is based upon the archetype of the Self, the central archetype of
order, and is in a sense the representative of the archetypal Self in
the field of consciousness. Other complexes that become "attached"
to the ego complex also partake of consciousness to some degree.
The more they are dissociated from the ego complex the less they
are able to enter directly and easily the field of consciousness.
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When we say ''1'' we are speaking from the ego complex. We are
also tacitly identifying with certain structures associated with the
ego, including the body-image and the usual sense of character
structure (such as "I am a reliable person"). We also tacitly dwell
in other complexes associated with language, grammar ,syntax,
social (persona) forms and so on. Most of the difficulty of under
standing psychopathology, as well as such unusual phenomena as
mystical states, hinges upon the ambiguity between the ego complex
and "I." My own understanding is that "I" actually refers to the
archetypal core of the ego, the Self, which in its pure form is a
center of subjectivity with no necessary content. In an observable
form, however, the ego complex is always found identified with
one or more other complexes, which constitute images of oneself
that, in the psychologically naive state, a person takes to be his or
her actual identity.

The real identity of the ego complex is the Self. And the identity
of the Self is mysterious. It is not entirely unbounded, but it is less
bound in time, space and identity than is the naive ego. The Self
exists at the level where synchronistic connections are easily possi
ble, but for the ego complex they are always startling and meaning
ful intrusions from another level of order.

In terms of the Jungian model, the Self is concerned with the
process of individuation, both of "itself" and of the situations in
which it participates-ultimately the individuation of the universe
as one. The naive ego, in contrast, is usually caught in the defense
of its images of itself, which from the point of view of the Self are
no more important than the various persona roles are for the ego
that is to say, of some importance for given purposes, but ultimately
dispensable.

The archetypal Self is conceptually the center of the entire
psyche, although it is represented in the diagram as the central
structure of the objective psyche, the collective unconscious. It
exists as I) a virtual center of the psyche when perceived by the
ego or spoken of in theoretical terms, 2) the archetypal pattern of
the ego complex, and 3) a way of speaking about the entire psyche
as a unified whole.

The boundary between the ego complex and the outer world of
collective consciousness is indicated by the persona, a term used
for the masks worn in classical Greek drama to amplify the character
being portrayed (some masks actually had megaphones built into
them to amplify the voice of the actor) and to hide the personal
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quality of the actor which might otherwise interfere with the enact
ment of his role. In psychological usage, persona refers to roles one
plays in relation to other people. Persona refers to much the same
thing as role theory does in sociology, although the persona points
to the actual form of the role that a given person might enact, not
the generalizations of sociological discussion.

The persona is actually multiple, since each person plays many
roles: the father, the physician, the son, the friend, the lover, etc.
In a healthy person, the roles are more or less compatible, although
there is always some dissonance between them. A standard comedy
character is the business tycoon who is henpecked by his wife. In
"Amos and Andy," a now defunct radio program remembered by
many with warm pleasure, this was expressed in a particularly
memorable line: "The Grand High Exalted Omnipotent Master of
the Lodge done got beat up by his wife!"

If the persona is well suited to the individual, it facilitates most
of the impersonal transactions that comprise daily life. Without a
reasonably well-developed persona, a person has a "thin skin" and
the ego feels threatened in even ordinary social interactions. A
persona that is too "thick" hides the ego rather than enhancing its
effectiveness in the world. A particularly common and often tragic
situation is identification with the persona, when the ego mistakenly
believes it is nothing but the persona role. Things that threaten the
persona then seem to be threats to the integrity of the ego itself.
Finally, in one who has glimpsed beyond the persona but drawn
back, there is a defensive condition called regressive restoration of
the persona-settling for a seemingly secure role, though below
one's potential, rather than face the uncertainties of individuation.

The persona, like all contents of the personal sphere, is comprised
of complexes. It is important to remember that it is the use to which
the complexes are put, not their existence, that can cause difficulty.
The same complex, at different times and under different cir
cumstances, may manifest through the persona, the ego or the
shadow. It might even be projected onto another person toward
whom one then feels all the emotions associated with that complex.

Just as the persona is the interface between the ego and the outer
world, the interface with the inner world is carried by the anima (a
feminine figure in the mind of a man) or the animus (the correspond
ing masculine figure in the mind of a woman). These are empirical
concepts, derived largely from Jung's observations of dreams and
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fantasy material. In their healthy form they enlarge the personal
sphere of the ego through fascination with inner images or some
outer task, as well as through involvement with a person of the
opposite sex. In their negative or neurotic forms, the anima and
animus function as guardian of the presumed "true self" -which is
actually a neurotically determined false ego-image. The stronger
and more subtle the defenses, the harder it is for the ego to see how
it is shielding itself from life.

In recognizing these structural elements of the psyche within
oneself, it is impOliant not to define them too tightly. One can all
too easily have a concept or thought about oneself, rather than the
actual transforming experience of oneself in relation to the uncon
scious. The ego would seem to be the most easily recognized, since
it carries the signature of "I." But anything that establishes a con
nection with consciousness can speak through "I" -and feel, at least
momentarily, as if it were the true ego.

Attention to shifts in emotional tone and the content of what is
said or thought are major guides to identifying these parts of one's
personality. Experience of the persona is often conscious and carries
an "optional" quality: one can choose to behave in a way deemed
appropriate to a given situation-that is, express oneself through a
persona role. If the persona is not pathological, it is like a suit of
clothes and can be donned or removed according to what is proper
for the occasion. The shadow arouses anxiety lest it become too
conscious or too evident to others, even if the ego is conscious of
it subjectively. It feels inferior, as if one were slipping into a less
integrated state (although this may also carry fascination).

The shadow can usually be noted in a person of the same sex that
one somehow, perhaps irrationally, doesn't like. This is different
from disliking a person for actual dislikable qualities-in that case,
one simply doesn't like the person but is not troubled by that fact.
The person onto whom the shadow is projected rankles one, seem
ing more important than his or her actual place in one's life. In
some cases, this quality of the shadow shades over into the anima
or animus and it may be difficult to distinguish these elements.

In projected form, the anima or animus usually falls on a person
of the opposite sex, although that maxim has exceptions, particu
larly if the sexual identity of the ego is confused. Most often the
projection is positive, at least initially. With a trained eye, it is
sometimes possible to see something of what the projection is about.

~
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It may represent a recurrent neurotic pattern, or there may be posi
tive qualities in the other person that are almost totally unconscious
in the person making the projection. It is not unusual in a developing
relationship for the positive projection to be mutual, but this is often
followed by a defensive negative form when actual relationship
over time is attempted, particularly if either or both partners have
severe neurotic conflicts. In general, when another person does not
"live up to" our expectations, we can be pretty sure that a complex
of our own has been projected onto that person.

These are the structural aspects of the personal sphere that are
most accessible to introspection and intuition. At times they are
shown in fine detail in dreams, and even the relationships between
them may be seen in some dreams. It is well to remember that all
complexes have an archetypal core, so that in the experience of
these structural components, and other complexes, one is also
experiencing the archetypes. Most archetypal meanings are me
diated through the personal sphere, acquiring color from those struc
tures. Only rarely does an archetypal experience come with such
force that it brings into the personal sphere a sense of the numinos
ity, fascination and power of the archetype.

Some drugs produce fairly raw experiences of archetypal themes,
either because the normal ego structure is chemically impaired by
the drug or because the usual level of consciousness is lowered.
Highly stressful events, such as the birth of a child or the death of
someone close, can evoke a sense of archetypal meaning showing
through the usual mundane veneer of life. Some religious and
meditative experiences carry an archetypal numinosity. At times of
collective crisis people seem more prone to experience events with
an archetypal tone.

The deliberate study of "archetypal" material, as in the academic
study of symbolism, dividing experiences into various categories
named for different "gods," etc., is a pale substitute for a genuine
archetypal experience arising from the depths of one's own psyche.
No one who has experienced the actual numinosity of an archetypal
event can confuse that with the consciously cultivated facsimile. An
integrated understanding of the impersonal, archetypal realm is only
acquired through prolonged reflection on one's personal experience
of the complexes.
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Appendix 2

How and Where to Find Jungian Analysts

Although there has been a great increase in the number of certified
Jungian analysts in the last decade, they are still few and far
between. Every graduate analyst has a directory of members of the
International Association for Analytical Psychology. The current
directory lists some 800 English-speaking analysts, of which about
half are in the United States.

One of the best ways to locate a qualified Jungian analyst is to
ask someone who has had such an analysis. Alternatively, the local
county or state medical society or psychological association is often
aware of specialized practitioners in a particular area, even if they
are not members of those professional associations.

There are at present seven American Jung societies with training
programs. In addition to their own members, they can provide infor
mation on Jungian analysts practicing in other areas. Analysis may
also be available from training candidates at a reduced fee. The
current addresses and phone numbers of these societies, east to
west, are as follows:

C.G. lung Foundation for Analytical Psychology
28 East 39th Street, New York, NY 10016
Telephone (212) 697-6430.

New England Society of lungian Analysts
264 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02116
Telephone (617) 267-5984.

C.G. lung Institute of Chicago
550 Callan Avenue, Evanston,IL 60202
Telephone (312) 475-4848.

C.G. lung Institute of San Francisco
2040 Gough Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
Telephone (415) 771-8055.

C.G. lung Institute of Los Angeles
10349 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064
Telephone (213) 556-1193.
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Society of Jungian Analysts of San Diego
3525 Front St., San Diego, CA 92103
Telephone (619) 291-JUNG.

Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts
Contact: Joan Buresch, President
1520 Cerro Gordo, Santa Fe, NM 87501
Telephone (505) 988-1529.

Although the Inter-Regional Society has no geographical head
quarters, there are major groupings of member analysts in Dallas,
Houston and Austin, Texas; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Birmingham,
Alabama; Denver and Boulder, Colorado; Minneapolis and St.
Paul, Minnesota; Seattle, Washington; Portland, Oregon; and
Toronto and Montreal, Canada. There are smaller groupings and
individual analysts in many other cities.

In addition to the professional training centers listed above, there
are well over a hundred Jungian clubs and societies in North
America that sponsor lectures and workshops by Jungian analysts.
Most also maintain Jungian-oriented libraries and bookstores. An
up-to-date listing of these groups and a calendar of events appears
three times a year in the newsletter In Touch, published by The
Centerpoint Foundation, 33 Main St., Suite 302, Nashua, NH
03060; telephone (603) 880-3020.

Appendix 3

Suggested Readings

The best sources of Jungian thought are of course the writings of
Jung himself, most of which are published in the twenty-volume
Collected Works (CW). Many of the individual volumes are now
available in paperback editions. A complete list of topics covered
in the Collected Works appears at the back of each volume. Vol
umes 19 and 20 are a general bibliography and a general index.

A good starting point is Two Essays on Analytical Psychology
(CW 7), an excellent theoretical presentation of Jung's views,
including material on typology and anima/ animus. Also, the section
of "Definitions" in Psychological Types (CW 6) gives clear, concise
explanations of the major terms used in Jungian discourse.

Although excluded from the Collected Works at Jung's request,
his autobiographical Memories, Dreams, Reflections (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1963) is in many ways the most interesting mate
rial he wrote, showing his own quest for the meaning of his life
and work. Joseph Campbell presents a good chronological selection
of Jung's writings in The Portable Jung (New York: Viking Press,
1971). A classic and valuable introduction to Jung's work, arranged
according to topic, is Complex/Archetype/Symbol by Jolande
Jacobi (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959). William
McGuire and R.F.C. Hull edited C.G. Jung Speaking (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1977), a record of interviews and
encounters with Jung.

The most authoritative biographies of Jung are by Marie-Louise
von Franz, C.G. Jung: His Myth in Our Time (New York: Put
nam's, 1975) and Barbara Hannah, C.G. Jung: A Biographical
Memoir (New York: Putnam's, 1976). They both worked closely
with Jung, especially during the years of the Second World War
and afterward until his death. Van Franz's biography deals more
with the meaning of Jung's work, while Hannah's book is rich in
personal details. Another quite readable narrative of Jung's life is
Laurens van der Post's Jung and the Story afOul' Time (New York:
Pantheon, 1975).

Three overviews of Jungian dream interpretation are available:
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Applied Dream Analysis (Washington: Winston, 1978) by Mary
Ann Mattoon, and two by myself, Clinical Uses of Dreams:
Jungian Interpretations and Enactments (New York: Grune and
Stratton, 1977) and the more condensed Jungian Dream Intel]Jreta
tion: A Handbook of TheOl)! and Practice, in the same Inner Cityseries as the present volume.

All titles in the Inner City series, started in 1980 "to promote the
understanding and practical application" of Jung's work, are by
Jungian analysts. Those by Marie-Louise von Franz, edited from
transcriptions of her lectures in English, give a particularly lucid
view of Jung's Own position: The Psychological Meaning of Re
demption Motifs in Fairy tales, On Divination and Syi7chronicity:
The Psychological Meaning of Chance and Alchemy: An Introduc
tion to the Symbolism and the Psychology. (A complete listing of
Inner City titles, with brief descriptions, appears at the end of thisvolume.)

A number of von Franz's earlier lectures have also been published
by Spring Publications, including Creation Myths, Individuation in
Fairy Tales, An Introduction to the Interpretation of Fail)' Tales,
Problems of the Feminine in Fail)' Tales and Shadow and Evil in
Fail)! Tales. Her definitive discussion of the syndrome of the puer
aeternus (originally published by Spring Publications in 1970) is
now available in a revised edition as Puer Aeternus: The Adult
Struggle with the Paradise o.fChildhood (Santa Monica: Sigo Press,1981) .

Practicing psychotherapists will benefit particularly from Jungian
Analysis, edited by Murray Stein, published in hardcover by Open
Court and in paperback by Shambhala Press. It contains chapters
by a number of practicing Jungian analysts, including myself, that
present a comprehensive view of the current status of Jungian
analysis in the United States. The unique British school of Jungian
analysis, influenced by Melanie Klein and the object relations
school of Freudian psychoanalysis, is well represented in The
Library o.fAnalytical Psychology, a series published for the Society
of Analytical Psychology by Academic Press; this series is edited
by Michael Fordham, Rosemary Gordon, Judith Hubback and
Kenneth Lambert, all of whom have contributed to it as well.

An excellent general introduction to Jungian analysis is Edward
C. Whitmont's classic The Symbolic Quest (New York: Putnam's,
1969). One of the best views of psychosis from a Jungian perspec-
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tive is John Weir Perry's Roots of Renewal in Myth and Madness
(San Francisco: Josey-Bass, 1976). The C.G. Jung Educational
Center of Houston has published Jane Wheelwright's study of the
animus, For Women Growing Older, edited by Jungian analyst
Martha Shelton Wolf.

The different "schools" of Jungian analysis are discussed by
Andrew Samuels in Jung and the Post-Jungians (London: Rout
ledge and Kegan Paul, 1985). This is a useful survey, although to
my mind Samuels gives rather more prominence to "archetypal
psychology" than it walTants, including in that variant of Jungian
analysis authors who are not trained Jungian analysts (which he
does not do with the classical and the developmental schools).
Archetypal psychology grew largely out of the work of James
Hillman, one-time director of studies at the Zurich Institute, and is
best sampled in his Revisioning Psychology or in the journal Spring
which he edits.

A highly respected-and the first-periodical in the field of
Jungian psychology is the Journal o.fAnalytical Psychology, pub
lished in London under the editorship of Rosemary Gordon. Quad
rant, a journal published by the C.G. Jung Foundation of New
York, has expanded in recent years and is an important arena for
discussion of developing trends in Jungian psychology. It is edited
by a distinguished board, chaired by Maurice Krasnow. Another
important publication, with extensive reviews of books and films
relevant to Jungian psychology is The San Francisco Jung Institute
Library Journal, edited by John Beebe. The Los Angeles Institute
publishes Psychological Perspectives, until recently edited by Wil
liam Walcott, which presents a more popular, somewhat literary
view of Jungian psychology, although the emphasis may change
under the newly appointed editor, Ernest Rossi.

A new and much-needed journal devoted to the clinical practice
of Jungian analysis is Chiron, named for the mythical centaur who
was the teacher of Asclepius. It is published by Chiron Press
through the Chicago Jung Institute and is edited by MUlTay Stein
and Nathan Schwartz-Salant. Chiron has published papers of the
annual Ghost Ranch conferences, which are held in New Mexico
and are open to Jungian analysts, candidates and, as space pern1its,
to a limited number of others. In addition to Chiron, Chiron Press
has begun publication of a series of books oriented toward the
clinical practice of analytical psychology.
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Special mention must be given here to the remarkable ten-hour
film documentary The Way of the Dream, featuring Marie-Louise
von Franz interpreting dreams told on camera by the dreamers them
selves. The Way of the Dream was produced by Windrose Films,
Toronto, and directed by Jungian analyst Fraser Boa. Since 1985 it
has been presented in special weekend showings throughout North
America, but will eventually be on public television and available
in video cassette form. It is also expected that a transcript will be
published.

The Jungian literature grows at an accelerating pace. These few
suggestions are meant only as an appetizer, to permit easy entry
into this complex and intricate field.
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Glossary of Jungian Terms

Anima (Latin, "soul"). The unconscious, feminine side of a man's person
ality. She is personified in dreams by images of women ranging from
prostitute and seductress to spiritual guide (Wisdom). She is the eros
principle, hence a man's anima development is reflected in how he relates
to women. Identification with the anima can appear as moodiness, effemi
nacy, and oversensitivity. lung calls the anima the archetype of life itself.

Animus (Latin, "spirit"). The unconscious, masculine side of a woman's
personality. He personifies the logos principle. Identification with the
animus can cause a woman to become rigid, opinionated, and argumenta
tive. More positively, he is the inner man who acts as a bridge between
the woman's ego and her own creative resources in the unconscious.

Archetypes. Irrepresentable in themselves, but their effects appear in con
sciousness as the archetypal images and ideas. These are universal pat
terns or motifs which come from the collective unconscious and are the

basic content of religions, mythologies, legends, and fairy tales. They
emerge in individuals through dreams and visions.
Association. A spontaneous flow of interconnected thoughts and images
around a specific idea, determined by unconscious connections.

Complex. An emotionally charged group of ideas or images. At the "cen
ter" of a complex is an archetype or archetypal image.
Constellate. Whenever there is a strong emotional reaction to a person or
a situation, a complex has been constellated (activated).

Ego. The central complex in the field of consciousness. A strong ego can
relate objectively to activated contents of the unconscious (i.e., other
comple:,es), rather than identifying with them, which appears as a state of
possesslOn.

Feeling. One of the four psychic functions. It is a rational function which
evaluates the worth of relationships and situations. Feeling must be distin
guished from emotion, which is due to an activated complex.

Individuation. The conscious realization of one's unique psychological
reality, including both strengths and limitations. It leads to the experience
of the Self as the regulating center of the psyche.

Inflation. A state in which one has an unrealistically high or low (negative
inflation) sense of identity. It indicates a regression of consciousness into
unconsciousness, which typically happens when the ego takes too many
unconscious contents upon itself and loses the faculty of discrimination.
Intuition. One of the four psychic functions. It is the irrational function
which tells us the possibilities inherent in the present. In contrast to
sensation (the function which perceives immediate reality through the
physical senses) intution perceives via the unconscious, e.g., flashes of
insight of unknown origin.
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Participation mystique. A term derived from the anthropologist Levy
Bruhl, denoting a primitive, psychological connection with objects, or
between persons, resulting in a strong unconscious bond.
Persona (Latin, "actor's mask"). One's social role, derived from the expec
tations of society and early training. A strong ego relates to the outside
world through a flexible persona; identification with a specific persona
(doctor, scholar, artist, etc.) inhibits psychological development.
Projection. The process whereby an unconscious quality or characteristic
of one's own is perceived and reacted to in an outer object or person.
Projection of the anima or animus onto a real women or man is experi
enced as falling in love. Frustrated expectations indicate the need to
withdraw projections, in order to relate to the reality of other people.
Puer aeternus (Latin, "eternal youth"). Indicates a certain type of man
who remains too long in adolescent psychology, generally associated with
a strong unconscious attachment to the mother (actual or symbolic). Posi
tive traits are spontaneity and openness to change. His female counterpart
is the puella, an "eternal girl" with a corresponding attachment to the
father-world.

Self. The archetype of wholeness and the regulating center of the person
ality. It is experienced as a transpersonal power which transcends the ego,
e.g., God.
Senex (Latin, "old man"). Associated with attitudes that come with ad
vancing age. Negatively, this can mean cynicism, rigidity and extreme
conservatism; positive traits are responsibility, orderliness and self-disci
pline. A well-balanced personality functions appropriately within the
puer-senex polarity.
Shadow. An unconscious part of the personality characterized by traits
and attitudes, whether negative or positive, which the conscious ego tends
to reject or ignore. It is personified in dreams by persons of the same sex
as the dreamer. Consciously assimilating one's shadow usually results in
an increase of energy.
Symbol. The best possible expression for something essentially unknown.
Symbolic thinking is non-linear, right-brain oriented; it is complementary
to logical, linear, left-brain thinking.
Transcendent function. The reconciling "third" which emerges from the
unconscious (in the form of a symbol or a new attitude) after the conflict
ing opposites have been consciously differentiated, and the tension be
tween them held.
Transference and countertransference. Particular cases of projection, com
monly used to describe the unconscious, emotional bonds that arise be~
tween two persons in an analytic or therapeutic relationship.
Uroboros. The mythical snake or dragon that eats its own tail. It is a
symbol both for individuation as a self-contained, circular process, and for
narcissistic self-absorption.
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